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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND ITS PURPOSES 
The general problem of learning more about Visual Imagery becomes a 
specific problem in this study. y It becomes specific because the same testing 
lnaterial that has been used with older children and students is being used, 
~ow for the first time, with children who are six and seven years of age. 
The nature of the responses of these ages to material like this is not 
!known. Therefore, this study is attempting to show, through an analysis and 
~scussion of t.he test results, what some of these are. 
The state.ment about the aims of this study is twofold: 
The over-all purpose is to give a detailed description and analysis 
of the test results. 
The specific purposes, in relation to these first grade children, 
are: 
1. To find out-
a. What the test responses will be. 
b. What the nature of these responses will be. 
c. Whether or not the results of one test form will be 
reliable in relation to the results of the other test 
form. 
d. Whether or not the actual responses of either or both 
test forms will be valid in relation to what the tests 
are trying to n:easure • 
II 1/ Singleton, Carlton M., "Analysis of Imagery" Incomplete Dissertation, 
Eoston University. 
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2. To try to determine-
a. For Form A-: By allow:ing free response (so that the 
children will report more easily) 
If children of these ages will adhere, still, to the 
test problem 
or 
If children o! these ages, through thejr own vivid 
auociative thinking, will wander so far away that 
their responses will prove invalid in relation to the 
test problem. 
b. For Form B-: By asking questions and reading test 
check lists ( in order to be more specific) 
If children of these ages will adhere, still, to the 
test problem 
or 
If children o! these ages will have ideas suggested, 
and also will add more of their own, so that the imageJ ~ 
in their mental pictures is increased even to the poin1 
of being invalid in relation to the test problem • 
.3. To learn what the effects will be of procedure changes 
, 
made half way through each test form. (These changes were 
made because of an unexpected manner of responding by the 
children.) 
a. Form A- By stopping children whenever they digressed 
too far from the sentence meaning, and by having '\;he 
sentence repeated .. 
If they would see more o! a single picture response 
l 
or 
I£ their responses would be the same as before. 
b. Form B- By asking the children whenever they said they saw 
any of the test list items Tester had read from the test~" 
If they saw them when the Tester said them 
or 
If they had seen them before in their own first picture. 
3 
CHAPTER n 
INTroDUCTION TO THIS STUDY 
'· 
This study is a description and analysis of the responses made by a y y 
specific group of twenty-four first grade children to Form A and Form. B 
of a specific Imagery Checklist. 
It is the understanding of the writer, that this type of investigation 
has not been done before with such young children. Therefore, to make this 
study more revealing, the Tester chose to contrast (1) a tape recording 
account of the actual free ta.lking of each child as he gave his responses, 
with (2) a more controlled question and answer account of the ehild • s respon-
ses. It was suspected that the vivid imagination of some children and the 
!mOre lethargic of others; the rich first-hand experiential background of 
some and the sadly limited of others; the out-going, highly social reactions 
of some and the close withdrawn shyness of ethers; the greater d~veloped 
ability of some to stick to one subject and the less developed, more irrele-
jvant, inconsistant manner of reporting of others; would all be revealed to a 
~re or less degree in these reports. Therefore, it was anticipated that 
vhere would be quite decisive differences. 
From the literature in the Imagery field that has a speci.fie bearing on 
' v 
uhe Mental Imagery as used in this study, the writer quotes from Vaughan 
. ' w ~hat "Visual :images are extremely vivid in some persons."; from Jenkin 
1{ Singleton, Carlton M. "Analysis of Imagery, Test Form Att, Incomplete 
Q.issertation, Boston University .. 
J Y Singleton, Carlton M. "Analysis of Imagery, Test Form B", Incomplete 
~issertationJ Boston University., 
V Vaughan, Wayland F., General Psychology, Doran & Company, Inc. Garden 
ity, New York, 1936, p. 389.-
h./ JeJnkini9Arm27 ie M~0 11Imagery and Leamingu, British Journal of Ps~cholog;y ol. l:'S, uly , p. ;:.H 
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that "The child.ren, in proportion to the number of possible recalls, gave 
more instances of visual. imagery •• •• In spite of this fact, the children h8.' 
. y ' 
less correct recal.ls.tt; and from Drummond that "These images frequently ~ 
representative of incidents in the past of the subject and are often not at 
all appropriate; ••••• One can scarcely doubt that many children are victims 
of this automatic functioning of the associative process. The false tales 
told in good faith by many children are evidence of this." 
It should be remembered. and stated, here, that children of the ages in 
this study are known to be in the growth-stage of establishing the knowledge 
of .fact and fancy and learning the importance of what is relevant and 
irrelevant. Therefore, it should not be surprising if, within these tests 
responses, these children should show fluctuating qualities. 
In approaching the present study, in line with the above quoted ideas 
about mental imagery in young children, the writer anticipated that the 
results would be likely to have a high proportion of instances of reported 
imagery, that this imagery would probably not be entirely correct, and that 
it would, doubtless, have some irrelevant items that might decidedly affect 
the validity of the test results. 
y Drummond., Margaret, "The Nature of Ima.gestt, British Journal. of 
Psychology, July 1926, P• 10-19 •. 
. . 
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Description of the ~ests-
CHAPTER III 
PLANS FOR THE STUDY 
The tests, "Analysis of Imagery, Form. A and Form B" are a pair of tests 
(a copy of each test in included in the .Appendu Pp.l72). The two are 
comparable in significance, as each sentence in one form. has a corresponding 
sentence in the other form., as to type and imagery stimulation value. The 
test sections cover a number of aspects Of imagery:- its Bcope, its visual 
extent, its clarity, its type (whether creative or nemory), its qualities of 
imagery other than visual (auditory, gustatory, ol:factory, kinaesthetic and 
feeling) and its constancy. 
In the present study, each test form was administered under a different 
technique of recording (Form. A: a tape recording of each child's free respons 
to the test sentences, and Form. B: each child's responses by question and 
answers that were recorded by the Tester). Because these children were not 
able to read these teats, both forms had to be -given orally and individ.ua.l.ly 
by:::: the Tester. 
Mater:ia..ls used-
These materials included: 
The tests- "Analysis of Imagery, Form. A and Form. Btt 
A tape recorded machine 
4 tapes -to allow for copying so tapes could be re-used. 
, 
Approach-
The approach to this extended period of testing, (due to its having to 
be individual and oral) was entirely informal. The situation was so new to 
these children that it seemed best to help them. feel at ease and in harmony 
-6-
with the procedure first. Sample sentences (not part of test) were carried 
through with different children while all others listened, to gain understand~ 
ing of what was expected, to gain confidence through the knowledge -t.hat each 
child saw "lihings di!ferently, and to become aware that what any child said 
was apProved since no two were expected to be alike. 
A number of different possible ways of recording the childrents sample 
pictures were tried in order to let the children help select the ones to be 
used and so have them feel they were part of the whole process. A more 
detailed account of this approach is included in the Appendix, Pp. gg, 
along with detailed preliminary and final plans for the administration of 
the tests. 
Test Procedure-
The set-up for the testing was as follows-
Tests to be called- Form A- Free Response 
For.m. B- Question and Answer -
Both tests to be given to each pupil. 
Information about children-
Description of Grade One children to be tested 
Chronological ages y 
California Mental Maturity Test results (given at this tine, 
Total Mental Maturity Age 
Lan~age Mental Maturity .Age 
None-language Mental Maturity Age 
r, 
e J:/ Sullivan, GJa rk & Tiegs, (Revised by), California Short-Form Test 
of Mental. Maturity, Primary, 1951. Pu.b. by California Test Bureall, Los 
Angeles, California. 
7 
Division of children for use of tests - Form A and For.m B 
First-For.m A to first half of girls and first half of boys. 
Give Form B to last half of girls and last half of boys. 
Next-Form A to last hal! of girls and last half of boys. 
Give Form B to first hal.f of girls and first half of boys. 
Spacing of periods- for each child-
It was decided that Grade One children would find the testing least.tirir ~ 
if the total testing "'WA~ spaced so eaeh child's testing would continue 
during the whole ~riod. Thus there would be no concentrated, close-togethez 
periods for any one child. 
The time was to be from November 10 to January 15 or 16. 
Administering of tests- Procedure to follow--(More complete pl&ns in 
Appendex Pp. 92 ) 
For both t•sts-
Children are to close eyes to help keep own image. 
The Tester is to say the sentence, and then repeat it, to be sure the 
child hears it. 
The tester is to reassure each child, each time, that whatever each 
sees (even if nothing) is good because all children and J?eOple are 
diff'erent and therefore see different things. 
The Tester is to remind each child, before beginning test, that he is 
to tell all he sees, s.rnells, hears, and taste, that he is to tell 
wb:lre it is, any colors seen and about everything he sees, in his 
picture. 
For Form A-
The tester is not to ask any questions .during the free response period 
except at the end to say "Is that all?" 
8 
After free response period is over, ,the Tester is to ask (.tor tabula~ 
tion) the questions at the bottom of each sentence, as "Is the scene 
you see a scene you know?" 1'Was the pictUre: Olear ( ): Olear in 
parts and blurred in others ( ) : Blurred ( ) : and "Did you feel as 
though you were: Touching anything ( ) : Smelling anything ( ) : 
Hearing anything ( ) : Tasting anything ( ~ u~ 
For Form B-
The Tester is to read the questions and list items from the test. 
Tabulations are to be made on the test sheet as the test goes on. 
The final questions about being familiar, being clear, and feeling 
things are for tabulation as in Form A. 
Scoring- Procadure to follow-
The scoring for each test is to be done according to the score values 
listed below. 
The final scores .!rom these tests are to be recorded on individual 
test score sheets. 
Charts for the sections are to be made from tests and from score sheet h 
Score Values-
For Scope-(how much seen in picture) 
0- f'or seeing one item alone 
1-for the item with something 
2-for a whole picture or scene with the above item in it. 
For Visual-( to be transposed f :inally into tenths, in order to keep 
the total score easier to handle) 
1-for each object or person named 
1-for each color (different ones) 
l-for each adjective or adverb 
9 
1-for each descriptive phrase 
For Kind of Response (Tabulated separE~tely, not part of total score) 
M.-Memory- a ttYestt answer for all questions asked about knowing and 
gnizing persons, places or objects being told about. 
C-Creative- a "Nott answer for at least one of the questions. Any 
sponse that has both uyestt and "Nott is to be counted as Creative. 
For Clarity-(how clear is the picture) 
2-if picture reported is clear 
1-if picture is clear in parts and not in others 
0-if blurred 
For Imagery Other Than Visual-
1-for each item checked {Touching, smelling, hearing, tasting, 
eeling) 
For Constanc~ (tabulated separately, not to be part ~f total score) 
Is picture the same at end as at the beginning?) 
nyes" = nfrt ~ if reported the same at end as at beginning. 
"Noll ::: tl-11 if reported not the same. 
. . 
rtYes"?: n,tqn added by this Tester for those cases where the score 
show that with all. the additions certain children added, their pictures 
have changed, even though they thought they had hot. 
The total, final score :for each, is a total of the above numerical ~:~u,ort~.l:i-
10 
CHAPTER IV 
DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The nature of the results obtained from these two Imagery Tests (Form 
Free ~sponse and Form. B-:- Question and Answer) has directed the course 
analysis. In general, the children t s responses in both tests 1 were 
1 varied, and quite individual. They are entertaining and often 
of feeling. Specifically, they seem controversial, including .much that 
is irrelevant to the content of each test. Indeed, all these general traits 
led them far qtt from the actual test .meanings. Consequently, it has 
go into the nature of these results and to try 
and quantities of the response deviations. 
Therefore, in this analysis and interpretation, the writer is attempting 
shaw itemized results, by the use of charts, and to follow them by some-
detailed explanations. Conclusions are expressed relatively. The 
on for this is, that the validity of the test results is questionable 
uncertain. Consequently, the tests do not seem to lend themselves to 
use of abstract mathematical reckoning. A correlation coefficient, 
,., ...... vn ... .u"" the reliability in the relationship between the to:ba.l scores for the 
for.ms of the test, is given. 
The sequence of this analysis follows the tabulation headings on the 
ck sheet for the tests. There are charts to accompany each section. 
-l-1-
_____ ..;;... ______ ="="""""~~~~-----·-·------ -·-
Chart la 
Chart lb 
Chart le 
Children Participating in the Testing 
These charts are about the children who took the tests. Chart la. shows 
two divisions of the children- alphabetical and testing groups. Chart lb 
lists ail the children together in a. rank order for C.A. and M.A. scores. 
Chart lc is an arrangement of the two Test Groups with the C .A. and M.A. 
scores for each child. 
Children Participating in the Testing 
Chart la - .Alphabetical Listing and Testing Groupings~ 
Chart lb - Chronological and Mental Age Listings - Rank Order 
Chart lc - Chronological and Mental Age Listings - Test Groups 
Chart la -Alphabetical Listing and Testing Grouping 
This is an alphabetical listing (by a corresponding number) and assign-
ment to groups for testing (underlined for group that did Form A first and 
not underlined if did Form B first). Distinction of girls (by adding ttGtt) 
and boys (by adding ttBtt) was necessary due to brea.ldng up of these into the 
groups to .make a fairer balance for testing. 
12 
cfi---a.rt ra 
Alphabetical Listing 
Girls Boys 
lG 
2G 
~ 
4G 
5G 
6G 
7G 
$G 
9G 
J:Qg 
~ 
l2G 
lB 
2B 
.. 
8B 
9B 
lOB 
llB 
l2B 
Testing Grouping* 
~opp 1 Group 2 
Test A first Test B first 
2G 
.2f! 
4G 
:§g 
9G 
lOG 
llG 
lG 
5G 
7G 
8G 
12G 
lB 
2B 
6B 
9B 
lOB 
llB 
12B 
*A change was requested by a parent (due to transportation) after the 
first distribution was planned. So, though there a.re 12 in each sex group 
in the experiment, and 12 in each testing group, the distribution of sexes 
within the groups is tmeven. When each testing group completed the test 
it did ~irst, and changed to the other form, the same testing groupings 
were kept. 
13 
Chart lb - Chronological and Mental Age Listings 
(According to rank order in each list) 
(Underlined if did Form A first.) 
C.A. 
1. 7-9 :lB 
2B 
UB 
2. 7-6 :2$! 
:3· 7-2 :7G 
6B 
4. 6-11:~ 
5. 6-9 :1G 
49 
2Q 
7B 
6. 6-8 :lOB 
6G 
llB 
7. 6-6 :.§!! 
8. 6-5 :9B 
5G 
L±f! 
9. 6-4 :,2!! 
O. 6-3 :5B 
p_. 6-2 :8G 
l2B 
2. 6-1 :!Q!;i 
~:3· 6-0 :12G 
Total 
M.A. 
1. 8-11 :2.£! 
2. 8-6 :7G 
8B 
3 .. 8-5 :2Q 
4. 8-1 :6G 
5• 8-0 :12B 
4B 
·6. 7-10 :8G 
7. 7-9 :2G 
lG 
1lB 
:4G 
9G 
9• 7-:3 :5G 
9B 
llG 
10. 7-1 :2B 
lOB 
11. 7-o :lB 
12. 6-10 :6B 
1:3. 6~ :~ 
14. 6-7 :lOG 
15. 6-5 :12G 
16. 6-4 :7B 
Language 
M.A. 
l. 9-2 :~ 
-
2. 8-9 :7G 
:3. 8-5 :4B 
1G 
4G 
~ 
4. 8-1 :12B 
lOB 
11G 
6G 
5. 7-10 :~ 
6. 7-7 :8G 
llB 
5G 
7B 
7. 7-4 :6B 
9B 
8. 7-1 :2B 
9B 
9. 6-10;1B 
10,. 6-J :5B 
lOG 
12G 
Non-Language 
M.A. 
l. 9-10 ::3B 
2,. 8-6 :7G 
:3. 8-l :9G 
bG 
8G 
4. 7-9 :liB 
8B 
12B 
5. 7-6 :2G 
2Q 
~ 
6. 7-D :2B 
lB 
lG 
9B 
7. 6-10 :5G 
L±f! 
5B 
8. 6-9 :lOG 
9. 6-7 :6B 
1Jf! 
10. 6-6 :12G 
lOB 
ll. 5-7 :1!! 
14 
1.5 
Chart ~c ~ Chrono~ogieal and Mental Age Listings 
(According to testing groups.) 
(Underlined i! did Form A first .. ) 
e 
GROUP 1 FORM A FIRST 
Test:i.ng Total Language Non-Language 
Grouping C .. A. M.A. M.A.- M.A. 
2G 6-il 7-9 7-10 7-6 
.29: 6-9 8-5 9-2 > 7-6 ... 
4G 6-5 7-7 8-5 6-10 6G 6-8 8-1 8-1 8-1 ~ 7-2 7-7 7.-.1 8-1 lOG 6-1 6-7 6-3 6-9 
'iiG b-8 7-3 8-1 6-7 
-. ~ 6-4 8-ll 8-5 9-10 
~ 6~9 8-0 8-5 7-6 
~ 6..;.3 6-8 6-3 6-10 
.:m 6-9 6--4 7-7 5-7 
1m 6-6 8-6 9-2 7-9 
GROUP 2 FORM B FIRST 
Testing Total Language Non-Language 
_,Grouping C.A. M.A. M.A. M.A. 
lG 6-9 7-9 8-5 7-0 
5G 6-5 7-3 7-7 6-10 
7G 7-2 8-6 8-9 8-6 -· 
SG 6-2 7-10 7-7 8-1 
l2G 6-0 6-5 6-3 6-6 
lB 7-9 7-0 6-~0 7-0 
2B 7-9 7-1 7-1 7-0 
6B 7-2 6-10 7-4 6-7 
9B 6-5 7-3 7-4 7-0 
lOB 6-8 7-1 8-1 6-6 
llB 7-9 7-9 7-7 7-9 
-
l2B 6-2 8-0 8-1 7-9 
' 
... · ~-~ . 
- -~- ~-------- -·~--·- ~--•·'-··-- ~----···- -~ -
Chart la 
Chart lb 
Chart le 
Children Participating in the Testing 
Ages and Groupings 
About the ehildren;-
These children. represented the entire group in this classroom at the 
time the tests were begun. Several children entered later. They were not 
included as there was no way to go back and .make up the work already covered 
It was indeed fortunate that none of the group that began moved away. There 
were two eases whose total testing time was interrupted by a tonsillectomy 
(IG had hers at the end of Form. B and began the other form after recovering 
and returning to school), (6B had his at the end o.f the second test and had 
only one section more to complete). In both eases hospital appointrrents 
had to be kept. They were too difficult to secure to try to postpone • It 
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is most doubtful, if either interruption had any adverse effect on the resul1 s. 
All went along smoothly before and after. 
About the eharts:-
Chart la:-
In Chart la there is shown a fairly even distribution of boys and 
girls in each test group. This was planned in order to give some boys and 
sone girl:s the advantage of doing each test first. The distribution of 
these children into groups, was .made as fairly as possible, considering the 
transportation and mechanical faetors(due to speeial.arrangements) needed 
to give individual tests to each child. 
Chart lb:-
In Chart lb, there is little consistaney between the relation of 
the rank order of the C.A. and the various forms of M. A. The rank order 
of each is high to low. To compare a few: IB is first on C.A., eleventh on 
total M.A., ninth on Language M.A., and sixth on Non-Language M.A.; another-
liB is .first on C .A., seventh on total M.A., sixth on Language M.A., and 
fourth on Non-Language M.A.; 7B is .fifth on C.A., sixteenth on total M.A., 
sixth on Language M•A., and eleventh on Non-Language M.A.; while 3G is fifth 
on C .A., but third on total M.A., first on Language M.A., and fifth on 
Non-Language M.A. And again lOG is twelfth on c.A., fourteenth on total M.A .. J 
tenth on Language M.A., and eighth 'On Non-Language M.A., while l2B is 
eleventh on c.A., fi:t:th on total M.A., !ourth on Language M.A., and :fourth 
on Non-Language M.A. 
Chart lc:-
Chart lc shows that the testing groups were quite fairly balanced 
so t.b.a.t each included a !air ctistribution of the various C .A. and M.A. 
abilities. 
Chart 2 
Visual Scores -Form A and Form B 
This chart shows the Form A and Form B t.otal visual. scores, and. the 
scores divided into first-half and second-half sections. These half score 
records are shown because there were two changes made Cl.uring the testing 
period -one in each test-in order t.o try to obtain a clearer understanding 
of the kind of responses being given by the children. The discussion and 
analysis that follow attempt to cont.rast and evaluate these scores. 
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Che1rf 2 
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Chart 2 
Visual Scores - Form. A and Form B 
Five complete sets of tape recorded results and five collections of 
single sentence results for Form A are to be found in the Appendix Pp 97 &12<. 
The contents of these and the other children •s responses are vivid, and 
creative, but often inconsistan.t-quite dependent on personal experiences, 
stories, or family relations. Each sentence read in the test by the tester, 
seems merely a starting point. The child has taken his own on from there-
and developed it into a story-sequence more often than into a single picture. 
Some have added many brief pictures, or brief story-items, quite irrelevant 
to the sentence. Only a few have attempted to describe how their picture 
rea.lly looked. The responses are mostly attempts to tell and explain what 
happened. This seems, to the writer, a typical. way for this age of child 
to react. The .mental growth of tb4-se children has not reached the point 
where they see detail and hold to BlJlY one thing for any length of time. A 
study of Chart 9 Pp 61 ~hovrs how complicated it has been to attempt to 
catalogue each child's responses. It shows how varied they are. It is 
because o! these varied and more or less invalid results that the writer 
has not attempted to try to do much with correlations. Analysis, ta.bulatiom ~ 
and explanations, seemed the comprehensive way to report.. Reference to 
Chart & Pp 54 and Sb Pp 55 shows the great variety of Form A responses in 
symbol-pattems. Reference to Chart. 9a Pp61 illustrates the great variety 
of ineonsistant i.tems shown on both Form A and Form B. Form B is also 
.full of story elements added as explanations of v&at the child seemed to 
think was happening. Notatiom about. taese story elemnts and sequences 
added in Form B are to be found in the Appendix Pp 159 • 
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In Test Form A, because or the story-sequence tendency, that seemed to 
cause digressions continually, it was decided after the test was half over 
to ma.lre a change by having the tester stop each child when he digressed too 
- far and re-state the sentence to bring back the ini.tiaJ. image and see if 
the child's picture would be more consistant. At this point, also, the 
to repeat the sentence after the tester as another method of clarifying 
iJna,ge. Sentences si:x to ten were carried on in this manner • 
In Test B, after sentence five was completed, it was decided that when 
tester read each test it~ to the child for checking, if the ehlld said 
saw that item in his own picture, the teste.r would ask him if he saw it 
the tester said it, or if he bad seen it before~ In this way an 
tion of the susceptibility of the child to naming of it.elllS would be 
Sentences six to ten were completed in this mann~r. 
In Form A in a comparison of the two halves: Chart 2 shows nine out 
the total twelve scores of Group 1 are higher on the first half (when 
stopped) than on the second half (when stopped), the degree varying 
the 5 points of difference of 2G to the 19.9 points of difference of 
In a comparison of Group 2, the chart shows eight of the total twelve 
higher, the degree varying from the .,6 points of differenee of SG to the 
.3 points of difference of 6B. T hese facts are understandable because 
the last five sentences many children were stopped when they digressed 
far from the sentence or story idea. Many who were stopped, then said 
saw no .more about that one picture. They would have liked to have 
more ab~ut other thiti,gs they then had in mind, but not about that one. 
The total score of Group 1 (who did Form A first) and the total score 
Group 2 (who did Form B first) show that Group 1 made higher scores than 
2: to be e:xact, all of Group 1 have total scores of over 25 points and 
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eight have total. scores of over 50 points. In Group 2 only six have total. 
scores of over 25 points and none have over 5o. The explanation :for the 
lower totaJ. scores of Group 2 seems to be that since these children :first 
e had test periods on Form B, where the 10 sentences were all question and 
answer tabulations, that this itemized i'orm or responding must have trained 
them so they talked somewhat less freely. However, the lP.;__gh.er scores do 
not n:ean greater relevance, only a greater number oi' i.tems that had to be 
scored. The over~ll nature of the total responses of Group 1 and Group 2 
are:;. (1) definitely more of the story-sequence type than of the clear-
picture type; (2) definitelyfull or additional, imaginative but often 
irrelevant (to the sentence-atimulus) details and ideas; and (3) often 
proceeded to the point Where the items reported were opposite to what bad 
been reported earlier. All this has made scormg rather difficult. 
On Chart 2 :for Form A, following the number scores, there are re:feL~l.1U~'i:ll 
to several letter foot-notes. Group A has eleven references to foot-note 
ltbtt (that the response was partly story-relating and partly picture-describ-
ing), twelve to "c" (irrevelant items added), and t·welve to "d" (response 
digressed so tester stopped and repeated sentence as planned). There is 
only one to ttau (aJ..l stories) • Group B has ten references to :foot-note "b", 
twelve to nett, and nine to "d". There are t.wo to nan and one reference to 
npu (all pictures) • .An additional. attempt to represent these varied incon-
sistent responses is to be :found on Chart 9 on page 61 • Additional. 
explanation will be found there. 
On Chart 2 for Form B a comparison of the two. halves shows in Group 1, 
eight are higher on the second halt than on the first - the degree varyj.ng 
from .2 of llG to 5.4 of 7B; and shows in Group 2, nine higher on the 
second haJ.r than on the first - the degree varying :from 1. of 2B to 9.3 of 
sa 
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lOB. A logical. explanation o:t' why the second half is higher in score on 
this Form is that there are more i.,_ems to 1:e read to the child by the tester 
on these last :t'ive sentences than on the first :t'ive, and there:t'ore more 
things are suggested to him for checking. As a matter of: interest all 
children saw something to tell about in the free responses of Form A but 
there were thirteen instances in Form B where sentences were reported to 
produce no pictures at all. The explanation seems to be that even if the 
pictures seen in the free response were difi'erent from the sentence-meanings 
they wanted to tell about them. 
The total scores of Group 1 as compared with Group 2 show Group 1 
higher than Group 2. Six scores in Group 1 are over 25 and three over 30. 
The highest is 27.2 that of llG and lowest 10.9 that of lOG. Five scores ' 
in Group 2 are over 25 and one over 30. The highest is 30.2, that of: 12G 
and the lovrest .3 that of llB. The logical explanation of this seems to be 
that the free-response enjo;yed in Form A carried over somewhat into Form B. 
Group 2 had not had Form A first to help them .t:eel free. Talking freely 
is more natural for children of this age than being held to specific que 
The sum-total nature of the total responses of Group 1 and Group 2 
Form B is more specific than on Form A, but they still show: (1) many 
quence elements added as comments and explanations about the items 
by tester to be ehacked; (2) :t'requent imaginative and irrelevant (to 
sentence-stimulus) details and ideas, o:t'ten associated with the ehild•s 
and (3) sometimes proceeded to the 
where the things reported were opposite to what had been reported 
ore. On Chart 2 !or Form B the letter footnote references, point to 
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stox-y-ite.ms added), ten to llftt (added elements not about sentence), seven 
to ttgn (added elements not about test items ox- place of test items) and 
nine to "h" (said item read by tester was in his picture, then admitted he 
saw it when the tester said it -not before) Gx-oup 2 has eight references 
to tten, nine tonfu, seven to rtgtt, and nine to tthu. 
All these facts shown for Fox-.m. A and Form B fin the Visual recording 
of resuJ.ts, add to a feeling, on the part o.f the writer, that scores fro.m. 
these are real.ly quite invalid as feol"es to compare and correlate with older 
children's whose scores resuJ.t from their ability to see things .more 
consistantly and .from being less susceptible to suggestion. 
Chart 3 
Scope Scores - Form A and Form. B 
On this chart is recorded the first--half, second.-haJ.f, and total Scope 
Scores of Group l and Group 2 for For.m. A and Form B. It shows the actual 
scores by count and includes foot-note letters as explanations for 
ities in the children's reportings. The following discussion and ana.lysis 
give tabulations and cite comparisons to help explain this chart. 
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Chart 3 
Scope Score - Form. A and Form B 
By .aeore- on this scorii.ng- is ·meant; the breadth of vision of the 
picture - whether one object was seen, or an object with something else, 
or a whole scene with these in it,. In studying the interpretation of the 
score through the explanations of the foot-notes, these explanations them-
selves seem more important than the scores, for the scores actually seem 
rather accidental - that is, seem to be how the children happened to 
answer at that moment. They might or might not have anything to do with 
the later responses. 
The .foot-note letter reference that occurs most frequently (48 times 
in both tests) is ttan. (See explanations on Chart 3 for letter neanings). 
The rating sequences of the foot-note letters are: for Form A Gro~p 1-
ttau twelve times ttbtt eight times tldll seven times and nett two times. J . J J 
For Group 2 they are: "a" eleven times, "b" six tines, and "d" is two times. 
The rating sequences for Form B, Group 1 are: ttan seven times, ttgn seven 
ti.rms, ttjlf six times, n;rn five times, lthtl four times, nen three times, nku 
two times, and 11ill and u1n one each. For Group 2 the sequences are: "a" 
eight times, ttftt and ngn seven times each, tten six times, "k" five times, 
and "itt and "j" one time each. The total foot-note comments for Form A, 
Group 1 are 29, as contrasted w.ith Group 2, which is 19. This difference 
is probably due to the breadth of departure allowed by the free-response of 
o:nn A, which was taken by Group 1 first. Form. B foot-note comments for 
- Group 1 are 36 as contrasted with Group 2 which is 35. 
In referring to Chart 3 and the actual scores, the record shows that 
in general the higb.e r s.cores have just as many variant foot-note co.lliiilSnts 
... ----------------~--~---------------~ 
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as the lower,. For instance, on Form B, Groups L .. atid 2, a high score of 
20 (2G) has only one foot-note qualifying comment, but a lower score of 
14 (9B) has also only one; a high score of 20 (3G) has five foot-note 
references, while a lower one of 1$ (lOB) has sixe The explanation for 
these variations, ,seems to be in the nature of the children themselves,-
at first the sentence-stimulus did not mean much, but as the response 
continued, or as items were read for checking by the tester, the stimulus 
grew and shaped itself about the items, or about what they suggested, 
through association, to the ·children. 
Here are listings !or sentence 1 1 Form B of the actual word responses, 
with the letter footnotes added for references (see chart). The Scope 
Score is given, also, so to show whether or not it was adhered to. 
Sentence 1- "The bowl was filled with crisp, salt nuts.n 
Group l 
Scope items to be checked- 1. bowl 
(Each child to tell) 
(which he sees) 
2. bowl on table or shelf 
3e whole picture with bowl in it 
3G-(»en)-scope 3-added about "people getting marriedn. 
6G-~an)-scope 3- added about tthaving company, mother getting ready"• 
9G-(ttj")-scope 1-checked, when test items were read by tester, "flowers ' 
and tttablecloth"• 
lOG-(ttjtt)-scope 2-checked, when asked about test items read by tester-
ttcandy1 couch, TV set, sandwiches and silverware"• 
3B-("j")-scope 2-added about nguest house, two beds out in garage, 
curtains, couch, people and TV setn. 
4B-~!l.") -scope 3-wanted to tell a story, would probably have told quite 
a tale if he had not been held to questions and 
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answers o£ this test. 
7B-(Il.ftt)-scope 3-.atter placing picture in ldtehen-then told about 
ttparade out doors"• 
SB-(nen)-scope 3- after placing picture in kitchen- cheeked test items 
tester read "large cbal:i and TV". 
Group 2 
lG-( "a'' )-scope 3-after placing pieture outdoors- then told about 'lnoving 
into dining room because it was too cold outdoors.n 
5G-( 11.h.t1)-scope 3-a.fter placing picture in kitchen, then added about 
"TV and Circustt. 
7G-( tthtt )-scope 3-after placing picture in kitchen, then told about 
11fence and gr~ssn outdoors, and "stairs and bathroomrt 
indoors. 
2B-( rthtt)-scope 3-after placing picture in kitchen, then told about 
ttfather down cellar making doll housen. 
lOB-("h")-scope3-after placing in dining room, then told about nporch"• 
12B-( ttftt)-scope 3-after placing in kitchen, then added about "Mother 
and Father watching television". 
Sentence 2- "The sweet smell of ~resh apple pie filled the room." 
Scope itenns to be checked- 1. pie 
2. pie on something 
3. whole scene with pie in it. 
Group 1 
3G-( 11htt)-scope 3-placed in dining room- added about tttrucktt. 
6G-( »att)-scope 2-checked in kitchen- later added story element about 
11 some children begging the maid for sone pie tt. 
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lOG-( "f 11 )-scope 3-ehecked. jndoors- later checked test item "truck". 
llG-("a")-scope 3-later added story about kitten ttMittens" (from a 
Grade l story book) 
3B-( 11 j1t)-scope 2-added test items read ttbread m:ixer, children, curtains 
fireplace, modern kitchen, refrigerator". 
4B-(ttftt)-scope 3-placed jn dining room, then checked test items "army 
teat, boys playing in tent, bakery, brick building, 
cook"• 
-
5B-( 11f 11 )-scope 3-added story about"pie being burnt, had to throw away 
.• 
in ash can, was not good. 11 
7B-(nan)-scope 3-added story about ttchildren wanting pie- but could 
not have because mother said it was for dessertn. 
SB( tt~tt )-scope 3-added. story about ltpie being bigger than supposed to 
Gro:p.p 2 
be because when they wanted to make two pies they put 
both pie miXes into one". Then added "It didn't make 
any difference because they had company so they had 
enough". 
lG-(ttftt)-scope 3-placed indoors, then checked test items about "deliv-
~ry truck11 • 
5G-( nett)-scope 3-placed in kitchen, then checked test item about 
"delivery truck". 
7G-("ett)-scope 3-placed in kitcher; then checked test item about Ubond 
bakerytt and added ttmother and father eating pie for 
dessert"• 
____ __;, __ __. ...... ---=""'·-~-"""""'~----- .. ' 
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12G-("h11 )-scope 3-checked outdoors on picnic, then ada.ed "painter 
dropped paint on table cloth", hav:ing "ceiling painted 
"walls pa:intedtt, ttMother making pie, rolling it, 
putting apples on it", added from test i.tems, "curtain , 
rad:iator, rad.i.oll and "a li.ght". 
lB-(ttf 11 )-seope 3-placed in livingroom, then adp.ed about tt.bond bakery". 
2B-(ttf11)-scope 3-placed in ki.tchen, then checked about narnzy- tent". 
6B-("f 11 )-scope 3-placed in kitdlen, then checked about ttarmy tentn. 
lOB-( 111'")-scope 3-placed in livingroom, then checked about ttar.my tentn. 
These are samples of the sort or thinking that the children did, in 
relation to their scope report, and the later ways their pictures and 
stori.es wandered according to the incidental things that had happened as 
the test progressed. The scope just proceeded to broaden and narrow all 
along the way. None of these irregularities show up in the actual scores 
according to the test markings. That is why, to the writer, the foot-note 
explanations seem more revealing than the scores. It is also why, the 
writer feels, the score values have little meaning. So many changes in 
the chi.ldren•s reportings, actually disqualified many of the scope scores 
as well as the ot.her scores. They are thus proven to be inaccurate. 
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Chart 4 
Clarity Scores - Form A and Form. B 
This chart shows the Clarity Scores for each group and for each 
test- total and first and second halves. Foot-note letter comments are 
added to help m the analysis of the meaning of the scores. 
Note-
Sentence Number 10, on each Form of the Test has no Clarity Score 
question, so 18 is the total possible score. The first half has score 10, 
but the second only 8. 
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Chart 4 
Clarity Score - Form. A a.nd Form B 
By ttclarityn is meant, whether or not the picture each child sees is 
ttclear in parts a.nd not in others,n "clear" so to be seen distinctly, or 
ttblurred" so to be indistinct. 
In discussing the chart, it seems as important to comment on those 
wi.th perfect scores as those with lower scores. When examined, the top 
clarity score records reveal, through comparison with the lower, as many 
discrepancies of the actual test material in relation to the scope and 
clarity scores. These facts are not revealed on Chart 4 (except through 
foot-notes), where tabulations are of actual scores as checked on the tests. 
To illustrate this in order to .make it clear, examples have to be cited. 
First the Chart Score record: Form A, Group 1: among twelve children 
in this Group, there are 7 who reported l7 sentences as ttclea.r in part" 
(footnote j) and none ltblurredtt (footnote k). There are five who reported 
"clear" on all sentences. Among the twelve in Group 2, there are 2 children 
who reported 8 sentences ttclea.r in part" and ten who reported "clear'' on 
all sentences. However the foot-note letter ua,u reports ·that there is no 
noticable difference in the actual test responses, in relation to Clarity 
and Scope Scores, between those having the llcleartt scores and those having 
ttc1ear in pa.rtn, An example to substantiate this: from the test results, 
3G reported sentence No. 9 as rtclear in partn and No. 10 as "clear". The 
total score for No. 9 taken from the Test Record Sheet is 6.7, and for 
No. 10 is 3.1 (might have been two more if there had been a. Clarity score 
for this sentence). Number 9 is even higher than No. 10 although it has 
ttclear in partn for Clarity score a.nd No. 10 has 11c1ear". The other 
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sentences in this part, also reported nclear", have total scores of, No. 
·-
6 is 5.5, No. 7 is 6.4, and No. 8 is 9.8. Only one of them is higher. 
The first five sentences in the first half are not used in this comparison, 
because they are in the group not stopped by tester if digressed too far, 
and therefore would have higher total scores due to length. 
Another illustration also from the test results is from the first 
half (not stopped by tester) :4B chec.ked sentence No. 3 as ttclear in partu. 
It•s total score (from test result sheet) is 15.8. The other sentences 
m this half were reported 11 cleartt. Their total. scores are: 10.0 for No. 2, 
18.5 for No. 41 12.4 for No. 5 and 10.0 for No. l. This case shows two 
scores better and two poorer than the one reported as ttcAr in partn. 
Again, from the first half, Form A, Group 2: 2B checked No. 4 and No. 
5 sentences as "clear in partu, yet they are not significant because the 
visual scores on these two, No. 4 which is 1.8, and No. 5 which is 2.0, do 
not vary much from the Visual Scores of two of the other sentences in this 
first half- No. 3 which is 2.1 and No. 21 which is 2, (though No. 1 has a 
score of 4.4). One explanation for Nos. 4 and 5 having lower total scores 
is that each has only a score of 11).11 for Clarity while Nos. 1, 2, and 3 
all have 112". Another reason for No. 5 having a lower total score is its 
uon score for Scope, while the others each had 112,11. The nrmagery Other 
Than Visual11 score for No. 5 is nJ.u, for N o. 4 is "0", but No. 3).is also 
"1", and No.2 is also non, (thoughN.;:o. 1 is "2"). 
An averaging of all these comparisons, indeed, shows no appreciable 
differences between the sentences checked as "Clearn and the ones checked 
as "Clar m Parttt. 
On Form. A, an interesting fact, as referred to by foot-note letter 
"d" on four records (3G, 4B, 7B, and llB) which have Clarity Scores of 
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"Clear in Part", is that in their entire records each has a higher relation 
.. 
of "sentences having Imagery Other Than· Visual" to "sentences not having 
it" than do the records for the children having a clarity score of "Clearn. 
In examining the actual tests, in relation to the Chart 4 record, of those 
cases having the top Clarity Score of "Clear", certain factors seem to 
suggest that their images may not have been ah.y more clear than those 
having a score of tt(Jlear in Parttt. For example, these have twelve test 
sentence responses, that are not about the sentences at all, while in the 
group of nc~ear in Partn there are only ten not about the senten0es. In 
eKamjning the test records for "Imagery Other Than Viaualtt, as taken from 
Chart 5, children 2G, 9G, 3B, and 8B of Group 1, and children 5G, 7G, 12G1 
and lOB of Group 2, all with Clarity Scores of "Clear" have, together, 
19 instances of ttlmagery Other Than Visual" that show no relation to the 
sentences or stories whatever; and 2G, 9G, and 8B of Group 1, and 5G, 7G, 
12G, lB and lOB of Group 2, have 8 instances, together, of Imagery Other 
Than Visual, that-though they do in fact refer to the sentence-have not 
been mentioned anywhere is the children ts responses until asked about by 
.• 
tester at the end. Also, 7G, 6B, and 12B have 4 instances of changing 
from 11N o" (which was said first to question asking about this imagery) to 
11Yes". In the thinking of the writer., these facts ·indicate that the Clarity 
checked as "Clear" really has no more ultimate neaning to the children than 
the Clarity cheeked as ttClear in Part". · 
On Form B, on Chart 4 reeoras, there is a vecy similar analysis. In 
Group 1, of the six children, (3G, 4G., 6G, lOG, llG, and 4B,) who reported 
"Clear in Parttt or ttBlurred" Clarity Scores, the references to the letter 
foot-notes are: three "a", one "btt, one ncn, one "d", three ngn, and one 
tthn. In Group 2, the four children (2B, 6B, 9B, and 12B) who reported 
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"Clear in Part" had four "a11 , two ndn and one nin, - 17 in both Groups. 
This mans much leas when it is shown that there are 32 instances, among 
the other fourteen children who reported ttclear", that cause one to questioiJ 
the accuracy of this _ncleartt report. For example: 9G, for sentence No. 51 
said she saw "a whole scenett but she told only about nthe person and floorn; 
-
.for sentence No. 7 she said she saw nonly a ear", yet in the test items 
she checked that she saw tta bridge_, flowers, and a lamp post" and she told 
about a "curved driveway"; and in No. 8 she said she saw "only violets", 
but she later told about na butterfly". Another example: 3B has six 
sentences with discrepancies between what he checked as scope, at the 
beginning, and what he checked for responses later, yet at the end he said 
his pictures were "Cleartt. For instance on sentence No. 2, he checked his 
Scope as only tta pie on so.methingtt not »an entire scene with a pie in itn, 
yet on the test items later he checked ttfireplaee, bread .mixer, children, 
curtains, modern kitchen, refrigerator, and sinktt. For sentence 6, he 
cheeked the Scope as "just the food", yet later he added fourteen items, ten 
of which were on the test list. For sentence 8, he checked as seeing na 
whole scene with violets and a field in itn, yet he told of nothing except 
violets and a lawn. Each time after being asked the test question about 
other descriptions, or other objects and people seen, he would say "Don tt 
.. 
known. Sentences 5, 9, and 10 were similar. He was not eonsistant in what 
he saw and reported at different times. The otl:s r cases, included in the 
32 instances mentioned, were similar to these-either more checked on the 
Scope than was talked about, or less checked than was talked about. All. 
these reports at the end on 11Clarityn however, were reported "Cl.ea.rn. 
Finally, through this grouping together of (l) these actual Clarity 
Scores, as checked on the tests and shown on Chart 4, and (2) the felt 
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e. 
clarity scores, as indicated by the differences within the test responses 
and as shown by the foot-note letter comments, there comes a rather clear 
realization that what at one moment 111ay seem clear to these children may, 
at another moment either be forgotten or be changed. Their impressions 
are not held as enduring things-at least not by most of them. As a 
summarization of this and previous sections of this analysis, these facts, 
seem to the writer, to be quite normal for this age group of children. 
One should not e:x:pe·ct them to be eonsitant or fixed in their impressions. 
This is another reason to aco.ept these test results as quite unreliable 
and invalid. One can say only that the /results are characteristic. 
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Chart 5 
Imagery Other Than Visual -Form A and Form. B 
This chart is a record of the gustatory, auditory, olfactory, and 
kinaesthetic types of imagery the children reported as feeling in connec-
tion with their responses to the test sentences, for Form A and Form B, 
as read individually to each child. Each form. includes also five occasions 
in Which, by answering questions about feeling, they could report their 
emotional imagery. The scores stand for the sum-total tabulations of the 
positive responses to the questions nnid you feel as though you were: 
Touching anything ( ) ; Smelling anything ( ) ; Hearing anything ( ) ; 
Tasting anything ( ) ;?tt. "Did you feel as though you were doing what the 
sentence said someone was doing?", and 'fJJid you feel as though you were 
part of the picture?n. These scores are interesting only in a quantative 
way. The tester wanted to know the quality of these responses and their 
relation to the rest of the childrents responses. So the te.ster added the 
process of asking, in each case, what it was each felt when he reported a 
nyes". These were recorded at the time and are used, as part of this chart 
analysis and e:xplana tion. 
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Chart 5 
Imagery Other Than Visual - Forin A and Form B 
On Chart 5, the recorded scores show that the total score for Form A 
is 172, for Form B is 140. The Group 1 total for Form A is 94, and Form 2 
is 78. The Group 1 total for Form B is 60, and for Group 2 is 82. A study 
of these facts does not offer any explanation o:t why Group 1 had both the 
highest (occurring on Form A) and the lowest (occurring on Form B!) of the fot r-
scores for both Forms and both Groups.. Neither does it explain why the first 
test each group took (Form A for Group 1, Form. B for Group 2) was higher than 
the second one (Form B for Group 1 and Form A for Group 2).. .Aij.othel" unexplaj 1o:-:. 
ed fact is that the highest score which occurred within each group on the 
first test, was not the highest in the group on the second test taken. Each 
second wa.s actually about half of the first score. These cases were: in 
Group 1 4B who went from his highest score of 23 on Form A to 11 on Form B1 
and in Group 2 2B who went from his highest of 19 on Form B to 9 on Form A .. 
There is but one child :in both tests and roth groups that had zero score 
an both tests. This is an actual consistancy, for she just did not feel 
any of these things and so reported exactly as accurately as could be expecte ~. 
It is :interesting_, but the writer can offer no explanation, that in Group 2 
the ones who had a zero score on one test had some score on the other and 
vica versa, and that all the zero scores were not on the same Form. Only 
four children in Group 1 had the same scores on Form A and Form B, and only 
two children in Group 2 had the same on Form A and Form B. The relation 
of the scores on Form A and Form B of the others is quite unpredictable 
varying higher or lower in what seems a rather inconsistant manner. 
A study and evaluation of what the children really felt, when responding 
( 
to these sentences and reportiog these scores, gives still another picture. 
The letter foot-notes on Chart 5a help ·explain these. Form Form A- Group 1 
bas 23 ttatsn (whatever reported was not stimulated by sentence- nothd:.ng 
about things in sentence at all), bas g llb' stt (not stimulated by story-
nothing about things reported in story or in story-items added), and 12 
nctsn (not stimulated by anything in sentence or story- completely irrelevantD. 
Group 2 has 4 natsn, g ttbtsn, and 19 ttctsn. Form Form A-illustrations of 
these are: 3B, for sentence, "On the table was a bowl of crisp, salt, potato 
chipsn, reported that he tasted ttcarrotstt. This is not in the sentence at 
all. lOG, for same sentence, reported smelling ttpotato cbipsu, but she bad 
not told about sentence at all, but instead about having a party with friendf iJ 
going shopping and watching television. And 2B, for sentence "The childts 
to-wer of blocks fell down.u, reported "tasting pie"• This had nothing to 
do with the sentence or wi.th his story which was about the sentence • .AnotbeJ 
from Form B- 7G, for sentence "She bent over to touch her toes.n reported 
when asked-if she felt she was doing as sentence said, said ttyestt, and when 
asked what she was doing, said ttjump:ing rope.tt Besides these irrelevant 
reports, there -were, of course, many responses that were related and were 
clear~ significan.t-as to the sentence feeling. But the over-all summation 
of these results seems to show that the responses are too highly effected 
by irrelevant, outside elerents-som.etbing in the children's experiences 
that seem of deeper emotional weight than the sentence. 
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Chart 6a 
Chart 6b 
Types of Response - Creative or Memory - Form and and Form B 
Chart 6a is the recorded scores as tabulated on the tests. It is a 
record for totals and for first and second halves of both tests and both 
Groups. ncn is used for Creative, and "Mu for Memory. Letter footnotes 
are added to help in the following analysis. 
Chart 6b is the sentence by sentence tabulations, to show just where 
each record occurrs, and to show which nc t su have a part Memory response -
even though they are not to be counted on the Test score. This chart is 
helpful, also, m making the analysis. 
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Chart 6a 
Chart 6b 
Types of Responses - Creative or Memory - Form A and Form B 
(Pictures Stimulated) 
Analysis . of Charts: 
On Chart 6a are ·records showing whether or not the children ts responses 
were based on places and people that they remembered and knew, (called 
ttMemoryn), or based on imaginary, created ones (called ~Creative")• The 
measure for the score was based on the following: if the response was to be 
11Memory11 there was to be a "Yean response to the two questions "Is the ____ 
11 
you see one that you know?tt and lfls the place that you see a place you know 
the minute you see it?tt; if the response was to be ncreativen there was to 
be a "Nott on one or the other, or a "Noll on both. For some sentences, there 
only one of the questions, and for others there were both - depending on 
content of the ~ntence • _, From. such: abs-tract scoring it is evident that 
much abOut the actuaJ. people and places that the children reaJ.ly saw is 
So in order for the tester to find out more about these, to use 
as validity comparisons later., each time a child's answer was rtYesu 
either of the questions on the test., the tester asked "Who is it?n or 
is it?n The childrents answers about who or where were very direct. 
either knew or did not know • These answers are, probably., without 
question, the most reliable of any on the test sections in regard to the 
children's accuracy. 
Although the test score checks of uau and •'M" for this section did 
result in a test measure that could be tabulated, in order to determine more 
how much was actua.ll.y Memory (rtM")-although shown on test record as 
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Creative (ncn) beeauae one of the teat questions had been answered "Yes" 
and one 11No", - the tester has tabulated along with the score ncn, addition-
al notations referring to that part remembered even though not counted. The 
letter foot-note references a.re "1" (any location remembered and recognized) 
ttptt (any person), "b" (bowl), nth" (things), and ltdtt (dishes). These.facts 
though they are not shown on the teat scores because of the method of cheekU g, 
do give more facts with which to make an analysis of the children t a actual 
responses. These are recorded on Chart 6a as letter foot-note references, 
that accompany each Form and each qroup. They are also recorded on Chart 
6b as a letter added below the corresponding ncn for the sentence by 
sentence listings. 
In discussing the actual scores on Chart 6a, for Form A, the totaJ. 
scores are for Group 1, 92 ncr•s and 2S ttMtts, and f'or Group 2, 71 ucns and 
49 11M11s. Form Form B, the total scores are for Group 1, 96 ncns and 24 
"Mus, and for Group 2, 6S ucns and .39 ''Mns.. In this Group 2 of Form B, 
there are thirteen sentences reported as producing no pictures of any kind. 
So this takes away f'rom Form B•s total score. Group 1 has a quite simjlar 
totaJ. score f'or Form A and Form B, while Group 2 has quite different totals. 
According to the record, Group 1 has a h;j,gh:er "Creative" total. score on 
each test than Group 2- which in reverse neans Group 2 has a higher "Memorytt 
score. There are two scores, 2G and 9G :in Form. A, and one 7G :in Form B, 
that are completely "Creative"• There is one more in each Form that has the 
same score for Form B as for Form A; 4G in Form A bas 002M on each_, and 
5G in Form B has 9ClM on each. 
All the 11Creativett scores on both Forms and both Groups are higher 
except for one in G-roup 1, 5B (score of 109M on Form A and 208M on Form B), 
and three in Group 2, 00. (score of 307M on Form A and 109M on Form B), 
12G (score of 109M on Form. A and 208M on Form B), 2B (score of 20Qd on 
Form A and 4C6M on Form B), and one in Group 2 that has reversed highs, 
lOB (score of 208M on Form A and 7C3M on Form B). 5B, 12G and lOB gave 
responses which included their immediate family almost entirely. 2B and 
00 gave responses mostly related to their neighborhoods • These have the 
high Memory scores. 
In discussing the interpretation of these scores Chart 6b, by the use 
of the letter not~tions under the Creative response scores, shows the 
locations of the Chart 6a, Form A, footnotes that show 3$ more ttYestt answers 
than the score nett is allowed to indicate (because a ttYes» answer for _only 
one of any two questions is not counted), and 16 more on Form B (54 in all). 
These, in a way, count on the Memory side even though they do not have a 
Memory score (according to this form of marking). The Group equiir.a.lents of 
these notations are: Group 1, Form A, has 26 recognitions not shown in 
score, and Group 2 has 12. Group 1' in Form B has 12 and Group 2 has 4. 
It is interesting to note that it might have resulted in a more even score 
result for the two Forms, if these could have been included in some way. 
However, any score including them would have been contradictory .because, 
while a child might have remembered and recognized the person or place, 
he would, at the same t:i..ma, have created the story or picture about them. 
This is, of course, the reason these responses are counted as ncreativett. 
But, to the writer, the fact that some of them were recognized and reported 
as having an intimate personal .meaning to the children, .makes the whole 
relation of the children to the responses quite different from a completely 
created, imaginary response. The recorded ucus do not give any significance 
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to these. 
To extend this evaluation to its greatest possible estimates (excluding 
the 54 nett indicated above that have some recognized memory items that are 
hidden in their score) by count there are in Form. A, 66 scores in Group l 
and 59 in Group 2 with no recognized people, places or things reported, and 
in Form B, S4 scores in Group l and 64 in Group 2 with none. Therefore, 
the grand totals show (just a conjecture, not the Chart 6a score record) 
the lowest Creative total (counted without those on the above exclusion 
list of 54 11C11 containing sone nem.o:ry), is 273, and the highest Memory total 
(chart listing of 140 plus the excluded 54 ncns with some Memory) is 194. 
Thus even with this most regid :final analysis, the Creative responses, in 
this study are still greater in number than the Memory. It would, however, 
result in changes in 28 children's scores including both forms, four of 
which would then be changed to more t'Mfls than ncns, and three of which would 
then have even relations. 
In spite of the initial fact shown that the children reported directly 
without questionable qualifications on their ttYestt and "Nott an8wers, a 
comparison of the individual sentence totals, gives few consistant facts 
on which to base a prediction as to whether a particular sentence would 
result in more "Memory*' reports than "Creativett. These sentence totals 
show differences between the two groups, and differences between the two 
tests. One might expect to find sone accurate predictions possible, since 
in selecting the groups doing the tests an attempt was made to have them 
e similar in structure, and in the making of the tests themselves an attempt 
was made to have the sentences with the same numbers, in each test, of 
similar imagery stimulation. Yet here are sone facts taken :from Chart 6b, 
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which show that predictions would be of very doubtful value. 
In comparing Groups and Forms .on the same sentences: (Nos. 3 and 4) 
Form A sentence 3, "The child's tower of blocks fell down.", has the same 
total abstract scores for Groups 1 and 2 ( 80/.i!!I.) but in the interpretation 
of the 11C11 s, three in Group 1 have a "Yes" answer to one of the two questions 
and in Group 2 four have a "Yestt answer .t~r one of the two. Form A sentence 
4, "The boy walked barefoot across the thick green rug.u, has the same total 
scores for Groups 1 and 2 (8C4M), but in the interpretation of the nons, 
none in Group 1 have any "Yestt answers and in Group 2 three have a "Yes" 
~swer to one of the two questions. However, in Form B: (where scores are 
not al.ike even though they were in Form A) sentence 3, "The dishes fell to 
the floor"., the results are for Group 1 a total. score of 10C.2M and Group 2 
of 8C3M-one no picture so no score-. In the interpretation of the ncus, 
:in Group 1 three have one 11Yes 11 answer, and in Group 2 one has one tt~esn 
answer. Sentence 4, 11The boy was squeezing blue clay between his fingers.n, 
resulted in Group 1 having llClM (with no "Yes" answers in the ncus at all) 
and Group 2 having 7Cltl!-onrn<Dpicture so no score- (with no nyesn answers 
in the ••cus). Form B has no like scores for Groups 1 or 2 for any one 
sentence. The fact that some in Group 2 saw no picture at all, so had no 
scores, affects the total score, but should not necessarily affect this 
report. These comparisons show that predictions between Forms would not be 
accurate. 
When similar sentences on the two Forms are compared, for the same 
Gl:'oup: Form A, sentence 1, 110n the table was a bowl of crisp, salt potatoe 
chips.", and Form B sentence 1, "The bowl was filled with crisp, salt, nuts.n 
Fol:'m A has a score of lOC2M (with eight ttYestt answers on one of the two 
questions) and Form B has a score of 6c6M (with one "Yes 11 answer on one of 
4S 
• 
the two questions). Though the totals for sentences No. 6 and No. 7 on 
Forms A and B for Group 1, are the same ( in all four cases 7C3M, with no 
ttYestt answers m.the uctts £or either question) only two of the •tMn scores 
on sentence No. 6 for Forms A and B are made by the same child, and only 
one "Mtt score on sentence No. 7 for Forms A and B is made by the same child. 
As a conclusion made from these comparisons, the writer feels that the 
children t s responses, though abstract records were secured through the no" 
and 11M" scoring, are rather too illusive and unpredictable to have these 
scores represent a true evaluation. The responses do not seem to lend 
themselves to a meaningful, abstract, constant, score tabulation. 
Chart 7 
Constancy of Picture - Form A and Form B 
This chart shows the Constancy o£ Picture Scores £or each Group, and 
for each Test - total and first and second halves. Foot-note letter ''"" 
are added to help in recording the analysed results. 
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Chart 7 
Constancy of Picture - Form. A and Form. B 
The scores on this chart attempt to show whether or not the pictures 
in the children t s minds were the sane at the beginning and at the very end 
of the tests. The writer is convinced that these scores are the most unreli· 
able of any shown on the charts. The characteristics of children of this 
age to keep one picture in mind for only a temporary period, and to be very 
susceptible to outside stinnllations, (in this case resulting in changes 
added to their initial mental responses by all the questions and items on 
Form B and by all their own divergencies in making free response~) resulted 
in some children forgetting what some of the sentences were, in the whole 
or in part, or being unable to tell whether a part was seen at the first 
or sometime during the test process. The score tabulations are based on the 
children t s actual responses to the question ttis the picture ·you see now the 
same picture you saw at first?". The letter foot-note comments show a great 
many scores are questionable when one asks for real accuracy. 
I 
The tester, in recording the scores, has separated the childrents 
positive responses into two scores - a n,tn if items have not been added 
that obviously must have changed the initial picture (even though the 
children thought not) and "f?tt if they have. These are recorded so the 
results can be used either way- as the children reported them (all nfu s) 
or as the tester has interpreted them as ttftt a and "t?tt s). It is the :firm 
conviction of the writer that even though the children thought they were 
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the same picture, and even though the scores were to be based on the children s 
responses, it is not a reliable record to keep them. recorded as such. 
It does not seem of any particular value to give additional discussion 
.tlOS"t:):!: Un; Y8Y'il' ty 
3choo} o1 L~~eabl0T 
j '). , .. ,, .• , 
and analysis to this chart • The facts are there m part and in total. 
Therefore, only a summary seems needed. In Form. A, there is only one in 
Group 1 (2G) and one in Group 2 (5G) with unqualified scores. In Form B, 
there are five in Group 1 (2G, 3G, 9G, 3B, and 4B) and in Group 2, there 
are three (7G, 8G, and 2B) with unqualified scores. But out of both of 
these there u only one (2G) that has an unqualified score for both Form A 
and Form B. In the totals of Groups 1 and 2 for Form A, according to the 
children's reports, there are many more nfn responses than n_n, but if the 
questionable ones were counted as "-" there would be more of them. In the 
totals of Groups 1 and ~ for Form B, there would not be quite as great 
differences because the nature of Form B does not give quite as much leeway 
to the children's tend~cw to depart from the original impression-since 
the continued questioning keeps bringing the thinking back even though in 
some parts the itemized lists of words to check tends to take it o:t'f. The 
over-all totals for both Groups and both Forms according to the childrents 
scores are 344 11f 11 and ll3 nc;.;.u with 23 no scores, but accordmg to a 
re-interpretation are 218 "f", 126 11t?" and 23 no scores. The writer feels 
the true scores are 218 "f" and 239 u_n (total of "-" and ";hn scores) with 
23 no scores (either because of not knowing or because of seeing no picture 
to report on). 
To conclude- the children's inability, as shown here, to recognize 
~ happened to their picture, or when it happened, or even if it happened, 
explains, m part, why these visual tests, a.s a. whole, for these age:~ and in 
e these forms, (though interesting, varied, vivid, a.nd full of personal 
implications,) have so many unreliable, unrelated, invalid facets that do 
not fit into mathematical equations. 
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Chart Sa 
Chart Sb 
Chart 8c (In Appendix) 
Patterns of Response ... For the Visual Imagery - Form A and Form B 
These charts show the record of the Visual Imagery Responses inter-
preted into Symbol Patterns. The responses, themselves, are too long and 
too varied to include here. Chart Sa shows the first half, second halt', 
and totals for Group 1 and Group 2 arranged separately for Form A and 
Form B. Different symbols are used for the different Forms. Chart 8b 
shows a tabulation of separate symbols. Chart 8c (in Appendix Pp.95· & 96) 
shows the :individual, sentence by sentence, s,mbol patterns for each child. 
Form A Chart Sa, is compiled from these records on this Sc Chart. 
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Chart Sa 
Chart Sb 
Chart So (in Appendix Pp.95 & 96) 
Patterns o! Response - !or the Visual Images - Form A and Fom B 
Description of Charts-
Fonns A and B 
Chart Sa:- and Chart Sb: 
For Foi'lll A, this chart shows a compilation (from chart So) of the 
--~· . 
oceurrances of the different pattern-symbols used to represent each total 
sentence response. Exponents are. added to each symbol to show the number 
of times used in each specific section the chart represents. The~symbols 
used (see footnote on chart for meaning) are P,1?, s, &,rt,·, p and s. The 
chart shows the first half, second half and totals for Group 1 and Group 2. 
The scores for boys or girls are distinguished by the addition of "B" or 
"Gtt to their designated numbers, as on all the other charts. 
Chart Sb shows the total times symbols are used. 
For Form B, this chart shows a compilation (from the test record sheets 
of the section called "Story sequence added" IIB.d.e from the tests themselves) 
of the story elements and sequences each child added as a supplement o! his 
own to what the test asked for. The symbols used are V, V', vu. (See 
chart footnotes for meanings). The chart shows the first hal!, second half, 
and totals for Groups 1 and 2. 
Chart Sb shows the total times these symbols are used. 
Form. A 
Chart Se:- (In Appendix:) 
This chart shows the break-down of Chart Sa., Form A, into individual 
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sentence-response s.y.mbol-patterns. These represent in symbol form the tape 
recorded responses themselves. The sequence of the symbols is 'the sequence 
of the content of the responses. The patterns are taken c;lirectly from the 
e typed responses. (See Appendix pages 95 and 96.) 
Analysis of Charts:-
The .material used here is not part of the actual test organizationj 
but has been added by the writer to help explain the nature of the children•~ 
responses. 
On Chart &. there is an attempt to show by the use of sy.m.bols, singly 
or in combinations, a somewhat complicated representation of the responses 
made by the children on these two Forms of tests. When the test plans were 
originated, there was intended to be two distinct types of responses. Form. 
A was to be an individual Free Response by each child to each question as 
read by the tester and recorded on a tape recorder. Form B was to be a 
Question and Answer response to be done individually and orally with the 
tester since the children could not read the test themselves. But the 
actual tests have proQ.uced even more distinct types than -were planned for. 
The results of both tests (Form. A more than Form B) that have proven so 
une:x:pected are: the great number of items added by different children, and 
the inconsistancies that have occurred due to the outside stimulation of 
words read from the tests, or to the inner stimulation of the children's 
experiences and imagination. In general, the children have not seen a 
single picture alone as a result of hearing a sentence read, and have 
not tried to describe that one, but have taken that sentence as a starting 
point and told a story-sequence or sequences-often with many things added. 
A few children have attempted to tell about one picture, but even here 
there are variations. Consequently in order to give a truer picture of the 
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responses, it was decided to include in the AppendiX (pages 97 to 171) 
examples of the typed recorded stories for Form A. The additions on Form. 
B, and to make a chart of symbol patterns to represent the stories, and 
responses for both Form A and Form B. (Pages 95 & 96.) 
The three charts, Sa, Sb, and Be, show the symbolic pictures of Eo.rm. 
A and Form B, and Groups 1 and 2. Sa shows for Forms A and B the combine_d 
symbolic analysis of the responses, and 8c (in Appendh) shows for Form A, 
the broken-down analysis for each separate story. for each child, and include 
the number count for colors, people and objects, and descriptive elements 
for each. For the scoring and analysis of scoring of the Visual Imagery 
see Chart 2 }:age 18. 
:thildren 's responses seem to have, instead of a specific form, quite 
a random quality, with ele.ment:.s and pictures coming and going more or 
less from one stimulation to another. Some are quite logical in their 
sequence, some are not. The symbolic recording on Chart Be shows this, 
for the. symbols there, are in the sa.ae sequence as in the stories. On 
Chart Ba. only the total numbers of each symbol, for each half, for the 
total, and for each symbol, are shown. 
A study of Chart & (in Appendix) shows how varied the response 
patterns are: from the simplest patterns of npn (about sentence as 
picture), 11Ftt (about sentence as a story) and nsn (about a story but not 
about sentence), to the most complicated patterns (where changes, additions, 
and combinations of stories and pictures occur in many related and un-
related wa.ys) • The importance of this chart is to show an over-all 
convincing, graphic picture of the immense variety of responses. 
On Chart Sb, for Form A, a study of the sum-totals of symbols, (after 
they were separated from other symbols in the response-patterns and 
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re-assembled to give totals) shows ''ftt (the story-sequence response about 
the sentence) to be used the greatest number of times of the important 
symbols, while the minor symbol "s'' (the brief story-elenent or item added_, 
again and again) is a graphie representation of the fleeting impressions 
within the children's minds. It's use exceeds all others .many times. 
On Chart 8b for Form B, a study of the sum-totals of symbols (showing 
story-sequence and items added to Questions and Answers of this Form) 
shows the symbol V (story elements and items relevant to test) to be used 
the most times and V" (additions irrelevant to time, place or items of 
test already ehecked) used the next greatest number of times. 
A comparison of totals for Groups 1 and 2, Chart 8b shows Group 2 
has a larger "use" total than Group 1 for each Form. A possible explanation 
of this may be the fact that since Group 2 took the itemized Question and 
Answer Test first, it may have formed a. slight habit of reporting this 
itemized way, and thus would have more symbols repeated for briefer tines 
than did Form A. 
To summarize the writers convictions about the implications of these 
charts: the writer believes they show that the use of the type of test-
response, described, and even the use of these tests themselves, for testing 
imagery in this age of child (if used in these specific ways) allows the 
inclusion of far too many incidental additions and distractions to give a 
result that can be scored with a valid and reliable techniE!_ue. The charts 
are of vaJ..ue to the extent to which they reveal the true nature of the 
responses themselves. 
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Chart 9a 
Chart 9b 
Chart 9c 
Chart 9d 
Inconsistencies Occurred - Form. A a.nd Form. B 
Chart 9a is n:ad.e up of the tabula tiona of the inconsistencies, recorded 
according to the number designations plus the use of exponents, to show 
the number of times each occurred. It shows these records of each child, 
each Group a.nd each Form, for the first half, second half and totals. 
These are from the Test Record Sheets. 
Chart 9b shows the tabulations, in columns, of the inconsistencies 
themselves w:ith sum-totals for each child a.nd each item,. 
Chart 9c is a tabulation, sentence by sentence, to show the location 
of the items on Chart 9a, Form A. 
Chart 9d is a tabulation, sentence by sentence, to show the location 
of the items on Chart 9a, Form B. 
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Chart 9a 
Chart 9b 
Chart 9c 
Chart 9d 
Inconsistencies Occurred - Form A and Form B 
Note ... A change in testing procedure for Form B was made after sentence 6. 
The Tester checked with the children in order to report if they saw the 
test itelilS before or a.f'ter the Tester said them. Before this change there 
was no check, so those sentences have no score to indicate when the test 
items read were seen. It seems important to know when these were seen, 
in order to get a true picture of whether or not the children were influence 
by having the itelilS read, and in order to know lllOre about their real score. 
Analysis of Charts:-
The material for these charts is not a test requirement but was 
obtained by the writer to help understand the childrents responses. 
Charts 9a, 9b, and 9c are compiled to give an over-a.ll picture of the 
inconsistent reportings, in each part of the tests, that affects the 
validity and dependability of the test scores. A simple checking of the 
tests and the counting of scores, do not reveal these. It has been through 
extra questioning of the children at the time of testing, ani careful 
counting, tabulating and comparing that these have been compiled. It is 
the opinion of the writer, that these represent a situation and mental-
growth atlllOsphere that in themselves refute the attempt to get' abstract, 
stable impressions in either of the methods used in these two tests with 
The recoras are self-explanatory. Many of the items have been tabulate 
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and discussed on other charts. There are many variances, as a study of 
each, or all of the charts will verify. The records on Chart 9a show 
the highest exponent, on either Form for any one inconsistency, is 17, 
e which 9b has for n.3n on Form b. But, on the other hand, the only other 
listed for him on this Form is .3 for 1f8tt. A contrasting case is that of 
8G Form B, who has only exponent 2 for n.3••, but has also 2 for lA, and 1 
each for 4, 5, 7, and 10. As is evident from these and as shown on Charts 
9a and 9b, there are great fluctuations in occurrance and exponent values. 
Chart 9a, in comparing Groups for Form A, shows "lA" occuning on more 
Group l records than on Group 2, "lB" occwri.ng on the same number of records 
for each Group, and usn occurring on the same number of records for each. 
But Chart 9b shows the total exponent value of the number of times to be 
quite different, while Chart 9c shows the location of their occurrences to 
vary a good deal. This will be found true of all the tabulations for all 
the charts. There is no consistent relation in the occurrences of any one 
item as to whose records will have them, how .many t~s they will occur, or 
in which location they will be found. 
In fact, variations seem to be the one consistency of the charts,-
and indeed of the test results themselves. 
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Chart lOa 
Chart lOb 
Effect of Repeating Sentence After Tester - Form A Sentences 6 to 10 
These charts tabulate the results of a change, beginnjng with sentence 
No. 6, in the procedure of administering the Test for Form A. The Tester 
was interested in knowing what the efrect would be of having the children 
themselves., repeat tre sentences after the Tester. It was thought it might 
help them to understand the sentences better. So this change was made 
to try to find out. These charts show how many times each sentence had to 
be tried in order to be said correctly, and how .many times each child tried. 
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Chart lOa 
Chart lOb 
Ef£ect of Repeating Sentence After Tester - Form A 
(This change in testing procedure for Form A, by the addition of 
having the children repeat the sentence after the tester said it, in order 
to help to clarify their pictures, was not made until sentence No. 6. It 
was used for Sentences Nos. 6 to 10,. It was not part of the test require-
ment, but an addition by the Wl'liter of thd.s study..) 
Description and analysis of Charts:-
Chart lOa consists of an individual tabulation of sentences 6 to 10. 
It shows the number of tries each child made in order to repeat each 
sentence successfully. It has also the n~ber of' sentences (shown by 
exponents) that have a. certain number of tries (shown by a. number represent-
ing the successful try). 
Chart lOb consists of the Group 1 and Group 2, one-half section scores 
taken from Charts 3, 4, 5, 7, 12, and 13 to show by comparison., the ef!ect 
of the Chart lOa l'lesults. 
Chart lOa. seems of certain value in understanding more about the 
childrents use of language, and therefore their probable comprehension 
of the sentences themselves. The sentence that needed the most »ries 
was No. 7. The construction of this sentence is contrary to the way first 
grade childl'len taJ.ke It begins with the qualifying phrase uwith a loud 
shriek-" • The expression "flew past the c rossingtt, which is in this 
sentence, gave a good deal of trouble, too. 
However, in searching for some evidence of the observable and recordable 
value of this repeating of the sentence, one has little success. Chart lOb 
shows that from Scope, Chart 3, the tqtal score for Grop.p 1, ror first half 
is 107, and for second hal:f is 102; for Group 2, the first-half is F!fl and the 
second is f!f{. From Clarity, Chart 4 (since there was no Clarity score for 
sentence 10, there are only rour scores for last half to use on this Chart 
lOb, so the comparison is made between the first four sentences in the first 
half and these first four in the second halt) the total score for these four 
for Group l, for first hall is 86 and for second ha.J.i' is 94, and for Group 2 
for first ha.li' is 92 and for second half is 96. From Imagery Other Than 
Visual, Chart 5, for Group 1, for First half, the total score is 55, for 
second half is 39, and for Group 2 for first half, the total score is 39 and 
!ror second half, is 39. From Constancy of Picture, Chart 7, for Group 1, for 
first half the scores are 7 ttftt, 29 ttf?tt, 20 ••-tt, and for second ha.J.i' are 15 
n.j.u, 25 "f?n, 17 n_n; and for Group 2, the scores for first half are 22 ttfn, 
26 ttf?n, ll n_u, and for second half are 33 ttftt, 15 n.j.?rt, 10 u_n • From 
Signi:ricance of Sentence Words, Chart 12, the total number of the key words i 
lthe sentences, that were used or implied ·in the children's responses, are for 
Group 1, first half, 160 and ror second half are 164, and for Group 2, for 
first hall are 133, and for second 139. 
In specific cases, or course, there are more important a.J.rferences in 
the two half scores, with M .. gb.er ones occurring tor ei.ther hall. But from 
all these totals, the comparisons show little observable erfect on the total 
scores. It has been shown that these chila.ren were succeptible to many 
fthings in this testing, but the repeating of the sent~ces does not seem. 
• 
Ito have been jmportant. The writer had thought it would be. So to explain 
r.he results, one can say only that the situation seems another instance 
of the children's inner, active impulses, received at some time through 
experiences and emotions, as being more important than these outside, 
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passively heard, verbal expressions. 
Chart lla 
e Chart llb 
Chil~ren stopped If Digressed Too Far - Form A - Sentences 6 to 10 
These charts show the results of two changes in the procedure of 
administering the Test for Form A, beginning witF sentence No. 6. (1) 
The children were to repeat the test sentence after the Tester at the 
beginning of the Test in the hopes it would help them unde!rstand the 
sentence better; and (2) The Tester was to stop the children when they 
digressed too far, from the meaning of the sentence or whatever they were 
telling, in their responses to the test. 
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Chart lla 
Chart llb 
Children Stopped If Digressed - Form A 
('l'wo changes in the testing procedure for For.m. A, by having the 
tester stop each child, if he digressed from the sentence meaning too far, 
and by having the tester repeat the sentence and ask child to talk about 
what he saw for that one picture, were made after sentence 6. They were 
used for sentences 6 to 10. These were not part of' the test requirement 
but were added by this writer). 
Description and Analysis:-
Chart lla-
This Chart is a recerd of' the change described above in the procedure 
for Form A, sentences 6 to 10.. It lists by sentences the times each child 
was stopped and lists in, a total column the total number of' titnes for each. 
Chart llb-
This Chart shows the comparisons of sceres (first halves where not 
stopped-with second hci.lves where stopped) of' several different charts. 
The first fact that shows immediately in the study of' Chart lla is 
the fact that Group l was stopped twice as many times as Group 2. The 
writer is of' the opinion that this is due to the fact that Group 2 took 
the Question and Answer Form first. It held them in check to some degree. 
An unexplained fact is that sentences 6 and 10 were stopped about the same 
number of tines for both Groups, but sentences 7, B, and 9 were stopped 
about three ti.n:Bs as many times for Group l as for Group 2. It would be 
more understandable if' the results were more consistant. 
'3 
In looking for evidence as to the effect this new procedure may 
have had on the tests scores, the totals for first half and second half 
scores for Group 1 and Group 2 on Charts 2, 4, 5, 7, Sb, 9, and 12 have 
been compared. Chart llb shows these comparisons. From Chart 2, the 
score for the second half is lower for both Groups. This means the 
responses were shorter because of the interruptions so there was not as 
much visual count. From Chart 4, the clarity score is what seems to be 
.insignificantly higher for bo~ Groups for the second half. From Chart 5, 
the scores show no difference for Group 2, but a lower score for second 
half for Group 1. This must be due to some non-measurable factors within 
the children. Chart 7, shows a higher constancy of the sentence picture 
for the second half. Chart Sa, shm:vs a still complicated sentence pattern 
for both second halves, but fewer brief irrelevant items added (as indicate< 
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by fewer ttptts and nsnes). Chart 9a, shows a lesser number of inconsistenciEs 
for the second half. Chart 12 shows, for the second half, a very unim.por-
tant increase in the significant use of the sentence key words. 
The sum-total effects as indicated by the above seem to be.: a 
lessening of the visual scores (as a consequence of shortening the response 
by stopping the children to repeat the sentence), a small increase in the 
clarity and constancy of the pictures, a simplifying, to a sma.l.l degree, 
of the sentence patter.ns, and a slight decrease in the inconsistencies. 
~!robably the most significant effects, when examining the individual 
recorded responses themselves (apart from the rest of the tests) are: 
the fact that the responses are shorter, and the !act that fewer incidental 
items are added. 
Chart 12 
Significance of Sentence Words - Form A 
The KeyWords 
This chart checks each important word, or phrase, in each sentence. 
It shows how many of each, each child has made use of, and also shows 
how many children used each word. A mark "1" is given on the chart, if a 
word were in the child's response. A nv n is given if it were implied in 
his response. There are 51 different words and p~rases, listed by 
sentences, to check. 
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Chart 12 
Significance of Sentence Words - Form A 
Key Words 
Ana.lysis of Chart:-
It seemed of value to .make this chart, though not. a test requirement, 
since the sentences were constructed so as to include telling words and 
ph;rases - ones that would give pictorial or emotional content to the 
sentences. .And since this is true, it seemed of interest to find out how 
important these were to these children. This chart records these. 
The children ts responses seem to indicate that these descriptive 
words were hardly noticed by many, while the words that told about objects 
or actions were more likely to be noticed.. Each word or phrase in each 
sentence had a possibility of being felt important 24 times, as this 
number of children was taking the test. Yet, out of the 51 expressions, 
25 were used by under twelve different children. (This is half of the 
children taking the tests). And 12 of these were mentioned by only five 
or under. Here are the words .. with the numbers (in parenthesis) of different 
chil.dren who made use of them:- salt (1), crisp (1), filled (1), good (2), 
until she thought (2), thick (2), best (3), part (3), of the day (.3) 1 
shriek (3), past (3), smell (4), noon (5), green (6), loud (6), filled (7), 
across ( 7), fresh-baked ( 8), flew ( 8), bowl ( 8), back - as in sentence -5· 
(9), table (10), barefoot, (10), stretched (10), and crossing (10). These 
are (nth the exception of table) descriptive terms. To an older, more 
mature person they would probably have had a very specific meaning. To 
many of these children they were as if they had no .meaning. 
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Of the 51 e:x:pressions on the chart, only 26 were each used by 12 or 
more children. They are: walked (12), bare(l2), her-lungs (12), would 
burst (13), tower (14), felt hot (14), down (15), back - as in sentence-9 
(16), red (16), outside (17), she (sentence 5) (17), bread (lS), chair (lS), 
fell (lS), eating (lS), child's (lS), blocks (19), garden (19), potato 
chips (19), rug (19), sun (20), ran (20), train (23), she - sentence l0-
(23), boy (23) and roses (24).. Only one of these, was used by every child, 
(roses). 
There were 591, total. of the words and phrases· on the chart. Of these, 
126 were implied - not usE!Id directly. Some of these are: 11were baking" 
for "fresh-baked", "in the woods" for "outdoors", "knocked down" for ufelln, 
and "big castlett for tttowertt. The ones implied were counted with the others 
in the final scorese 
Of the possible 51 listed, the greated different number used or implied 
was by 6G (who used 38 different ones)., and the fewest was used by 5G (who 
used 12) • Of those who used 25 or over, B (3 in Group l and 5 in Group 2) 
were boys and 6 (5 in Group l and 1 in Group 2) were girls. Of those who 
used 20 or under, 5 were girls (l in Group 1 and 4 in Group 2) and l, a boy 
( in Group 1) • 
By comparing some of the close "Word Significant" socres with their 
Test Results for "Visual11 scores and ttlmagery Other Than Visual" scores, 
there appear the fluctuating, unpredictable characteristics, s~ar to 
those shown on 'other comparision. By stating these scores in the following 
~ sequence of scores - Word Significance - Visual~Imagery Other Than Visual -
these comparisons a.re presented: 
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6G has 38- 63.~- 8 
7B has 31 - 40.9 - 1 
[ 3B has 26 - 51.9 - 3 
lllB has 25 - 10.7 - 10 
f12G has 20 - 44.1 - 11 
l 7G has 19 - 24.7 - 10 
J 3G has 29 - 35.9 - 11 
lr2B has 29 - 17.8- 3 
{ 
4B has 24 - 56.5 - 23 
2B has 24 - 27.5 - 9 
[ 
4G has 17 - 46.9 - 0 
aG has 17 - 15.2 - 2 
This shows definitely that having an important sensing o.f the existence 
o.f these words does not carry over into the other test areas. One explana-
tion .for some o.f these differences between the scores in the comParison 
above, is that many children told about pictures and stories that were 
entirely dif:ferent from anything in the sentence. This often gave them 
"Visualtt scores, and n~gery Other Than Visual" scores. This chart 
shows that these key words were not the in:fluencing .factors. The words 
and phrases are there, the children heard them read, and in so.ae cases 
(the last five sentences) they even repeated them, but they talked about 
what was uppermost in their minds. That was what was of more importance 
to them. 
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Chart 1,3 
Total Test Scores - Form A and Form B 
This chart shows the total scores, for each section of the two tests, 
Form A and Form B, and for the two· groups taking the t4sts - Group 1 and 
Group 2 • 
. 
These results have been used to obtain a correlation coefficient 
between the two form. of the tests. 
It is interesting to note that the reliability :rela;tionship shown by 
the correlation coefficient seems to be higher than the validity shown by 
the test responses. This can be explained easily, if one accepts the fact 
that these children were reacting ii:t what, for them,was a normal way. Then 
the inconsisteneies,because they occurred on each form, and even though 
they were responsible for the invalidity, would naturally establish a 
reliability relationship between the two forms of the test, that might 
result in the correlation coefficient shown here. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND LIMITATIONS 
• A. SUmmary and Conclusions:-
This study found that the children's responses to this testing period 
were most enthusiastic.; cooperative, and revealing. The children enjoyed 
the work and waited with anticipation for their turns to come • They did 
not want the periods of study to stop. After it was over, many kept 
asking when they could have more turns. 
In making a conclusive statement about the nature of the children t·s 
responses, the writer refers to the quotations given in the Introduction 
to this Study Pp.4 & 5, and states, now, positively that many of the 
children's images were extremely vivid, many showed more instances of 
visual imagery than the possibilities in the tests suggested, and many 
had references to personal experiences and associations that -were often 
not in relation to the sentence meanings at all. 
These characteristics had no relation to the length of the childrents 
responses, although the number of occurrences, obviously, did. 
The · study shows that 
In general-
The reliability of the two tests in relation to each other, 
as revealed by Chart l2 and the rho correlation coefficient of .695, is 
fairly substantial, but that the validity of either or both in relation 
to the purposes of the tests, as revealed by Charts 2 to 11, is undependablE • 
For Form A - Free Response-
This form of testing did affect the test results. 
1. The children did not keep the sentence .meaning in mind 
-~-
L_ __ -- ~-----------------------------------,...'-----
for any length of time - in some cases not at all. 
2. Most told a sequence of events and did not describe the 
sentence picture • 
.3. Most did not consistantly tell about any one thing. 
4• Most had many inconsistancies included in their response~ f-
so when the responses were analyzed for scoring, the 
scores seemed inaccurate and invalid because of contra-
dictions,. 
for any length o~ time - in some cases not at all. 
2. Most told a sequence of events and did not describe the 
sentence picture. 
3. Most did not consistantly tell about any one thing. 
4. Most had many inconsista.ncies included in their response 
so when the responses were analyzed for scoring, the 
scores seemed inaccurate and invalid because of contra-
dictions. 
5. The children did ma.ke detailed responses, often, but 
they were about objects and people in a sequential 
fashion. The children were inter4sted in what happened 
next. 
6. The descriptive words, of real importance in the 
sentences, were ignored, mostly, by the children. The 
words seemed to have had little significance for them. 
For Form B - Question and Answer Response-
This form of testing did affect the ti;j.st results. 
1. Most children added to their own images many of the 
items 112ntioned by the Tester as the test was read. 
This happened so readily, for some, that they did n~t 
realize the difference until questioned by the Tester. 
2. Many children added sequence stoDy ele112nts to the test 
items as the test progressed. These were very vivid to 
thell1. 
3. It held the children to a detailed response which was 
not natural for them.. The Free Response did not do 
this, in spite of the fact that it allowed the responses 
to be usually longer. 
4, 5, and 6 are the same as for Form A. 
The results of the study show the chief value of the changed procedure 
for Form A, to be that the responses were shorter and there were fewer 
brief additions, but do not show any appreciable differences in the 
characteristics of their responses; and for Form B, to be that having 
test check lists of words read to the children did cause .many of them to 
think they saw the items and thus their response reportings were increased 
without true .meaning. 
A final conclusion by this writer is: that these two forms of report-
ing were not successful for children of these ages., They allowed so much 
incidental, associative thinking that the original visual pictures, that 
the test was trying to measure, were lost. 
B. Limitations-
The limitations of this study are-
The small number of children in the experiment. 
The dii'ficulties involved in arranging the time schedule for 
their oral, individual work. 
The difficulty of scoring such varied responses. 
And the specific language problem in the tes1:4 themselves, due 
to words and phrases beyond the language development and experienc• 
of the children. 
._~y ____ ,. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
It is suggested, here, t.hat comparisons be made bet.ween t.his st.udy 
and others, now being .made with young children, in the Bost.on University 
Research Study of Visual Imagery. Specific suggestions for further 
research .may be found in this comparison. 
This writer believes "that-
There is a need for more successful ways of administ.ering and 
reporting young children t s imagery; 
Ways need to be found that will be more successful in eliminating 
the sequent.ial thinking that happened in t.his study; 
In order t.o carry on t.his work, successfully, ways must be found 
t.hat. wil.l reveal and hold t.he first visual pict.ures of these 
children, before t.hey depart on any of the many possible 
t.angent.s; 
There is a need for det.ermjnjng more about. the nat.ure of the 
images themselves, in these young children, as to how much is 
related directlY t.o past and present experiences, t.o hone 
language background, and t.o personalit.y development.; 
A st.udy should be made concerning the implications and i.mport.ance 
of irrelevant imagery in relat.ion t.o t.he visual imagery t.aking 
place in children t s learning. 
-S5-
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APPENDIX: 
• 
• 
ADDITIONAL, MORE DETAILED, INFORMATION ABOUT THE PLANS 
FOR THE STUDY 
(Approach - Preliminary and Final Plans :tor Administering) 
Preliminary Planning-
Discuss with school principal and parents as to when individual 
invitations for interviews for children's testing can be made. 
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Make a decision that 15 minutes at one time is as long as one interview 
should last. 
Work out an entire program for entire class over the entire testing 
period, with possible times for absent children to do make-up tests. Care 
must be given not to interfere with supervisor's visits and other special 
time allotments. 
Arrange for the testing times.- Each time four children are to be :in 
group in testing room.-one to be taking test, others to be busy together. 
This is to make a more natural situation. 
(1) Lunch time:- to be used by inviting four children at each time to 
bring lunches to eat in room at school. 
· (2) Twice-a-week story ti.tnB;- to be used for testing-four children 
chosen to stay :in room. while others went with another teacher (provided by 
principal) for story time e 
(.3) Twice-a-week time on Monday and Friday when Grade one children do 
not return and Grade One Teacher is usually tutoring other grades; (time given, 
in this case, by the principal_, for this special testing),. four children to 
be invited to return for each of these times~ 
Accept the fact that since the tests have to be given ora.lly, and since 
a total of at least two hours will"be needed for each pupil taking the tests, 
• 
• 
that the total test period must be over a rather long number of days. 
Decide to introduce a.qd clarify incidentally~ in preliminary discussions, 
certain language meanings not clear to all Grade One children (since this is 
not ap intel.J.j,gent or language comprehension test., but an imagery test that 
needs l)nderstanding in order to see pictures) of words from test. 
"the crossing" 
"would burstn 
"shivered" 
nwas exhausted" 
Final Plans-
from Form A, sentence 7 
from Form A, sentence 10 
from Form B~ sentence 9 
from Form B, sentence 10 
Begin testing November lOth, continue to January 15th, or 16th- a possible 
8 hours testing per week., (No school on Wednesday aftemoon, so no' time on 
that day.) 
Each child to have eight 15 minute periods in all (or more if necessary). 
This time to be distributed for each over the entire period so to have spaces 
between, to save fatigue .. 
Have a special testing place in the room for convenience., 
Approach-
I. Preliminary Build Up (all children together) 
l. Purposes: To help put chiJ.d.ren at ease about telling others 
their own individual .rental pictures they see in their own mind~ when certain 
phrases or sentences are told to them. 
To help them get used to this type of listening and 
reporting~ both with and without questions. 
To help them realize it is the one picture first 
suggested, not an :imaginary story, that is wanted. 
• 
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2. Ways to Try: (The teacher will discuss the problem of 11seeing 
one • s own picture n with the children, and get suggestions of how we could 
find out what each is and how to let others know about it.) 
(l) By drawing his own picture. 
Class discuss- if going to draw a picture that is seen in one's 
own mind, ope must decide what it is first, and draw that, 
not change to another _in middle of the work. 
Teacher's comment could be- "This takes time., and when 
finished would still need each child to tell about own so 
others would understand." 
(2) By playing "Make-believe cameran game. Each child could 
tell the picture seen (with his eyes closed) as if it were 
taken by a camera, and the- child was the only one who could 
see it. Emphasize that this would be one picture that it 
could not change atter the camera had snapped it. 
Teacher's co~~nt could be- mwe may forget this because it 
is told." and "Others would have to sit and wait for turns.n 
(.3) By recording on tape recorder as child tells what he sees 
in his mental picture. 
Teacher's comment could be- uwe do not have enop,gh tapes 
- . 
for all to use and still have more for other times. It 
would have to be erased from the tape for other times. 11 
(4) By telling individually to the teacher who would write it 
• d.own or record on tape recorder and then write down, using 
a typewriter. 
Teacher's comment could be- "Other children could be doing 
other things while one child was hav~ his turn. It could 
be kept.n 
• 
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3. Pre~iminary Discussion: 
Teacher will. discuss with each· child about deciding in· his 
own mind what he sees and discuss the importance o.t: sticking to that and 
not changing to another or making it into a story. 
She will discuss the mportant things .t:or others to be told 
about in his picture so others will see it, too: that is- what is seen, heard, 
.t:elt, smelled, tased, in re~ation to his picture. Also, where it is, who are 
in i.t, what i.s happening, what colors are there, and :it' he has been there or 
knows the people or place. 
She will emphasize that whatever each chi.J.d. says, it is all 
right for no one t s is expected to be ~ike any one _elses. -Because each is 
dil:l'erent is what makes it :tun. One may see one thing and one may see another. 
II. Discussion o:t' res~ts of n2. Ways to TrY" (after actually trying 
-. 
all ways suggested) 
Discuss-all these ways {except the 11.ma.ke-be~ieve camera11 game- which 
is oral) to show it is one picture made and w~ stay the way first recorded 
and not change. 
Exp~ain- that this is what we want to lmow: the picture as seen at 
first. 
Explain- that the teacher likes No. 4 way best {having her write 
down the descle'iption). Ask ch:Udren to try out to see how it will work. 
Explain that each chi.ld will need to have "invitations" from the teacher 
for special times to be with her by themselves, so it will be quiet and have 
• no interruptions. 
Get suggestions- from children as to when these can be. Teacher 
will. guide them to he.lp choose the ones best suited to the actual tests to be 
given, and to the class and school work. 
• 
• 
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Testing-
!. Preliminary -----------Use of Additional Sample (Tester make up 
simlla.r samples) 
(a.) Begin with statement one. Use Question and Answer form. 
At some time au.ring the d.a.y when aJ.1. the children are together 
say- rtNow is a. good time to try to see a. single picture. 
~t us play we are using a camera. When I tell you this 
sentence, what would. your camera show. i! the picture was taken 
like you see it? Now close your eyes, so you can see your 
own better.n · 
Tester give the statement. Repeat it, to be sure all heard 
it clearly. 
Choose one child to reply. The rest listen.. Ask this child, 
the questions that go with this sta:tement .. (Similar to ones 
on real test •) 
(b) The next day, choose another statement, and another child. 
Proceed as above, except use Free Response form. 
II,. Giving Tests- Form A and Form B 
Form A-
Tester explain that all. is ready to see a picture as soon as 
statement is told to child. 
Tester explain that she is going to take notes, or record on 
tape recorder, so that. the picture as told. by the child. can be 
remembered • 
Tester reassure each child that whatever he sees (even if nothing) 
is good because aJ.l children are d.ifterent and so Will see 
different things. 
• 
• 
• 
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Tester remind child that he is to tell all he sees, smells, 
hears, and tastes; that he is to tell where it is, any colors 
seen and to tell about everything he can see • 
Tester must ask no questions while this Free Response of 
child is being made. 
Tester ask child to close his eyes, so he can see it better. 
Tester give the statement. Repeat it, so to be sure child 
hears clearly. Pretend to snap camera. 
Child tell all that he sees. 
At end- tester say "Is that all?" 
Ai'ter this tester is to ask the questions about feeling-
( the same as on Question and Answer tor.m) 
11Is the scene you see, a scene you know? 
Was the picture; Clear ( ) ; Clear in parts and blurred in 
others ( ); Blurred ( ): 
Did you feel as though you were; Touching anything ( ) : 
Smelling anything ( ) : Hearing anything ( ) : Tasting anything 
• 
( )?" 
Tabulate from notes or recorder on similar question sheets used 
for For.m B -Do other statemants. 
For.m B• 
Tester explain that all is ready to see a picture as soon as 
state.aent is told to child ... 
Tester explain that after she has told the state.nent and child 
has seen his picture that the tester will ask him to answer 
some questions, and will write dawn answers. 
Tester reassure each child that whatever he sees (even if 
nothing) is good because all children are dift·erent and so 
will see different things • 
Tester remind child that he is to tell all he sees, smells, 
94 
hears, and tastes; that he is to tell where it is, and colors 
seen and to tell about everything he sees. 
Tester ask child to close eyes so to see his picture better. 
Tester give first statement, and repeat it. Pretend to snap 
camera so to keep picture. 
• 
• 
Tester reassure each child that whatever he sees (even i£ 
nothing) is good because all children are di:t:.rerent and so 
will see different things • 
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Tester remind child that he is to tell all he sees, smells, 
hears, and tastes; that he is to tell where it is, and colors 
seen and to tell about everything he sees. 
Tester ask child to close eyes so to see his picture better. 
Tester give first statement, and repeat it. Pretend to snap 
camera so to keep picture. 
Tester ask questions and tabulate as answered. 
Continue with other statements, as time permits~ 
Change children after about fi!teen minutes • 
• • 
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(Reference Material for Chart 8) 
FORM A 
EXAMPlES OF COMPLETE SETS OF SffiNTENCE RESPONSES 
COMPARISON OF SCORES 
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The sentence responses, included. in each of these children's sets, show some of 
the great variety of responses given by different children taking the tests. The Part 
Score tabulations, of each set, show that the Total Score is really based on rather 
uncertain parts. Because of this, it is rather difficult to interpret their true 
score values. 
Taken Frpm Chart 
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(Typed directly !rom tape recordings) 
COMPLETE SI!:T OF TEST -FORM A - RESPONSES 
~ ... non the table was a bowl of crisp, salt potato chips,n 
Well, it was in a big farm kitchen. And there was a maid serving, and 
they were serving them in the kitchen. They had a big, big bowl full. And 
a little two year old baby was sitting in front of the table in a little 
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chair. Everytime some one would go to the table, like the father or mother, 
the baby would get the potato chips. The baby spilled the milk and got into 
a lot of mischief.. There was roast pork on the table a.nd the grandfather 
was cutting it. On Christmas morning all were eating until the door bell 
rings, and lots of children brought Christmas presents, most of them for lit-tle 
children. When they were opened they were not quite presents, exactly, but 
were like clothes, dolls, a picture of Santa Claus and statues. After they 
went away 1 the baby went back to the table and got into much mischief:. The 
dishes were broken, the meat was on the floor, and the dog was lapping it 
and sort of J.aughing. The baby went away, and the dog knew the people would 
think the baby had done it all., 
(Tr. comment- Ch., talked very freely-) 
Note- had difficulty with recorder, 
but had taken notes. 
2. The good smell of fresh-baked bread f:Uled the air. 
Once there was a lady and she lived in the woods. She was makmg some 
bread because they didn't have very much to eat and. her husband was coming 
home. And he had promised her that if - if she didn't have something cooking 
in the oven - something you could bake - then he just wouldn't live with her 
any more, for he hadn't had anything to eat just for months and months. So 
she had it all ready. . And when he came home he was very glad all except for 
one thing - and that was she wasn tt there! The reason she had gone was she 
bad - she had the paper that came - she went and bought it - and it had some 
kind of advert- adver- add in it about a new bouse and she went to look at it. 
She had already bought the house. And her husband finally found out that she 
was there. And it was all wall papered. And it had pink wall paper, And he 
wouldn't live with her because he insist because he insit that he be wouldn't 
live with her because it didn't have a stove in it, And she said, "We can 
move the stove". And he said, IIHow can we move the stove? I'm not a big mover.n 
ncan•t you get one?" she said.. IIAnd where can I get one?"· he said. And-er 
he said -e_r she said nyou can go hunting for one.•• "And where will. I go hunting 
for one? Why don't you?" And be said, ''Don't you.boss ne around like this or 
I won't even do anything." And that is the .end. -
3. The child's tower of blocks fell down. 
Er-there was a little boy and a little girl out on the front porch. And 
they brought their blocks out. And they built a big tall tower. Then the boy 
went into the house to go to the bathroom and the girl went in to get a drink. 
And while that was happening the little dog came along and he knocked them all 
• 
• 
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down. And then he ran away and he-er he -er put the box .. that the blocks 
were in-in the bushes, and covered it all w.i.th dirt. And then they came out, 
and they were very mad because they had thought that one of the neighbor-hood 
girls had done it, but it was· their dog. Then the dog came along barking. 
And he was chasing their cat. While he was doing that, the cat ran up the :j;ree, 
and-and the girl went to get the dog from doing it, so the dog wouldn't get 
the cat. And then the dog ran at the box- ran towards the box. And she said, 
"Oh, so that's where you hid it, is it? You naughty dog." So she put him in 
the house. And then they coUld- and then all the blocks vrere tipped over and 
they couldn't make it again because they had only one chance to do it, and it 
was very hard to make and they couldn't make it again because it was too tall. 
If the q,og hadn't came and knocked it .. over, they they could-make it again. 
(Co.~D.DEnt- Ch. talke.d very freely and easily.) 
4. The boy walked barefoot across the thick green rug. 
Once there was a little boy. He was six. years o~d. And he had blond 
hair. He said to his MutlliiiY, "MUllliiiY,; I have to go up stairs - to the bathroom. 
And her mother - his mother said, UWell, what• s the matter with that? You 
can go right ahead~" And he-he told her a big .fib,. He didn't go up stairs 
to the bathroom. He went up stairs and got into her. lip stick. And put it 
on for -er nail polish. And he said, "Mummie, I don't know where this red 
stuff came :t:rom, but I must have got it !rom something .. n And her mother 
said, "Well, either do I. It must be some kind o! paint .. n sO he - she -
he knew that she really did not know that he had got into her lip stick. 
So he ran across the livingroom rug, just laughing and ~aughing. Then his 
sister came .:i.n, and said, 1'Why, Jimmie, why are you laughing so much?tt And 
she said "Beeay.se How-dy-d.o-dy was !unny .. n And she said, "What's so funny 
about that baby stuff" Who watches that any ways?tt And he said, "Well, I 
do. I'm only two years old,.tt And she said, ''Oh, you little--Dickens-yoU. 
You are six years o~d." So he went on laughing, and didn't pay any attention 
to his sister. Meanwhile, his mother Wa.s in the kitchen, _.baking some-baking 
a cake. And his sister went outside to play. And he was laughing and ~aughing. 
And his mother finally - no -he finally 'WBilt up stairs, and got into it more. 
And she heard him tooling around in the medicine cabinet, so she sneaked up 
the stairs, and she caught him putting_ the lip stick on his toes, instead of 
his fingers. And she spanked him and spanked him. And he still laughed because 
he had made a new plan. He got all these p~ans for some naughty reason on 
How-dy-do-d.y. And he said to himself, "Now I can really fool m;y mother. On 
April Fool's day I'll play a trick on her. She always puts sugar in her cof:t:ee, 
so I'll put salt in it insteadl' --And that t s the end. 
5. She stretched back in the chair • 
Well, one time there was a little girl. And her name was Carol. And she 
got that name because she was born on Christmas. But it wasn •t any where near 
Christmas on that day. It was right at the - middle of - July. So she stretched. 
back in the chair, because she had just went to the beach-down at Florida. And 
she got so homesick f'rom being home. She went there all summer - practically. 
• 
• 
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And she came home - the mi.ddle of July. And she got so homesick, she 
stretched back in the chair and the chair tipped over. And the kitten wa.s 
right in back or it - and the kitten got squashed.. And then the mother was 
very mad at her but she was still sleeping.. And the mother lifted the chair 
up. And the kitten wasn•t hurt but he couldn't be walked- he couJ.dn•t walk • 
So they took the cat to the hospital.. And the doctor that - looked at him. said 
there couldn't be much done :for him, and why, and either bury him or I don•t 
know what to do.tt So the girl was home sleeping. And she said to herself~ 
"I wonder where I am •. I wonder what I am. I've been down to that Florida so 
long now, that I seem to hate it.. I wonder why that is." And then her mother 
came in and found her sleeping. So. the chair was tipJe d back, and she broke her 
mother's best pot that was on the table.. And the mother didn't know all about 
this untU the dog came in. And he picked up a pieee of glass and brought it 
in the kitchen.. .And her mother - and the dog kept bringing more and more glass 
in the kitchen. And mother said., "Where is aJ.l this glass coming from?" And 
mother followed the dog into the livingroom and :found the girl sleeping., and 
the things broken, and the· cat was had tO be gone to the hospital. So she just 
didn't know what to do. She said, "I'm going to go lay on the couch. And if 
I break anything, I don • t know what. I tm going to do. n So she layed on the 
couch ·and the cat -the(dQg scratched her because she :was laying -er on his bone -
that they had. It was a rubber bone. So then - the mother. said, "I don•t · 
know what t s going on in this house, but just. wait until Jim comes home.. Jie 
wontt like a. thing tha.tts happened." So in the meanwhile the little girl got 
· up from the chair. She. went out to .play and she got one of her playmates.. And 
they were playing house up in her room. And the girl· that had the room. - Carol-
they were up in her room... And Carol said, uwe don't have much to play with 
so we can use my finger polish to put on our fingers." And when her mother saw 
that on their fingers, she thought that her little baby sister got into it. 
Then she ~ve the little baby sister the blaming and she - and Carol and the 
other girl just laughed at ite And she said, "Wait a. minute.. I'm going to go 
and see what t s going on up here .n And then she _found that Carol and the other 
girl were putting finger polish on. And when ~e found most of the :finger 
polish gone, she spanked the little sister, because she thought that the little 
sister had done it, so she gave the little sister a. special treat, by bringing 
her to. the store and buying;_; her some things. .And the older sister got a 
spanking and she didntt get anything. · 
(Comment- Talks fluently, and with ease.) 
Always has a lot to tell) 
$6me mixed pronouns and tenses.) 
Changed procedure-
Due to long story sequences many children were giving, it was decided to 
stop each child as soonaa he told what came next • 
Tester would then repeat the sentence and ask child ·to tell just what 
he saw for that one and not what came next. 
Another change - child was to repeat the sentence after tester, to help 
him understand it bettere 
• 
• 
6.. Eating outside was the best part of the day. 
There was a little girl that lived in a bright red house over in the 
country. And she said, 11M1.lliilllY, I think that the best time of the day is 
to eat - outside." And she said, "Alright, if it isn't too colde you can 
get your little table and your four chairs out in the .back yeard.,n . So she 
did that. And. she made her own lunch and suddenly it started to rain. So 
she hud.d.led under the table. And her mother wondered what was happening. 
And she looked out of the window, and she saw that it was raining. So she. 
put ·on the rain coat and ran out with the umbrella. And they both carried 
the chairs and the table in. --
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(Tr. 11Now I'm going to stop you there.n Tr. says the sentence, and) 
(asks child to tell just what she sees in that one picture - not ) 
(about going in. ) 
And her little sister came along and she said_, nHay, susan, how cone you are 
eating outside and I'm not?111'Nell, you go in and ask Mummy if she'll let youn. 
And she went in and-er her MUlillliY said, nyes, you can do it, but can you make 
your own sandwich?" And she said nYes. 1! So she made her own sandwich and she 
went out. ------.--
(Tr. asked, ttis that all?" Child said, "Yes.n) 
7. With a loud shriek, the train flew past the ·crossing. 
There was a~ noise when the train flew across the crossing. And 
Susan, which was inside the house, screamed and fell o:ff the chair,- she 
heard such a loud noise. She got up and looked . out the window and saw the 
great big train go across the crossing. It was a~ loco--motive. The other 
little freight trains were colored like ~ yellow and rede And she had wondered 
what it was all about. And thEJ train was going so fast. And when the train 
came by- the gates closed down~ and aJ.l the cars stopped. And they stopped 
for so long, even when the gates flew up th~y stopped and wondered and wondered 
why, that train was going so fast, and making such a big noise. -------- · 
(Tr. asked- tt.Anything more?ll Child said "No.") 
Changed Procedure-
8.. The garden ·was fill.ed with red roses. 
Well, once in the early fall, the boys and the girls, and th~ir mother-
and they got :in the beautiful garden which didn•t have anything in it. And 
they planted lots of roses in it. And they were bulbs. And the roses wouldn't 
come up until the early spring. And then it was spring. And the beau- and the 
buds were just coming up. And they just looked like they were beautiful roses. 
And some ot them weren't red. Some. were pink and some were pink and yellow, and 
red and purple, and the.re were lots of' pretty colors. And then the mother went 
out and there -were so many flowers in the garden she cut sone of' the flowers and 
DQST,Qki !Ji1jy@)"oJ t'j 
3Gl:J.[)Ol of t:A~~-e~~l~ 
-~" Lil;;r:i!TJ ,.-- . 
• 
• 
brought them in and put them on the mantlepiece in the living room. And 
then when the father came home --- · 
(Tr. "Now we're going to stop a minute-" Tr. said the sentence) 
(agam, and asked the child to tell about this and not Father's) 
(coming home. ·) 
There was pretty roses in it. And then the buds just came up in the roses 
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in the early spring. And the roses were just so pretty. .And then the mother 
noticed that in about a month the roses started to turn color. And some of 
· them turned red, and yellow and purple, and purple and yellow 1 and purple and 
red, and yellow and red, and yellow and purple~ And that's all I can see. 
Co.llllllent- She still tells the happenings- not the one picture. 
9. The soon sun felt hot on his bare back. 
Well, there was -er -it was twelve o'clock noon. And the little boy 
came in and said., ''MUJ'Il~Izy', I'm -er I'm getting tired of starying out here in 
the hot nc.on sun. When are we going to have lunch?tt And she said, 1'Well, 
just wait until the soup get -gets warmed up a little bito11 So he went out 
and he laid in the sun and - and the sun felt so hot he ran :in, and he said, 
''MWDIII\V, when are we having lunch?" And she said "Well, Ji.mmy, you'll just have 
to wait until the soup- getts ready. It•s not even twelve 0 'clock yet. It• s 
only just quarter to twelve. You can stay out and play more.n .And then it. 
was ten .minutes to "twelve and he said, "MlliDIDY, I can't stay out any longer. n 
nwell, all right Jimmy, you 'can come jn but Itm tell:ing you, you'll have to 
wait j~t as long in the house .n nAJ..l right,. stupid M\l~Illey", Itll go out.n So 
he went out and he got sun tanned. And-er and the SWl felt .hot on his back 
· and he said., llMUliUIIY' when is lunch going to be ready?n 11Well, you can stay out 
there until midnight :i£ you want, because you're not _going to call :!!!! stupid 
MUIDIDY and get all you want. Because you're not going to do that. 11 .And then 
he went out again. And the sun just got hotter and hotter and hotter. And 
finally he got so - tired of staying out there, he just went in to his MUilliiiY 
and he walked by, and he stamped his feet and he- and he called her stupid and 
he broke her glasses and he was so mad at himself that he went out and just 
called his MWIIIllY all the th:ings. .And then his MUIDIDY said, "Now your-you 1 re 
not going to- you're going to have to go to bed, but you're .not going to .bed in 
~house. You can stay out there all the time, and I'll lock the doors, and 
I'll lock the windows and I'll lock everything and you'll never come in.n 
. . -· 
(Tr. ''N.ow, I'm going to stop you- because "WEfre not talking about ) 
(putting him to bed, but out in the hot sun .. " Tr. said sentence ) 
(again, and asked child to talk about this. _ ) 
And the sun got hotter and he said, "I'm just not· going to go in and. bother 
MUIII.lll\V' any; lllOl'e. I'm go:ing to stay out .in the sun. And if I get sun tanned, 
it's going to be her faul.t." So he stayed out and he stayed out and he got 
tanned every place. And his skin started peeling. And it peeled all off his 
back~ And he was bare. And then it started bleeding and the sun - he just 
didn't know it, because it did it softly. And. the sun just made it- do it-
• 
• 
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more and more. ---
And that• s the end. 
10. She ran until she thought her lungs would burst • 
She ran --Once there was a little girl and her name was Susan. And 
everybody called her "she11 because she'd just moved mto the neighborhood, 
and nobody knew her name •. So they aJ.l kept sayjng to each other, 11.§!!!. ran 
down - she ran until she t.hought her lungs would burst. 11 And she just ran so 
fast because she thought she saw something that - that she wanted very much. 
And she ran so fast. .And she just thought to herself that - and she said to 
herself, 11I thmk - I'm runnmg so fast, I think my lungs will burst.n And 
they almost did, if she didn't stop because whatever it was she just couldn•t 
see any more. And it went of£. .And it looked like some kind of truck. And 
just when it went off I couldn •t see it any more • I just could- I just saw 
the back of it and it looked like a truck. 
That's all. 
Comment- It is difficult to tell just when to stop her, for she 
keeps the sentence in mind and comes back to it, but it 
is all m story, dramatic .:r orm, not in a 11one" picture. 
She talks beautifully. Her stories are alwa.y:ll entertaining 
and meaning.ful • 
• 
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COMPlETE SET OF TEST - FORM A - RESPONSES h:!2 
1. uon the table .was a bowl of crisp, saJ.t potato chips.n 
Well, the boyt s mother tc?ld him not to take ariy of the potato chips 
before lunch" But :when he came in in the moming he took them. His mother 
tho:qght the cat or dog had eaten them. The next morning when his mother 
came she asked where they were. And he said "I don't know'] And she said, 
nyou naughty boy", and was going to put him to.bed •. And he said, "Non, and 
ran out the door. And his father got him and tied him. Then his father put him 
in a reform school. His mother said she was glad that the fath~r put him into 
the reform school because he was a naughty boy. So he jumped over the fence 
in the reform school and he went home and he stayed for ever after.. · 
(Tr. Comment- Ch .. talked with much feeling. 
Note-reco~der not working well, so took notes also,.) 
2. The good smell of fresh-baked bread filled the air. 
Well, one day ':"' one morning there was a little boy and a little baby and 
. a little girl. So they liked to play. So the first thing they had to do-
they had to have lunch. And then they had to go out doors and play., But 
the baby - she was awful bad, out doors., Because ever,ytime she went out doors,-
the boy and the girl were playing with the truck- and she tried to climb over 
the fence and mother did not want her to. So the boy went over-went to the 
fence and said, "Come down.,n She jumped over, and she didn•t realize that the 
train track- that the train was coming, so she just jumped .over and she fell 
right on the train track. .And she was just going to jump over it and the train 
ran r~ght over her, and she · didn •t like it. And then the little girl- rolled 
down the hill - this was before the train hit her -and got prickers on, and she 
didn't like it. Her mother was crying because she didn't come back. And she 
gave .her a good licking• becauSe she Wa.s a naughty gll'l. And the little boy-
everytime he went out on the play yard he ran down to the store and got some 
candy. And mother said, rtNol You are a bad boy.n So-er he stole all his money 
and he took it down to the store because his mother said - and then after he 
came b.one- his mother said, "'Who took all your money? 11 "The boogie man -er the 
little girl." "Wh,y?tt IIBeeause she wanted to go down to the stcr e and get some 
candy·" So, she got the licking,. And she didn't want the licking because -er 
because she didn't take 1t, and either did the baby. ~did., So then the boy 
went out to play, and so-er so-er his mother moved, you see., So .. he went down 
to the store and got a paper and ripped it aJ.l-all. because he didn't like it-
because there were all dolls cut out of 1t. So he went to get another one, and 
he was a naughty boy. But they had no other papers like his mother ordered, so 
they spanked him because they thought he cut the dolls out of them. But he 
didn•t.. So that was the trouble.. So, the boy-he had on blue trousers, - blue 
shorts on and he had brown hair, and he had- he had a red -red shirt- on,-
1t's a heavy red shirt with buttons on, and he had brown shoes and blue socks, 
and some- er had a sweater on and a hat that was brown -er -er had blue on the 
ear flaps, and the boy -er had -er and that was the end bf the story .. 
•• ·.. ' 
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3e The child's tower of blacks fell dovm. 
Well, the boy was playing with the blocks. And his mother said not to 
.make it too high, but he made it -almost as tall as - er the lamp· and it a.J.most 
touched -er the top, and he made it that high. And his sister came in - the 
baby sister went right ahead, and went right through. And he was laughing 
because he thought it was funny. But it wasnrt, because they were almost -
dolls- they weren't dummies. So -he thought .it was dummies, but it was the 
dolls. Then the girl came in- and be was not happy anyway, so -- got hit 
on the head, and she went right through. And then she ran down to the store 
and she broke-and she said she broke a window, but she didn t t , because she 
was trying to make a joke on-er- because it was T hanksgiving, I mean it was -er 
it was -er -er April first. So they play jokes. She said- "I broke your 
window." 1'Why did you?" "Because I wanted to April Fo-ol." So then, then he 
went down to the store and bought . soine candy for Halloween because she ate it 
all up, so how could she? So she- er- er well, what were we talking about? 
Oh, er- yes- blocks. Well, -er he ~iked the blocks--because there were such 
fun to play with. When dinner cane he rused - he rushed in the window, and he 
said, 11Mummy, mat are we going to haVf:l for dinner?" And she said_, "Nothing, 
because you were playing with the blocks last night, and you did. not .hear me 
cal.l you to supper. 11 11I did too. I came :in and there was nothing --- (note-
did not. get this-something about Johnnie, my friend, and ''Why?) nr didn't want 
to keep him waiting for my dinner." "Well, I told you to get ready a.t six 
o'clock to have dinner.u nr did because you.never called me in, and I went in 
and there was nobody there except the food.u "Then why' didn't you eat the food 
up? 11 "Because there was ·no plates." nob, Johnnie, why couldn't you get up in 
the closet?n III tried to, but Johnnie got up and I told him not to, and he broke 
the window.. And then the glass fell down, and hit him on the head. He had to 
go to the hospital and ... and pay a thousand d.olla.rs.u ''Wby?" "Because he broke 
it. 11 Ha.-ha.-ha.. 1'Why did he?" "I don't know, he just did.--I don't know. He 
just did. 11 And that was the end of the story.- Oh, the boy,. -er he had a black 
-er tr- -er brown pants with black stripes down, and he had a brown - a blue hat, 
and brown shoes with green socks, so he then - he had a blue shirt, and -er 
that's the end of the stor,y. 
Conunent- Ch. talked excitedly, and at times rather incompletely-
as to .llBaning. 
4. The boy walked barefoot across the thick green rug. 
Well, one morning his moth- - one day the boy woke up a.t the right time 
-er- after the alarm clock went off - And his mother got up - er he- he said_, 
•'What are we having for break:fast?11 -er. And she said, ni will have to wait 
and see, 'What we'll have.u And then she said, •rwe are having bacon and eggs, 
and cereal and m:i.J.k.,n And then- and then- then they had- and then they had-
lots- he had enough. In the afternoon, but it wasnrt time yet; so he went -er 
he went -er out doors to play a little mile and barefooted. But he never did-
he never diet.- he never did - he never did jump over the fence because his mother 
would spank him. B ut one day he did., But it wasn 1i very good., There were 
soma bushes, and he rolled down the hill into a. -er .pond. And - and he- he found-
and he :round a tube - and he found a tube and he- he swam way out in the deep 
• 
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ocean, and then the - the air went out of it, so he couldn rt swim. But - but 
he -her but then -then one of the life boats came along. And they threw the 
thmg out, and he -he pulled and they pulled him up, and they brought him 
home. And his .mOther didn- didn't- wa- and they said, "You cazi•t get up · 
barefooted on the rug. If you do that I'm going to spank you.n So one morning 
he sneaked up. He got barefooted on the .rug, and he caught a cold.- You see, 
but he didn't think he did. He got- he got- he went over where his mother 
made soue potato chips. He -he -he ate them, and then he went back to bed. 
When she- men she got up, he -he -he was sneezing and coughing, and and he-
and he said 1'Ma1 I got and earache. I got an ear ache.n And he -he said, •'My 
feet hurt. Both of my feet hurt." And they said, '!We'll see what is around.n 
And he went to the doctor's and he got- he got- he- he- the doctor looked at 
him. And he said., "He - this- this looks like he got up barefooted and he got 
on the rug." When hli:s mother heard that she said, "I told him not to, I told 
him not to. 11 Then he- he went home and he went to bed, and he got a licking 
and he- he and he got scolded, I nean. And he -he -he never - he never wanted 
to -er to -er go on the rug again. And then the ....next; morning when he got up 
on the rug he slipped and woke up his .mother, so he ran back in bed. .And she 
saw -she saw that he had slippers on, and one of the slippers fell off. And 
she said, 1'Why, that must have been little Johnny that did that. I•m going to 
spank him".. So he did- so she did and he got scolded again by his father. And 
that was the end - Oh, no and then he- he -er he jumped over the fence into the 
pond where it was . aJ.l - was all- not deep. And then- then one of the -the turtles 
. came up - snapping turtles- and bitted his toe. And the i'rog got on back of him. 
And he had to go home.. And when the - the frog jumped into the shirt- he was 
jumping- he was jumping and he woke up his mother. He said the frog- he said 
the frog- the frog went all over his mother, when he came out of his clothes. 
And that was the end of the - The boy said, "I'm not going to go -I•m not going 
to go on the rug again." And that•s the end of the story. 
5.. She stretched back in the chair .. 
Well, there was a girl - and she woke up - er and she was very - she was 
very stretchy, so she stretched back and she fell, and she bumped her head and 
she was crying, and then abe wa.lk.ed in her bed - I mean she got in her bed. 
And the boy- the mother and the boy came out and he saw the fox there, so he 
shot him. And the fox- he -he just missed the fox. He got his tail, but the 
fox - he -he went home. .And then he fell in a hole, so he -he - so they caught 
him, but they didn t t get him they just - they just- er ldlled him; .And then he-er 
he-er - the girl - he- they shot the fox. And they said, 1lWell we nmst go back 
to bed.n. And he heard no-own. And he heard Joannie - er- er the girl cry. And 
he said, "What happened?" "I slipped out the chair when I was stretching.u 
"I told you not to." .And the. boy liked to stretch in the chair, but he didn•t 
push way back. And mother and daddy stretched in the chair, and so then the . 
girl. They had a stretching game. All the boys -er and the girls -er and that girl 
was always- she was always - she was always .f'a.lling over - because she was stretched 
too much -er so -er so -er so -er then - so then -er so then -- that is the end 
of the story. ·· 
(Comment- Very dii'i'icult to follow- repeats so much and talks very 
jerkily) (At times whispers as ii' to keep secret .. ) 
· Quite excit«:Jd. · 
• 
• 
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Changed Procedure 
Due to long story sequences many children were giving, it was decided to 
stop each child as soan as he told what came next • 
Tester would then repeat the sentence and tell child to tell just what 
he sees !rom that one and not what comes next. 
Another change- child was to repeat the sentence after tester, to help 
him under stand it better. 
6. Eating ou~side was the best part o.:t: the d~. 
Well, ~hey were going----their mother told them that they could- that they 
could go out - to have lunch outside. So the kids came over, and they- and 
they had lunch out. But they wanted a picnic- not just a lunch. So, she said, 
11No, I haven 1t got any picnic", so they just pretended that they had a picnic. 
And so then - they- they went a.own and there was a pond--
(Tr. 11Now I am going to stop you., because we tre not going to talk) 
(about going to the pond.u Tr. said the sentence again, and asked) 
( chila. to tell just this one picture. ) 
Well, they were eating out, and -er they played -er that it was nice eating 
out, because the sun was out. They didn't want to go !or a picnic where all 
those other things like -er swingmg - because it was too cold. So then it was 
tine to go to have lunch, so they had a picnic. And they ate and they ate. 
And they wanted some milk, so they drank some milk. And then they went in -er 
because it was too a.ark.-
(Tr. 11Now I am going to stop you, because we are not telling) 
(about going in." Tr. says sentence again and asks child to tell) 
(what he sees about that one sentence. ) 
Well, they were eating and eating and eating and they were full.. So they-
they were- they were going i"or something else_, because it was getting - dark, 
and -er so-er they.:.. they -ther-they ate .:t:ast because it was getting dark. So 
they---- Thatts the end o.:t: the story. · 
7. With a loud shriek, the train flew past the crossing. 
Well, one a.ay -the -the train wasn't ready 1"or the people to get on. So 
the- he went up to get it .tixed. so.-~ they cleaned the engines, they shined 
the cars. So it was like a - it ... it was a diesel train. It was a diesel • 
So they washed it off. But they have to wash it of"! after they do some things,-
I dontt lmow, you see. And then it is all shined. - So they -er put hose on it 
and they dried it, and so it went over to people to get on. There was a little 
boy and a little girl and their .lllUIIIIIIY and daddy. So they got on and the train 
went off. .And they went over this big bridge. And -er it was so big, they went 
all over - the big, big - -it was the train, you see. They saw - looked down 
there - -er - the little g:iJ.-1 said, "The train's going to hop- tip over in the 
• 
water if 
(Tr. stopped ) 
(Tr. "We are not telling about tipping into the water.u )) 
(T. said the sentence again, asked ch. to tell about it. 
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They said, 11Ca,n1t the train tip over?tt And they said_, "No.- That isn't even-
the train never .tipped over, except when somebody -when they pushed it .over,. 
when it's all old and they push it over the dump. -- Tha.t•s all they do." 
So -er then - he stopped and they got otf~- because the train - because now 
a freight train came in. And they're getting coo~ on the train and bringing m 
the cou trucks and -and they got cows on there, and there's milk to go through, 
and milk: t•rom the cows. And then they went home- they saw all that and then they 
went ho.me ----
(Tr<f "We are not going home, we are tUking about etc" ) 
(Tr. says the sentence again, and asks child to tell . ) 
(all he sees ·about that one picture. ) 
And then they saw all the things. Bui; they didn't see all the 1:.rain. They 
saw the diesel and the freight train, but they didn t t see the - like the diesel -
on the freight train - back - rest of the way - freight train. So they saw that. 
It was kind. of funny •cause it d.idn•t come out of the top, it came out of the 
mid.dls, so that - then -then all the trams. So -unload -and the cars getting 
full oX coal and gas. So -
That was the end of the story. 
Comment- This is not very clear thinking • His ideas do not complete 
themse~ves before new ones come. It is hard for hm to 
stick to a topic. He has told what happened rather than the 
one picture. 
8. The garden was fill.ed with red roses. 
Well, one a.ay -- a little gir~ and her mot.ter wanted to .make a garden, so-
so they made the garden. And all the birds went to sleep -- in the garden. And 
they were supposed to come up by spring. And then it did. They sleeped and they 
sleeped a.nd the next thing they're coming up. .And the next clay, it was all. -er 
spring, so they went out, and- all the flowers were up -- and all the bees were 
on them -- and everything, and the bird.s, and -- everYthing. So then -er -er 
they picked a couple 'cause there was so many in the garden, so they - they liked 
so-- when the daddy came home they were so- they were s- they were so good they 
were going to sell the. So they selled them --- · 
(Tr. "Now, wetre not going to tell about selling them. 11 ) 
(Tr. says the .sentence again, and asks child to tell about) 
(this one picture. ) 
Well, they- they- they wanted to plant some more pretty f~owers.. So they did. 
And they were red roses. So they wanted to give them to - er to -er their 
room, so they would look pretty. So then they got -
(Tr9 11Now we 1re not going to tell about what is next..,n ) 
(Tr., sa,.y the sentence again, and ask child to tell about ~· ) 
And the red roses were pretty - were pretty.. .And so then-- then they liked 
it, and so they planted some more flowers, and they planted more flowers--
(Tr. "Instead of planting mgre- tell about the one picture.). 
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Well, the !lowers were red and white and blue ana orange and yellow and green 
and that's all. 
. That's the end., 
9 .. · The noon sun felt hot on his 'bare back. 
One day that boy was - woke up, and it was SUIIUier, so-er so he asked his 
mother it he can go out and play. And yeah- she said, "Yes, if you- it you-
if you don't go to sunbum.tt But he went out, and his - back -his back got 
~ sunburned. And -and it .was hot. So his doctor told him not to go do that9 
So there was - so he went around and it start right in again. So he went in 
theb:>use, and the sun came out again. ---
(Tr. "Now instead of telling about going into the house we are ) 
(going to tell about this one picture.," Tr. say sentence again,) 
(and ask child to tell about this ~. · ) 
He wa.a:~out and he felt the sun - and it felt good. So he went down to the 
beach--
(Tr.. 11Now we arentt going to tell about the beach, but about this) 
(one picture.,n Tr .. say sentence again, and ask child to tell what) 
(he sees in this £!!!.., ) 
It was so hot and it felt good, so his mother - he- he- liked it so he played 
around and played around with the sun t cause he thought it was the moon but 
it waan•t. And that 1s - , 
That t s all I can think of., 
10., She ran until. she thought her lungs would burst. 
One day a girl came out -- and her name was --Ginny, -er and she - er 
she ran so fast in a race that she -her - she thot her lungs --would ---
burst., And then --er they- didn't --. But she felt that., So she - she- she 
keeped running and ruonj ng and running - until - she bumped- into a rock. And 
she said --then she started again. .ADd she tripped over it tcause she was 
running so fast, that's why she thought her lungs would - collapse. So, then-
That 1 s all I can think of" 
COIDIIent- No. 9 is very insistant on telling the sequence" 
No. 10 does not WE!l1der so much. 
He still sees only the story elenent- not tm .2!!! picture. 
He talks so fast- his thots are not at all complete., 
His past tenses are practically all made by adding "ed.n 
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COMPLETE SET OF TEST - FORM A - RESPONSES 5G 
l. On the table was a bowl of crisp salt potato chips. 
Well, I see a boy and a girl and theyt re eating one. And the mother is 
making a pie. And Father is looking at the 'Pall game. 
And that's all I see. 
2. The good smell of fresh-baked bread filled the air. 
Well, they were having a sandwich, and a glass of milk. And----
and. their mother was having a glass of milk and a salad. ---And they were 
eating in front of a television set. 
I cant t see any more things • 
Comment- She is very loath to talk at any time in the class room. 
She gets embarrassed when facing people or children. 
Question-- Does she see only this, or is it that she 
does not feel equal to talking? 
She has a nice home background. 
3. The child's tower of blocks fell down. 
They had to build- the tower up--again. And they were up in the room 
playing. --- I cantt see anything else in this picture. 
4. The boy walked barefoot across the thick green rug. 
He was wa.Jkl.ng like we do. - He was going in hUJ room -- to have 
a rest. ---- I don't see anything else. 
(Comment- She seems to hesitate about talking.) 
5. She stretched back in her chair. 
She was r-rocking-- she was rocking in the chari. ------ It 
was spring,and she was outside rocking. 
I don't see anything else. 
New procedure 
Due to long story sequences many children were giving it was decided to 
stop each child as soon as he told what came next. 
Tester would then repeat the sentence and tell the child to tell just what 
he saw for that one picture -not what came next. 
Another change- child was to repeat the sentence after tester to see 
if she heard it correctly., 
6. Eating outside was the best part of the day • 
lll 
Well, they were having luncheon there- by a brook. And the t. rees were 
all around them. And they were eating. -- And it was a nice sunny day. And 
one was a girl and one was a boy, and one was a little baby. And the mother 
and the father was there with them. And they were having a nice time. 
I don It lmow anything else. 
7. With a loud shriek, the train flew past the crossing. 
Well~ the children were out playing. And the train passed. them by. 
And - and. they saw· the train .. 
I dontt see anything else., 
8. The garden was filled with red roses. 
Well~ th-m- the little i'irl was picking red roses tor her mother to put 
in a bouquet. And -- er------
I can't see anything else. 
Comment- She speaks in a. very low retiring sort of voice. 
She is rather shY- and does not ever speak up well. 
She repeated No. 6 and 8 the first try. No. 7 she made 
four tr1es saying and then ended with "passed through the 
crossing." 
She did not lmow what "shriek" nea.n.t. 
9.. The noon sun .:t:elt hot on his bare back. 
Well, I see the sun and the boy~ And the house is right near by. He :is 
by his own house.----------- I cantt see any more. 
10. She ran until she thought her lungs would burst., 
Well, - I see some more children. And -------- the sky is blue. 
-----And the sun is shining. -------- I don't see anything else. 
Comment- It is always necessary to ask her to speak louder~ so to 
be heard .. 
No. 9 she tried three times before she could repeat the 
sentence. She !mew what ttbare" meant., 
No. 10 she said right the first time., She did not lmow 
where the "lungs" are. 
• 
• 
CO:MPLETE SET OF TEST - FORM A ... RESPONSES 
1. On t.he table was a bowl of crisp salt potato chips • 
I just am- smell some potato chips. And I see color red and green and 
sonething like stars. 
Not.hing else • 
2. The good smell o1' fresh-baked bread filled the air. 
It - it makes ne think I• m eating bread and smelling bread. 
That•s all. 
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Comment- This child is spending a second year in Grade One • He has 
been sick a great deal. He is very timid, and hesitant 
about everything. He has no confidence in himself. On the 
Form B- question and answer- he shook his head most of the 
time and said nothing. 
3. The child's tower of blocks fell down. 
We-e-ll I saw -er- building the blocks high up- and they fell. Well, I 
know their names- Diggy, Jimmie, :fohn, Ginger, Fredc1ie. 
Thatts all. ~ · 
4• The boy walked barefoot across the thick green rug. 
Well, I see a boy - w-w-walking across the rug. .And his nans is Dicky. 
And he is barefooted. And I see a girl walking across the rug in back of 
him. And her name is Lin. 
Nothing else. 
5. She stretched back in the chair. 
Well, I see colors • And I see her stretching back in the chair. I see 
the chair •. It- it's red. It bas a cushion. And it went out like this. (showed 
with hands) and had lines in it. 
That's all • 
Comment- This is more than he has said in other stories. 
The children in No. 3 are his own family. 
• 
• 
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Change in procedure-
Due to long story sequences many children were giving, it was decided to 
stop each child as soon as he told what came next. • 
Tester would then repeat sentence and tell child to tell just what he 
sees for that one and not what comes next. 
Another change - child was to repeat the sentence after tester, to see 
if he heard it right. 
6. Eating outside was the best part of the day. 
-I-er I-er see some cake - and I see some hot dogs.--- and I see some 
ginger . ale- and - and I s-a-see people who are at it. The kids' name is 
Beeby, Litsie, John, Ginger, Jimmie, Freddie, and Frederick and our mother. 
Then after the party was over they went outside-going out in a motor boat. 
(Tr. 11I'm going to stop you now, because we're are not going to ) 
(talk about going away.n Tr. repeat the sentence and ask child ) 
(to tell what· he sees in the one picture. ) 
(Child says he sees nothing more in this picture. ) 
The end. 
Comment- He taJ.ks with a great deal of ef1'ort--not easily at all. 
It is di1'1'icult to get words out. 
7. With a loud shriek, the ~rain ±'lew past the crossing. 
I did see all colors - red- orange- blue - yellow - purple - green. 
(Tr. 11What else?") 
Nothing else. 
8. The garden was filled with red roses. 
Well, I see the garden filled with red roses. And - and-can-name Bobby 
MacBey - playing aroWld it • 
(Tr. 1rwhat else?11 ) 
That's all. 
• 
• 
Comment- It is pathetic - he sees - or else is willing to talk -
about so little. , 
He has a hard tine getting any vrords out at all.,. 
No. 7 he had. 4 tries before he said it right - No. 8 
said right first time • 
Not !mow what "shriek" JD9ant. 
The noon sun felt hot on his bare back. 
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Well-I -I --er-I- I see -about - three --kids --eating lunch. 
And one kid --had nothing on his back. And -- so - and the noon sun was shining 
on it - and it. was getting hot • ------- And I see --er a little bit of 
color.----------- (Tr. had to ask what ones) --brown-- red- purple-
and orange., 
(When tr .. asked- he said this was all.) 
10. She ran untiJ. she thought her lungs would. burst. · 
Well-- I see her running --and people were following her. ----
(Tr. said what el.se.. He said nothing else.) ---------- I see a 
little bit of colors --------(Tr. asked what ones.) --- red - orange -- blue 
purple. 
(Tr. asked what the colors were.-) 
(He said the red was a ball, the orange was a l.me colored orange, the) 
(blue was the sky, and the purple was another ball.) 
Comment'i" It is very dif!icult !or him to..;,talk:~n~tur.~lly_,.:,~ H~v:Y!f.luld 
not say this much without proctdingt 
He said No. 9 and 10 right the first time. He knew what 
llbaren meant but not where the "lungsn are. 
It seems that his colors have nothing to do with the 
picture of the sentence. ·· 
-· 
ll5 
(Compiled from each child's complete set of test responses) 
COMPLETE SET OF TEST - FORM A - RES:roNSES 7G 
1.. On the table was a bowl of crisp salt potato chips. 
There was some people around the table, -and some chairs. The people 
were sitting in the chairs. And the table was red and the chairs were yellow. 
And there wa.s a rug down on the bottom where the table was. And the rug was 
red and white.. And-er ---the bowl was yellow -- the legs of the chair 
was silver ---and the legs of the table was silver. And the table was on 
the rug. -And they were eating the potato chips --------
(Tr. tt.Anything else?" Ch,. "No.tt) 
2. The good smell of fresh-baked bread fil.led the air. 
The bread was 'White and the bowl wa.s yellow. And the bowl was on the 
table. And the table was blue and the legs of the table wa.s silver. And the 
people were - there were same people. And the people were in the chairs. The 
chairs were red and the legs of the chairs were silver. And they were eating 
the bread. .And it was good. -)"---And there was a rug near the table -
yellow and red. 
That's all. 
,3. The child's tower of blocks fell down. 
There was a boy playing with blocks with the girl- and she was ---
playing with them down in the living room.. And there was a rug. And the rug 
was gray. And there was some furniture, a couch, some chairs and some people 
in the chairs., And in the dining room, somebody was eating a cracker in the 
dining roam. -- And the boy was building the tower up again. And the girl 
was helping the boy • --
And that • s all I can see. 
Comment- She did the Question and Ansvrer form first. Her telling on 
this free form, seems to be on the order of the responses 
on the Question and Answer. She speaks with long pauses 
between, almost as if waiting for me to ask questions. 
She was very quiet about sitting here. 
4. The boy walked barefoot across the thick green rug. 
There was a couch and a chair and sene people in the chair - the chairs. 
_ And the boy had black hair and brown -- ha- shoes, red - er --- red pants 
--sh~ a white jersey --.-. And -he was walking across the rug. 
That's all I can think ofQ 
• 
ll6 
5. She stretched back in the chair. · 
There was a chair-- green chair-- and a rug on the floor-- rug was gray. 
She had a red dress -- white· blouse --- some brown hair. -- And there were 
more chairs around it. - And there was a couch---- Other people were sitting 
on the couch and --------
That's all I can think of. 
Co.lllll¥ailt- She sits very quietly; and speaks deliberately. There are 
often pauses between parts. 
Change in procedure-
Due to long story sequences some children were giving., it was decided 
to stop each child as soon as he told what came next. 
Tester would then repeat sentence and the child was to tell just about 
what he saw for that one picture - not what came next. 
Another change- child was to repeat the sentence after tester - to see 
if he heard it right. 
6. Eating outside was the best part of the day. 
There was a brook - and - and gr- green grass. --- .And they were eating 
on a blanket. And they had a Bologna sandwich -and some white milk. And the 
boy had some brown ·hS.ir - and brown pants - and some red socks and brown -
shoes -white shirt- and the blanket was red - and white- - and blue 
And there was some rocks in the brook. 
That's all I can think of. 
7 • With a loud shriek., the train flew past the crossing. 
There was some people in the train. --And there was a crossing - apd same 
cars- and a road - and some cars on the road. And some cars were moving - and 
some weren•t. And there was soma grass. The train was - brown and black. 
And it had a whistle and a light. 
That t s all I can seee 
Comment- She said both sentences perfectly the first time. I would 
think this shows greater language development. 
She did not know what "shriek" meant. 
She will not drink white milk-:- only chocolate milk • 
8. The garden was filled with red roses. 
There was a lot of flowers - roses. And the roses were different colors. 
And somebo~ was watering the flowers. And there was.green grass near the 
flowers. --And there was a house near the flowers. ----There was some people 
• 
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sitting near the flowers. And there was a table out on the lawn, and some 
people sitting at the table. There was a tree in the middle of the lawn .. -
The tree was brown and it had some autumn leaves on it. ---- The table was 
blue and chairs were green. ----- The flowers had some dirt around them. 
---- There was blue sky • 
And that t s all I can think of. 
Comment- She talked deliberately- with pauses between - as if seeing 
the things. 
She alwa~ sits very quietly while she talks. 
She said the sentence right the first t:im.e. 
9. The noon sun felt hot on his bare back. 
He was in the chair. And there was some green grass, And there was a 
table. And some people were around the table. And the sky was blue. And the 
boy had brown hair and some blue pants on. There was a tree in the middle 
of the lawn, and it had autumn leaves on it. And t~ boy didn.•t have any 
shoes on. And it was summer. 
And that • s all I can think of. 
10. She ran until she thought her lungs would. burst. 
The sky was blue. And she had a dress on. The dress was red. She had 
some black shoes, some brown hair and a white blouse.. And she was running 
on the sidewalk. And there was some grass near the sidewalk. And there was 
some peo- there was some benches and the people - some people were sitting 
on the benches. The benches were on the grass. Some people were walking in 
back of her, - back of the girl. The sidewalk was black. The .sidewalk was 
tarred. There was some trees on the grass. There was some houses. And the 
sun was shining. 
That's aJJ. I can think of. 
Commen~ She speaks very deliberately,.and quietly. 
She said No .. 9 right the first time. She knew what ttbaren 
mant. 
She said No. 10 right the first time. She thought the 
"lungs" were in the throat. 
• 
• 
(Reference Material for Chart 8) 
FORMA 
EXAMPLES OF SINGLE SENTENCE RffiSR>NSES FOR ALL 24 CHILDREN 
These groupings o£ single sentences, show specific differences between 
the sentences as a whole and the individual responses, which have many 
specific variancese · 
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Sentence Noe From Chart 
2. "The good smell of fresh-baked bread filled the air. 
This sentence has, as a sentence total, the lowest usage 
of different Key Words. 
4 children. (4G, ~' 5G, lB) used none. 
1 child (llG)used four. 
3. "The child's tower of blocks fell down.n 
This sentence has, as a sentence total, the highest 
usage of different words. 
1 child who used none. (4G) 
8 who used, or jmplied use of, five 
(~, .2f!, 6G, 1001 2B, 5B, 1.!!, 8G) 
4. "The boy walked barefoot across the thick green rug .. n 
This sentence has, as a sentence total, the highest 
number of Inconsistencies. 
(These cover all the headings- Visual, Scope, Clarity, 
Imagery Other Than Visual. 
*7. iJWith a. loud shriek the train flew past. the crossingett 
This sentence has, except for one (llB) all responses 
stimulated by Key Word "train", but these are mostly 
12 
Total 
Sentence 
Score 
33 
12 
Total 
Sentence 
Score 
84 
9c 
Tota.l 
. Sentence 
Score 
37 
8c 
swn of 
Sentence 
Patterns story-sequences, not pictures, and are very varied. 
· p,p'ts'~mJslfb Il-
l I 1~1 J/' 
*8. "The garden was fiJ.led with red roses.n 
This sentence has instances of extremes-
A true picture (3B)------------------ Total Test-Score from Test 
Score Sheet 10.7 
An extreme story report (lOB) ----- Total Teat-Score from Test 
Score Sheet 11.9 
The greatest n~er of times Tester 
stopped for digreasirig too far.--~-~-------- From Chart lla 
The only instance where all used at least 
one of the Key Words --------------- From Chart lla 
The only time any singe Key Word was used by 
each child (word "roses") --------------- From Chart :_lla 
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* New procedure - Tester was to stop any children who digressed too 
far in telling their response, repeat the sentence, have them repeat · 
the sentence, and remind them to tell about that one • 
• 
• 
SINGLE SENTENCES - RESPONSE FROM EACH CHILD 
SENTENCE 2 
11The good smell of fresh-baked bread fil.led the air.,n 
-~---
Well--- it was on the tab1e and lots of people were sitting around. 
J20 
And -er they were having their Thanksgiving dinner.. And they had sone brawn 
bread with it., And they had some turkey, some brown bread and some mashed 
potato. And the people--- the grandfather and the grandmother and the mother 
and the father and the little girl and the little boy and the little baby 
sitting up in the high chair. And----and they all- and the children had pretty 
dresses on, and the baby and the little boy had his best---- his best SUn~ . 
clothes on. And the J.itt:t.e girl had on a blue dress with blue stockings and 
Mary Arms, and they were black. And her hair was blond. And the baby had the 
same color dress on. The baby had her little baby shoes on, which were white. 
And the baby had just a little b:i.t of hair. And -- and-- er- on the table 
cloth was-- there was flowers in each corner -- a tulip in each corner -er a 
tulip in one comer and a rose in the other and a pansy in the other and -er 
-------- and er---------petun:i.a in the next one.. And the table cloth. ,was 
------brownish red., And that•s all I can think of. 
---.2Q---
Well- there t s date nut bread and white bread and cookies and brown tables 
and people all sitting aromd them with all those things. They are having a 
party and all the things. And the horses are in the barn having ftm with the 
hay.. And they are throwing it around and hitting other people with it. And 
the horses are brown - the horses are brown - er with white spots, white with 
black spots, brown with black spots, black with brown spots, They are all 
colors that you can think of in horses.. And then the baby is kick:i.ng away, 
and laughing and everyone is there.. They have al.l colors around. And the 
tables are fancied up with crepe paper., And they all have pll'Stty little 
bonnets on ma.d.e of out- made o1' crepe paper and crepe- and cardboard with 
crepe paper on the top to make it look pretty and make a pretty little hat. 
And that's all I can think of., 
----MJ:---
Well., the boy- he had brown hair and a blue hat and he had a yellow scarf 
on and he had a yellow jersey and he had blue pants, ana red socks., And he 
had brown shoes on. And his name was Dick. And then there was one more and 
her name was Jane. And she had on- she had brown hair, and had a green hat and 
she had shorts - blue shorts.. And she had a yellow jersey and blue socks and 
brown shoes.. And there was one more named Sally. And she had yellow hair and 
a yellow hat.. And she had purple shoes and blue shorts and a yellow jersey. 
And her name- and she was walking to the party. And Dick was carrying the 
sandwiches to Nancy's party. 
• 
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-6G---
-
Once there was a lady and she· lived :in the woods e She was making some 
bread because they didn't have very much to eat and her husband was coming homee 
And he had promised her .that if - i:t: she d.idn •t have something cooking in the 
oven - something you could bake - then he just wouldn't live with her any more, 
for he hadn't had anything to eat just !or months and months. So she had it 
all ready. And when he came home he was very glad all except for one thing -
and that was she wasn 1t there! The reason she had gone was she had - she had 
the paper that came - she went and bought it - and it had some kind of advert-
adver- add in it about a new house and she went to look at it. She had already 
bought the house. And her husband finally found out that she was there. And 
it was all wall papered. And it had pink wall paper"' And he wouldn't live with 
her because he insist because he insist that he wouldn't live witlt her because 
it didn't have a stove in ita And she said, I'We can move the stove" And he 
said, ''How can we move the stove? I'm not a big mover.n "Ca.n•t you get one?" 
she saide 11And. where can I get one?l~ he said.. And-er he said -er she said > 
11You can go hunting for one .. 11 "And where will I go hunting for one?~ Why 
d.on•t you? 11 And he said,"Doli•t you boss m around like this or I won•t even 
do anything.n And that is· the end. -
--.2f!--
The girl was making so.ne bread, and she had a blue dress on and blond 
hair and green stockings with red shoes. And she had a big brother. He 
was about 10 years old. So he - he wen-t. to school and done his school work. 
And then he came home. And he got - his sister - and she liked it - and she 
liked his home work so - so--er she gave- she gave hi.mr,some bread. And she 
gave him -er gave him some cake-er and she gave him some ice creame She had 
a little party. So they went out together down - down to the store. And 
they did. And· it was alright, so they went home and then went . back again and 
bought some .{BOre stuff. It was coke, ginger ale, and ice cream, a pint full 
of ice cream, and even - She had a green hat and a green pencil and a little 
pad of paper. And her dress was blue with pink roses and green roses and -er. 
She had a necklace on with beads. It was a bead necklace so she bad all diamonds 
on the necklace. That•s all I can remember. 
--1QQ--
Well, one little boy - he-er he had a piece · o:t: that bread. And then he 
went outside. And 't#hen - and then he came in and he watched television. And 
then they had supper, and then he went out again. Then he came in and they 
all. went to . bed. And then in the ne-- :in the morning they- er they ate break-
fast and they got dressed" And the boy had on a stripped jersey with red and 
yellow and blue on it and white. And they went- they had breakfast after they 
had got dressed and -er then they went out and played footbaJ.l. And then --
after that ---they came in and had lunch. And then the boy went to school. 
And then -- and then he came home and they were go- - go -to -t with .IID.UIUIIY-
and the boy was going shoppmg with mUIIJIDY - with his mUIIJIDY and they -er bought 
some candy. And that's a.ll. 
• 
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---gg--
They were making brown bread .... in the oven, and it- it smelled very good. 
And they had a little puppy dog.. And he smelled it.. And he- he went aroumd, 
and stood at the stove listening, and smelling it. And he wished he had some .. 
And if he had., I don't think he would like it too good., He might, but I've 
never seen dogs eat bread like that.. The end. 
-;m,--
Well; there was a great, big long table. And there was a toaster. And 
there was a little ·black dog called -- Spotsie. And he -er wanted some of 
that bread. And he smelled it, and he started to scratch -er he started pawing 
around on the floor because he was hungry. And he growled and everything because 
he was all hungry. And -er, all of a sudden the toaster -er popped, and the 
toa- the bread popped out of the toaster. And that meant the it-er was all 
through with it. And the dog smelled, and he jumped up on the table and he 
grabbed it out, and ate it up. And MUIIIIDY came along, and she was very cross 
and spanked him and pinned him up on the clothes line by his two little legs 
1cause he was naughty. And that's all. 
(Tr. - All you can see any place?) 
Oh, yes, p3.rt of the rope was hitched to the house 1 on hooks, and there. 
was a great big green post out on the- on the- on the other side1 and out that 
way a little. And t.he rope went out to t.he -er house. And then- er went out 
to the post where the rope hooked on. And there was a little rock out in the 
middle of the garden.. There was a little boy there too.. And he played foot-
ball so much out in the back yard and the front yard.1 that his father thot he •d 
take that rock out so if he -fall down - down on the rock - and he got tackled-
and everything like t.hat. And there was a stone fireplace out there. 
--4B--
Well, one day - one morning there was· a little boy and a little baby and 
a little girl. So they liked to play. So the first thing they had to do-
they had to have lunch. .An!i then they had to go out doors and play. But t.he 
baby - she was awful bad, out doors. Because everytime she went out doors,-
the boy and the girl were plS\Ying with the truck- and she tried to climb over 
the fence and mot.her did not want her to.. So the boy went over- went to the 
fence and said, "Come down .. " She jumped over, and she didn't realize that the 
train track- that the train was coming, so she just jumped over and she fell 
right on the train ·track. .And she was just going to jump over it and the t rain 
ran right over her, and she didn't like it. .And then the little girl- rolled down 
the hill - this was before the train hit her - and got prickers on, and she didn't 
like it. Her mother was crying because she didn't come back. And she gave her 
a good licking~ because she was a naughty girl. And the little boy- ever,ytime 
he went out on the play yard he ran down to the store and got some candy.. And 
mother said, 11Not You are a bad boy." So-er he stole all his money and he took 
it down to the store because his mother said - andt.hen after he cam.e home- his 
mother said, "Who took all your money?n nThe boogie man -er the little giil." 
• 
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''Why?" UBecause she wanted to go down to the store and. get so.ne candy." So, 
she got the licking. And she didn't want the licking because -er because she 
didn't take it, and either did the baby. He did. So then the boy went out 
to play, and so-er so-er his .mother moved, you see. So he went down to the 
store and got a paper and ripped it all-al.l because he didn•t like it- because 
there were all dolls cut out of it. So he went to get another one, and. he was 
a naughty boy,. · But they had llO other papers like his mother ordered, so they 
spanked him because they thought ·· he cut the dolls out of them. But he didn •t. 
So that was the trouble,. So, the boy-he had on blue trousers, - blue shorts . 
on and he had brown hair, and he had- he had a red -red shirt_ on, it•s a heavy 
red shirt· with buttons on, and he had brown shoes and blue socks, and .sone- er 
had a sweater on and a hat that was brown -er -er had blue on the ear flaps, · 
and the boy -er had -er and that was the end of the story. 
-5B--
Well, he- the bread - it•s been cooked w:i.th mother. And she 'let it stay 
in the oven, and then mother didn't, she went outside hunting for me and Karen. 
And then it - the b- it went "Bin..,.gott! And she didn •t hear it because she was 
way down on Hawley Ave. And then she finaJ.ly found us up to -- hone again,. 
And she said, "Where did you go?tt And we said, "Down to Barbara Ma.rtin•s house,.n 
And she said, 11You naughty boy and girl. Why did you do that? I went way up 
there. And then where did yOU go?" And we said? "Oh no, we do not lmow where 
we went then. 11 And then Mum said -''Why don't we -No, I have to go out selling 
tickets to get some money for the supper. 11 . And she said.,tti better go see what 
this bread- thing wUl get." And she looked in the oven and it was all burning 
up. And she said, 110h, dear what can I do now?" And she said, 111 guess, I 
bett.er make some coldslaw,.n That's the end. 
(Note - His mother was a PTA assistant in selling tickets for a PTA supper) 
·--~--
I see the -er the little boy asking for some. And -er then they are going 
on the picnic. His mother said 11Yes 11 ., and then he aaked for some more e And 
his mother said 11No, 1 cause we 1re going on a picnic today." And then the father 
got all the things, and then- and then- and he packed them all in the car and 
then they went off mto the woods where- where a nice shady place was and they 
could sit down, and eat. And so they did., And they went out picking blueberries, 
and they saw a rabbit hopping around, so they followed him. And then the rabbit 
-er saw them coming and he- he -er jumped in his house. And then they didn • t 
know where he went any more, so then they went back. And then they went home. 
And then they went to bed. And then they·- that•s all • 
--SB-
Well, the house- they were baking it, and -er and it smelled good in the 
house. And it was a big farm., where they had com and tomatoes. And the smoke 
was coming out of the chimney., And the kids were playing out doors. And there 
was a brook near. .And there was loads of trees. And they had a cow, a horse 
• 
• 
and a pige And er- er- that's all I see e 
(TR. Is that all you see around?) 
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I man theres more houses. And there•s a road near there. And there's 
pretty houses. And there's aome -er -er more farms. And there's -er -er a-
a town. And everything like that., 
--lG--
Well., I see some bread just coming out of the oven. And I see the mother 
taking it out. And children - they're in the kitchen. And in the living room. 
is their !·ather. And now they are eating the bread. And the table that they 
are eating it on is out in the pantry. I see some houses beside their house., 
and some trees, and some flowers - all the way out. 
And that•s all. 
--5(}--
Well, they were having a sandwich, and a glass of milk. And --------
and their mother was having a glass of milk and a salad.-------- And they 
were eating in front of television set. 
I can't see any more things. 
-7G--
The bread was white and the bowl was yellow. .And the bowl was on the table. 
And the table was blue and the legs of the table was silver. .And the people 
were - there were some people. And the people were in the chairs. The chairs 
were red and the legs of the chairs were silver. And they were eating the 
bread. And it was good. -- And there was a rug near the table -yellow 
and red. 
That•s all. 
--SG--
Well, I saw a girl and a boy and a mother and a rather, - two girls and 
a father and a mother. And then- er and then -er well, they were cooking some 
bread for supper time and- and then when it was time to eat., they came in and 
ate the bread. And then we went up to bed, and then we -er we - and the color 
of the sheets was white. And the color of the blankets were blue a.nd -er and 
two girls had yellow pajamas on. That's all • 
--12G--
Well.., - I guess there was sone bread on the ·table. I saw some bread on the 
table, and my sister did. .And so then we went- we had to go away- aY~a.y in Boston. 
And -er my mother had- to go and get us clean. So we did. And we had a bath-
I 
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before we went. And then - after that -er we went to see Santa Claus. And then 
after Cojie saw Santa Claus, I was telling Nanna's house - in Boston. And 
then - er.- Nanna gave us a lollipop and an apple. And then my Mamma and Daddy 
came and Cojie came. And they all started to laugh. .And then -er -er and then 
we went home and we saw television. And we didn •t like this, so we went to the 
movies. And after that there were some people coming, so we weren't home. So 
they knocked on the door, and they thought somebody was home and they weren•t. 
So they had to go home. And then they went to· the movies, and they saw us. 
And they gave us a note. And then we had to really go away. And then after 
we had to go away, we had to pack our suitcase and get out of the house. And 
then we. were there. And -er we saw somebody and we thought it w~ Smoky. · So 
we saw Smody, and it was Smmky. And he said, "His name- my naus is Smoky" 
And he- and he - and we- I said, "You're our kittyn. .And then he came :in the 
house. .And then I went fishing with Cojie and my Daddy. And -er I went too. 
And then after that we,::went back to the dock. And then we went ---into the 
house to eat our breakfast. .And then -er -er M'WillllY thought it was Smoky's 
birthday and it was. And we were glad that Smoky was back again. 
That•s the end of the story. 
--lB-~ 
The table was brown -- and the wall was yellow --- the table was 
brown ---- the boy's ha~ was brown, and the girl's hair was black. The boy 
had blue pants --.green shirt- red jacket and a red hat.--- And the boy 
had yellow stockings and brown shoes with brown lacings. --- And the girl 
had blond hair ---- She had a green dress, black shoes, green socks ---- and 
the bow was yellow.--- She had buttons on that were black----
All I can think o!. 
There was a television-- and there was -er - and they was - in the dining 
room eating bread. .And there was a mother baking it. -- and there was -er --
a table, a table cloth, a coffee table, and there was some boys watching television. 
And there was sone cars.--- And there was some windows -- and a radio ---. 
There was trees outside.~---
That' s all I can think of. 
--6B--
Well, when you said the - the bread filled -er filled the air, the bread 
fill.ed the air with ---with fresh bread -when you said that twice, I saw 
a - the - the mother making two loaves of bread.. And she was just taking them 
out of the deep oven. And the two kids came in. .And they said, "13 the bread 
all done?" And she said, "Yes, but it has to cool off. 11· ------ That•s all I saw. 
• 
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--9B--
Ther-The re - there's a house and two little girls --and-and there's two 
little boys eating the bread. .And-and the mother's cleaning the house. And the 
bowl is- the bowl is re~. And the fadder is mak- _.milking the cow. And the 
horse is eating hay in the barn. And the fadder wants to milk the other cows. 
And he - and he is. .And the fadder- I mean the mother- goes to the sofa., and 
the little children are out playing •. And the little boy is riding a horse, and 
-and the other little boy is another horse. And the girl is- is - is feeding the 
chickens and the other girl is feeding the pigs. And the mother is .making the 
beds, and the tather is milking the cows • .And that•s all I can think of. 
--lOB--
Well., I was there and Dick was there and Steve was there and my mother 
·and father •. .And l had a peanut butter sandwich and bread. And a speed boat 
was on top of our. car. And -er I saw - 1 had my lunch. They put it on the 
table. And I sat in my chair. And then . the jelop came. And on the grass was 
the corral. We cut part of the corral down and used it for a driveway for the 
jelop. The corral is something you go up and turn and there's a door there 
and some more fences. It goes straight and curved. Well, I don~t know. We 
·was going to have it for a --------er----sand box, then we used it for a 
garage for the little jelop. .And -I went down cellar to watch cowboys. And 
then I went up and went out to play with the other kids. We rode our bike, 
and then we went to the movies. 
That's a.ll. 
--ll.B ... ...-
It- it makes 'me think I'm eating bread and smelling bread. That's aJJ.. 
--c.l2B-.-
\Vell, I saw yellow and I saw red, and I saw blue. And I saw a little 
boy five years old. And I saw --(I wish !.were in charge up them)--
Er- I saw a boy six years.old. And.the father was out with the boy six years 
old, helping him fix his bike., And -er, -letts see,- the mother was m 
fixing breakfast. And-er -------there was a table, and there was a ----
garage outside, and there was a ---a- letts see,- there was a little baby . 
taking---- still sleeping. And that•s all. · 
• 
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SENTENCE 3 
11The Child I S tower Of blockS fell down • It 
~--2G----
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Well, the blocks had A B C 's on them. And the little girl had a yellow 
.dress on and a blue ribbon on her hair. And - she had green socks on- and 
---and- red sandals. And --and-- she made a big tower ot blocks. And 
they all--all tell down. They spreaded all over the place. And then - her 
sister ran in - and then-- her brother ran in and the baby crawled in and 
the mother ran in. And they all helped her - helped her pick it up. ·And the 
boy had on his bx-own trousers and yellow and green T shirt. And his sister 
had on the same as she had on. And--- the couch cover -was -roses 
and green all over. And· so.oe ot the - one chair was white with tulips on it .. 
And one chair was blue- just plain blue.. · And the baby had on her night gown 
and it was all white. And the mother had on her red and white apron and her 
dress was blue---no- she had --her skirt was yellow and the -- her bl.ouse was 
blue. That• s all I can think or. 
-:2Q---
I see a great, big, huge tower. And at the top is-er a fUl'lllY little old 
lady. And her name is Lucky Mrs. Tickle Feather.. And she had a little boy. 
And he- his blocks - he was pla;ying out on the sun porch with his blocks"' and 
the blocks fell down, and they went all down over the people way down under 
shopping at the stores. And they hit people on the heads. And the baby was-
was crying and screaming because his blocks fell down.. And then the mother got 
another pair of- his mother called his father to go down and pick it up, and. a 
couple of otbe.r men. And the baby -when it was all picked up- he thot it was 
actua.lly another pair of blocks - and he was glad but he looked down and saw · 
that the blocks were all picked up and he started to scream again. .And..er they 
said, "No, baby no. That• s the same blocks." And -er then it started thundering 
and lightening, and they brought the baby in and he started playing in there., 
And now they're still playing in the bouse, 1 think. 
Well, tmre was a lot of people there •cause there was a fire on the 
building and they were all rurming and they were all calling up all the fire-
engines place. And then they went- they got all in the cars.. And they were 
running- they were running as fast as they could. And the policeman told them 
to stop, and they got- they got caught. And then one they got in jail. And 
then he had to go back and he took his license away- the policeman took his 
license away. .And he said, 11When can I ride?" And he said "After you stay in 
jail for a couple of months." And he ~ and then after that he said, 11Now you 
can start driving in your car again but you better not go through any red lights .. 
If you do I •ll- I'll put _ you in jail and keep your license and you wont t get 
• 
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out of there again. 11 And then he -er he did go through a red. light but he 
didn't tell the policemr·JP. so he kept on going.. And the policeman was trying 
to chase him. And then the fire-engines Ca!Di3 again and they were going-they 
were still trying to go to the buildings •cause it was away, away, away. It 
was up in New Hampsh±re. And then they got there at last - that was the police 
car that got - that got there. And he did not know that there was a fire. And 
then the ----car came. .And they- it had a couple of people on the back of 
the the- back of the truck- thing. And the lights "Were blinking, and the police 
let him go thru the red lights. And then he went thru the red lights. And he 
went up to the doctor•s place. And then when he just got to the doctor•s place, 
the person died. And. then after that ~ey brought him to the hospital. And 
then after that they got him a little better and he ca.ma alive again and then 
after that he had- he had to -er cone home. And then he had to stay in bed 
a lot o£ years. 
Er- there was a little boy and a little girl out on the front porch. .And 
they brought their blocks out. And they built a big tall tower. Then the 
boY went into the house to go to the bathroom and the girl went in to get a 
drink. And while that was happeij.ing the little dog came along and he knocked 
them all down.. And then he ran away and he -er he -er :Put the box- that the 
blocks were in-in the bushes_, and. covered it all with dirt. And. then they came 
out, and they were very .mad because they had thought that one o£ the neighbor-
hood girls had done it, but it was their dog., Then the dog came along barking. 
And he was chasing their cat., While he was doing that, the cat ran up the tree, 
and- and the girl went to get th~ dog from doing it, so the dog wouldn't get 
the cat. And then the dog ran at the box- ran towards the box.. And she said, 
"Oh, so that•s where you hid it, is it? You naughty dog." So she put him in 
the house. And then they could- and then all the blocks were tipped over and 
they couldn't make it again because they had only one chance to do it, and it 
was very hard to make and they couldn't make it again because it was too tall. 
If the dog hadn•t came and knocked .it over, then they could make it again .. 
--.2Q--
Well, they were playing out doors -on the s:ide walk. And they were 
having a lot of fun.. And -er they had a sister with black hair with a ribbon 
on her hair. And it was yellow and with all colors - it was yellow, pink, 
blue, and purple - even red. So they went out and played. She had a-er -er a 
pink dress on with white- yellow roses and white roses. And so they wanted 
to go for a picnic. So they went out with their blocks, on the sidewalk- on 
the sidewalk. So their mother would let them and-er they had had a little sh-
shade out there so the sun would not get m their eyes. And the little boy 
had blue stockings and a red shirt and brovm hair, with brown shorts on and 
black shoes. 
That • s all I can remember. 
• 
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Well., she was building a big., big tower with blocks. Then she came-
in -- she told Mummy that she builded one. And she had a dog. And when she 
ca.mEi back the dog was gone. And - every single part - of the- tower was 
lmocked down because of the dog. And the dog had run outside because he 
didn't want the mother and the father and. the sister and the baby to see what 
he did. But they did see. And they all got their coats on and ran outside • 
And they found the dog and took him inside and never let him-. Then the 
baby went up in the attic. to play with the -with her blocks., and made another 
tower. And then the door was open. And when she went down she saw Tags -
saw Tags --coming up again. And she went -- she didn't know where he was 
going. So she asked. And the dog didn •t say a word, because he knew he was 
going to knock the building down again •. And then he ran somewhere they would 
never find him. He ran in the closet. And then ---while mother was 
cooking supper., well., Spot -er Tags came out again --and then he --baby 
was playing. And she thot it wasn t t Tags, ----- It was Tags. "But it wasn t t 
Tags," the big Tags., told sally, "it was a big btill dog.n That•s all. 
-~-
Well., she was in the living room and -er there was a floor, and there 
wasn't any rug just then, because .it was being cleaned right then. So, the 
little girl was building the tower and it got so tall, it fell down. And 
there was a radia- rad- radiator there, and then they all- it all fell down 
with a great big bang. And part of it broke, and part of it went into the 
radiator. And then - the floor was brown and the couch they had was red. And 
the little girl was named Susie. And the chairs were all -lots of colors and 
some were gray and green, and red like tM couch, and the little girl• s eyes 
were green-ish bluish, and-er -er and her clothes -her little dress was pink 
and white and her -er sh- socks were gr- pink and her shoes were black, and her 
hair -er was brownish -blondish. And that•s all I can think of. 
--~-
Well, the child was making a great big tow-er and then he went away to . 
get a little car. Then the big tower- then the dog ran around. And it was 
a very good tower. .And if he smashed it down he wouldn't know how to make it 
up again., because it was very hard for him to do it. And the dog came along. 
And he was red and black, and white and black. And-er he came along and 
knocked them down. And the 11ttl.e boy came down, and he started crying. And 
he was pl~ing in the living room. And the sofa was blue and -er there was a 
gray piano th4re. And he-er was taking piano lessons- from Mr. Downer. And . 
er -er -er he-er l.iked to play the piano.. And then he liked to play with blocks 
and Lincol.n logs and all the other things. And -er then-er his mother made up 
another tower. .Afl..d then he-er got a little car and made a garage. And-er that 
rug in there was all pretty and so much colors, I can•t tell the col.ors. And 
that•s all. 
• 
• 
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--4B--.... 
Well, the boy was playing with the blocks. And his mother said not to make 
it too high, but he made it - almost as tall as -er the lamp- and it almost 
touched -er the top, and he made it that high. And his sister came in -the 
baby sister went right ahead, and went right through. And he was laughing because 
he thought it was funny. But it wasn•t, because they were almost - dolls- they 
weren't dummies. So - he thought it was dummies, but it was the dolls. Then 
the girl came in- and he was not happy anyway 1 so-got hit on the head, and she 
went right through.. And then she ran down to the store and she broke- and she 
broke- and she said she broke a window, but she didn t t, because she was trying 
to make a joke on-er- because it was Thanksgiving, I mean it was -er it was -er 
-er April first. So they play jokes. She said- "I.broke your window." ''Vlhy 
did you?" 11Because I wanted to- April Fo-ol." So then, then he went down to 
the store and bought some caney for Halloween because she ate it all up, so how 
could she? So she- er- er well, what were we talld.ng about? Oh, er- yes-
blocks. Well, -er he liked the blocks-because there were .such fun to play 
with. When dinner came he rushed- he rusla!d in the window, and he said, "Murnm1", 
what are we going to have for dinner?" And she said, "Nothing, because you 
were playing with the blocks last night 11 and you did not hear me ca.J.l you to 
supper." "I did too. I came in and there was nothing .-----(Note- did not get 
this- something about Johnnie, 1.1J:f friend, and ''Why?'' "I didn't want to keep 
him waiting for 1.1J:f dinner." "Well, I told you to get ready at six otclock to 
have dinner." "I did because you never called me in, and I went in and there was 
nobody there except f.be food." "Then why didn tt you eat the food up?" "Because 
there was no plates." 1'0h, Johnnie, why couldn't you get up in the closet?" 
11I tried to, but J ohnnie got up and I told him not to, and he broke the window. 
And then the glass fell down, and hit. him on the head. He had to go to the 
hospital and- and pay a thousand dollars •" ''Why?" "Because he broke it.n Ha-ha-
ha. 1'Why did he?" "I don~'t know, he just did. I don't know. He just did.n 
And that was the end of the story .. -- ·oh, the boy, --er he had a black -er tr-
-er brown pants with black stripes down, and he had a brown - a blue hat, and 
brown shoes with green socks, so he then -he had a blue shirt, and -er that•s 
the end of the storyo 
--.2£!-
Well, the - the - the girl started to build a tower of blocks and it 
started to fall down, and she said, "I made it too high and it-· and that • s 
why it broke. And now I have to build it all over again. And I think I .better 
build a building and -er ------ a church, long t s, ·I have so much blocks and 
one tower." And she did. She made the building and the tower and -er the 
church too high and then it broke again.. And she said, 11T hat •s no good. So 
I'll nwer play with the blocks. I'll play with something else, and that will be 
JlijT. cars .. " .And then Timmy- er came~ and -er he said_, ''What are you doing Karen?" 
And she sai.d, "I 'JD. getting 1.1J:f cars out. Want to pla.y with me?" And he sa.id1 
"Yes.n .And -er then play with the blocks, and -er put the blocks in the cars .. 
And them - them were having so much fun, them were going all over the house and 
my mother said, "Don•t." And -er they were -- they - and she sa.id, 11Go in your 
- Aldie 's room and Karen • s room" And that • s the end. 
• 
• 
--7B--
Well, I see the little boy picking the tower of blocks that fell down up., 
and he picked them all up and put them back where they were. And then the 
mother helped him. .And then the sister went out to play, And then they· went 
out to play with the other kids<;> And they crossed the street, and-er they got 
the other kids. And they- they all went and played -played in the woods. And 
--er ~hey played cowboys, and then they- some were the bandits and some were the 
good guys, and one of them was the marshal and the other-er was the sheriff. 
And they were after the bad guys. The bad guys had hide-outs. And when-er 
everytime they had-- And then it was night. And then they went iri. And the 
next morning they got all the other kids., And then they played baseball and 
football and basketball, And then-er they-er they saw a polic---they saw it 
wouldn't - they saw a policeman. And they ta.l.ked to the policeman. And 
they-er they - then the tower of blocks fell down again and then they picked 
them up. And that's all. 
--~--
Well, the blocks were all over the room. And they knocked down the lamp. 
And she ran to her mother and showed. what she did. And her mother scolded 
her and put her in bed. And tb.en-er her mother -er picked up the blocks, and 
put them back in the box. And threw the lamp away. And burned the waste 
b- burned the papers. And ------------- everything like that. 
( Tr. What else did you sae ? ) 
. Nothing. 
-lG--
Well, I see a little girl with her blocks, building a high building. 
And it fell. down. And it made such a clatter that the mother came running and 
looked at it and said, "Myl myl You made a lot of noise with those blocks.,n 
And the child said, "I was playing blocks, and I built a block house too high 
and it fell down." And the mother went back out to the kitchen and told 
everyone that it was just the blocks. 
And that•s all. 
~~5G--
They had to build- the tower up- again. And they were up in the room 
playing. ---- I can't see anything else in this picture .. 
--7G---
There was a boy playing with blocks with the girl -- and she was ----
playing with them down in the living room. And there was e. rug. And the rug 
was gray. And there was some furniture, a couch, some ch~:t's and some people 
• 
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in the chairs. And in the dining room, somebody was eating a cracker in the 
dining room.------And the boy was building the tower up again. And the girl 
was helping the boy. ------
And that's all I can see" 
--sa-
Well, I was ----- a little girl and a little boy and a baby sister,~-­
and a mother and .father. And the colors I 18aw was- red and orange and. blue 
and. brown and purple and yellow. And when they saw the child t s tower o.f' blocks 
- fall down, they all began to cry.---------
And that r s all. 
-12~· 
Well, there was a boy, and he knocked it down. And then he tried to 
fix it up again, but he couldntt., So he asked his mother to. And his mother -
did ito And-er ------- then his Daddy came home. And he didn't like it 
because they were messed up-- all :in a junk. And then his mother put it up 
neatly and then he saw it neatly.---------- And they were green and blue and 
orange and red and pink. 
Thatts all I see., 
-lB---
Well, the tower fell down, and the boy started to cry., And the mother 
came in and said 11What is the .matter? 11 And the boy said, ''My tower .fell . 
down." And then his .father came home and the boy stopped crying and ran to 
his :father.. And he kissed his .father. And theri he went to bed after he ate 
supper.. And then it was morning. And he went to school., came back home, ate 
his lunch and went back to school. .And his shoes was brovm. and his socks were 
yellow, and his pants were blue and his shoes were yellow, and his hat was brown 
and his coat was brown, and his shirt was yellow.--------
Tha t • s all I can think of • 
I- I see -er -er building they made- a high Olie. And I saw a -er · -er 
Christmas tree, and there was some blocks. And there was a. girl and a boy. 
And there was -er another kid twirling around with the baby. And there was 
a school - And there was a-er a blue ceiling and white walls, and there was a 
television, and there was -er a couch, and there was a mother and father .. 
And that's all I can think of. 
, 
1.3.3 
Well, -er the little boy went up stairs and putted pa.fut on his .:f.'a.ce a.nd 
hands. And then his other brother -er - they both -- liked to play Cowboy and 
Indians so they got -- one got into a. cowboy suit and one got into an Indian 
suit. They put- I don't know whether it was lip stick or paint or- finger nail 
polish that they put on their .:f.'ace -- tha the Indian - the one he put on his 
.:f.'ace. Then they went down staris and build a. great big - a. little one - a 
little tower. And then they made a ~ tower~ so, then when the dog came in -
he was big, so he knocked down that - the big tower. He thought it v1as his. 
And then --er the cat came in and knocked down the bther one. He thot that 
was his. And then they came in and they made four more --- they made two more, 
I mean.And -er- and they came in and made two more towers -- two more and the 
two busted down - they made them back up - and two mores So - er they made 
.:f.'our. And the cat came in and knocked down his. The dog came in and knocked 
down his, and the great big girl came :in. and knocked down hers. And the - and 
the little girl came :in. and !mocked dovm hers. So they made three more, and put 
up the other four besides -- and they had ---seven of them up. So., the cat 
knocked down his., the dog knocked dovm his, the little girl knocked down hers, 
and the big girl !mocked down hers. And the baby brother - knocked down his, 
and the little boy knocked down his and the big boy knocked down his,. So they 
went out playing Cowboys and Indians. But their other playmates went dawn on 
the playground and played baseball and football. .And then they went on the 
swings and slides, and jungle ~· And then - they went hone and ate brea.kf-
ate lunch. And then he went to the store for his mother and got aome - for 
supper - sone beans and hot dogs for supper and some orangeade and ginger a.l.e 
for -- for- supper. And their name was ---- one name was --er Kenny and the 
other name was Bobby. And that's was their names. 
The endco 
--9B-
I saw the blocks falling.. And the little boy was picking •em up. And 
his mother was putting- in the toy box. And -and -and his - his father was. 
outside. And then - his - then his mother was washing out dishes. And then 
it was time f'or supper. And the little boy - put- put - put his tops- his 
blocks back-toy box. And his mother - and his mother set the table, and- and 
they- and they ate their supper. And then the little boy gpt out his blocks 
again and played with them. .And then -. then -t then put them back and his 
fadd.er read him a story. He put on his pajamas and went to bed. That t s a.:u 
I can think of. · 
--lOB-
The child was playing with the blocks.- I was playing with blocks.- And 
nw brother knocked them down. He jumped over. them. I went one way and he 
went another way. And we played again. And I made a big castle. And then I 
had my lunch. And I went down .:f.'or a- ha.l..:f.' hour to watch television. And then 
I went outside to play with Dick. And we played Cowboys and Indians. And then-
• 
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And then we went down cellar and played Cowboys and Indians. And then we 
hided on Steve. And then we rode on our bicycles to Rocky's house. And at 
Rocky's house our mother was keeping house for Steve. She left us at home. 
And er and when she started to come home from Rocky's house, and when she 
passed Rocky's house, we jumped on the car and went .in the door. And we went 
down to the beach and went swimming. And then I came in from the beach. And 
a half-hour later --we kept on swimming. And then-er we went back to the car. 
And then we went home. And we did lots of other things. 
The end. 
---llB--
We-e-11 I saw -er_t} building the blocks high up- and they fell.. Well, I 
know their names- Diggy, Jimmie, John, Ginger, Freddie .. 
That's all. 
--12B-
Well, I see a mother and a father watching the two kids. And I dontt 
lmow whether' they were boys or girls. And one was five and the other- they 
were both- they were twins. And -er - and their blocks fell down. They had 
made a big tower, and their blocks fell down. And -er -er the Father and Mother 
were very mad -they were not very happy because it had broken the glass off 
their coffee table. 
And that•s an • 
• 
• 
SINGLE SENTENCES -RESPONSE FROM EACH CHILD 
SENTENCE 4 · 
"The boy walked barefoot across the thick green rug.n 
--~-
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Well, the rug was braided and it was red and green and brown.. And the 
little boy- had -he had just come home from school. And he took his shoes 
and stockings off, and then he walked barefoot around the house. His sister-
sisters too walked around.. They followed him. And -- they were mrching 
through the dining room, and. all the furniture was .black. And the rug --
was sort of purplish-red and there were some pretty flowers - white ------
white ------tulips and red tulips, and there was white tablecloth on there. 
And the sisters were both twins.. They both had brown hair, and they both had 
a blue dress on and yellow socks and black shoes. And that's all I can think of. 
-~--
Well, the boy was carrying the rug into the house, from the stare. And 
it was a new ... bought, green rug,. And he was carrying it into the house. He 
was taking it up to his hou~.. .And on the way there were som hard stones, 
and he was barefooted. And they burned his- - and they felt hot on his feet .. 
And they felt awful because they were awful hot, this was from the stones. 
This was in the summer time. His mother let him go barefoot because she didn•t 
know there was this new road. And he walked across the new road. He tried to 
run but it hurt too much, so he had to just hop on one foot because the other 
foot was very, very hot. And then he changed foot every single minute. And 
then he tripped on a piece of rope, and he tripped on a pole. - 'l'ha t 's the 
end of' that" 
\\fell, the boy- he walked -and he looked at something and he didn't 
know what it was. And he called his father. And his father came and looked. 
And his father said, "That is a mouse.n And he ra~ and- he - he got the cat. 
And then the cat killed the mouse - and-er the cat ate the mouse. .And then 
after that -er they went over to Morse's Pond. And they had a swim. And one 
went off' the diving board, and one went down on the thing that you hold on to. 
And then they went out of the water - and they had their lunch. And they had 
tuna fish sandwiches, and peanut-butter and jelly, and cheese and jelly sandwiches • 
And then after that they had milk and ginger ale and coke. And after that they 
had cookies.. And after an hour they went back in.. And after that they came 
out and got a lit- got war.med. And they played with their cars. And then they 
went back in. And one took another slide and went on his stomach. And he went 
under the water, but he came up after a half an hour. And then the girl -
she was swimming, and she went past the ropes and she went under the water, 
and she almost didn't come up. And the boy went over and tried that. And he 
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did the sane thitlg. And so then after that - so ..., it was his birthday,. so 
they went home. And they had a happy birthday party. And then they went to 
bed,. And they got up in the morning and ate their · _ brea.kf'a.st awful fast.. And 
then they had their cereal and milk and sugar and cream on their cereal. And 
then they went to school,. And they were early - awful early so they stayed out,. 
One had to mail a - a letter, so he mailed the let.:.er. And then after that he 
came-. and he- went back to his house because he forgot his book. And he said 
''Mother, where is my book?" And his mother said, "You dontt have that book, 
your baby sister tore it all up." So after that he went out, and he told the 
teacher,. And the teacher made him buy a new book. And that•s a.11. 
-6G--
Once there was a litt.iL.e boy.. H e was s:ix years old. And he had blond 
hair. He said to his Mummy, "MU!IIIey', I have to go up stairs - to the bathroom .. 
And her mother - his mother s~id., 1'Well;, what t s the matter with that? You 
can go right ahead. 11 And he- he told her a big fib. He didn't go up sta.ir.s 
to the bathroom. He went up stairs and got into her lip sti~k. And put it. 
on for -er nail polish. And he said, ttMuromie, I don't know where this red 
stuff came from, but I must have got it from something." And her mother said., 
1
'tVell, either do I. It rust be some kind of paint.n So he - she - he knew 
that she really did not know that he had got into her lip stick.. So he ran 
across the livingroom rug, just laughing and laughing. Then his sister came in, 
and said, ttWhy, Jimmie., Why are you laughing so much?" And she said, "Because 
How-dy-do-dy was funny." And she said, IIVJhat•s so funny about that baby stuff? 
Who watches that any ways?n And he said, nwell, ]; do. lim only two years old." 
And she said., noh, you little-- Dickens- you. You are six years old. 11 So 
he went on laughjng, and didntt pay any attention to his sister. Meanwhile, 
his mother was in. the kitchen, baking so.ae -baking a cake. And his sister 
went outside to play. .And he was laughing and laughing. And his mother finally-
no- he finally went up stairs, and got into it more. And she heard him fooling 
around in the medicine cabinet, so she sneaked up the sta±r.s., and she caught 
him putting the lip sticl{ on his toes, instead of his fingers. And she spanked 
him and spanked him. And he still laughed because he had made a new plan. He 
got all these plans for some naughty reason on How-dy-do-dy,. And he said to 
himself, "Now I can rea.lly fool my mother. On April Fool's day, I'll play a. 
trick on her •. She always puts sugar in her coffee, so I'll put salt in it 
instead.''-- And that t s the end,. · 
--2Q-
Well, the boy was four years old., and her name - was-er Rogie, And he 
had black shoes on with blue stockings. And he had black hair-- with a yellow 
shirt on with stripes- red and White and blue and yellow. Then he wal.ked -
he walked across the green rug, and heard a little voice. So he went to his 
mother., and he said "Muromie, I heard a little voice.n And she said, 1'Whatdid 
you hear?" And he said., III think it was somebody - er - bad - the big bad 
wolf. n And so they both went out on the steps o And they saw Dad. They thought 
it was the big bad wolf.. But it w~sn •t.. So· they - he - they - he - she had 
his dinner all ready and so -- they ... - had - their dinner and th- well-
Father had green pants on - and -er kind of - bnmn shirt and --black - shoes 
--with - black stockings.. .And he had -- his hair was brown.. .And his name 
was Dick. And the mother's nanB was Judy.. And - er- that's all I can think of. 
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Well, the boy- er after he got finished walking across the thick, green 
rug --well, then he went out --- and played -with all the other kids. 
And some girls - they had scarecrow suits on - because it was Halloween • 
And they scared the boys away, because it was Halloween.. They scared them 
all in the house. to get their suits on becau--the girls reminded them to 
get their suits on, so they ran in the house because they did not know who 
the girls were. The girls took o1·f their masks and their gowns and - they 
were just girls. Then the boys got their gowns on. .And one was a whitch, 
and one was a pirate, and one was a --------- store keeper, and one was 
a .---er a truck driver, and one was a ----pretended that he was a 
mother, and one pretended he was a baby, and one pretended he was a fox. 
That's all. 
-----l.lQ:.---
Well, the rug was --had little flowers, and the flowers were roses-
-er something like roses. And his eyes were brown, and his hair was black-
blachish-brown. .And -- his shoes were brown --with little round ties. 
And his trousers were blue, and his coat was blue. And the couch was red. 
And ------he had a. little girl. And her hair was black ---sort of blackish. 
And her hair was -- 1 IIean her eyes- were blue. And her -- and she was also 
was barefooted. And the shoes that the boy had -- he didn •t have them on -
but he had them oi'f. And they were on the floor. The same were the little 
girl's. Her shoes were black. And ---that's all I can think of, in this 
picture. · 
--3B---
Well, the rug was kind of blue and red- blue and red and green and white 
and -er orange.. Those were the colors. And the boy had a striped shirt on. 
And er- er- the sofa was kind of blue. And there was a piano over in the 
house. It was over on the left side- no, on the right side of the house, and 
he was having his -er piano lessons. And his piano teacher's name was -er 
Mrs .. Kinley.. And er- he liked her very much. And his piano was big, and he 
knew what keys to play and -er he had one, two, three- one, two, three, four 
books. And then his teacher gave him one- not to keep though, just to borrow, 
so he could play some of them, and then he had to bring it back. And-er he 
gave it around to the children - little children. And then she was going to 
have a concert of children down there, to play different songs, and after 
that they were going to have a concert. And the little boy had a little 
model car, so he took it down --to show the children and his teacher. And 
then he -er - that 's all. 
--4B---
-
Well, one morning his moth- - one day the boy woke up at the right time-
er- after the alarm clock went of£ - And his mother got up - er he- he said, 
"What are we having for breakfast?" -er. And she said, "1 will have to wait 
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and see, what wet ll have." And then she said, "We are having bacon and eggs, 
and cereal and milk." And. then- and then - then they had- and then they had 
- lots - he had enough. In the atter-noon, but it wasn •t time yet; so he went 
-er he went -er out doors to play a little while and barefooted. But he never 
did - he never did - he never did - he never did jump over the fence because 
his mother would spank him. But one day he did. But it wasntt ver,v good. 
There were some bushes, and he rolled down the hill into a -er pond. And -
and he- he found - and he found a tube - and he found a tube and he- he swam 
way out in the deep ocean, and then the -the air went out of it, so he couldn't 
swim. But - but he -her but then -then one of the lite boats came along. And 
they threw the thing out, and he -he pulled and they pulled him up, and they . 
brought him home. And his mother didn •t- didn •t- wa- and they said, "You can •t 
get up barefooted on the rug. I£ you do that I •m going to spank you.,n So one 
morning he sneaked up. He got barefooted on the rug, and he caught a cold.-
You see, but he didn •t thing he did. He got- he got- he went over where his 
mother made some potato chips. He - he - he ate them, and then he went back 
to bed.. When she- when she got up, he -he -he was sneezing and coughing, and 
and he- and he said, 11Ma, I got an earache.. I got an ear ache<;> And he and he-
said, 11My feet hurt. Both of m;y feet hurt<;>" .And '!;.hey said, "We'll see what 
is a:rout).d .. 11 And he went to the doctor's and he got- he got- he- .he- the doctor 
looked at h:iJn.. And he said, 11He - this- this looks like he got up barefooted 
and he got on the rug. 11 When his mother heard that she said, "I told him not 
to, I told him not to. 11 Then he- he went home and he went to bed, and he got 
a licking and he- he and he got scolded, I mean. And he -he -he never -he 
never wanted to-er to-er go.· on the rug again. And then the - next morning 
when he got up on the rug he slipped and woke up his mother, so he ran back :in 
bed. And she -saw - she saw that he had slippers on, and one of the slippers 
fell off. And she said, "Why, that must have been little Johnny that did that. 
I'm going to spank him". So he did- so she did and he got scolded again by 
his father. And that was the end - oh, no and then he- he-er he jumped over the 
fence into the pond where it was all - wal all -not deep. And then- then one 
of the - the turtles came up - snapping turtles- and bitted his toe, And the 
frog got an back of him. And he had to go home. And when the - the frog jumped 
:into the shirt- he was jump:ing- he was jumping and he woke up his mother. He 
said the fron- he said the frog-- the frog went all over his mothf)r, when he 
came out of his clothers. And that was the end of the -- The boy said, "I'm not 
go :ing to · go - I' IJI. not going to go on the rug aga:in .. " And that 's the end of 
the story. 
--.2.!!--
Well, the boy was -er walk:ing on the rug, and there was a needle :into it. 
And then - he - he stuck his foot on it. And he said, 11Help, helpl Let me 
out!" And then his mother came and said, "Vlhat are you doing with barefooted?" 
And she said- and he said, 11I wanted to be barefooted because l'm too hot.n 
And -er ------- er- and he put on his shoes and socks, and then he started 
go:ing away out of the house. And she said, -- his mother said, 11Come back here. 
You little naughty boy. I said to stay in the house because you~ you remember 
you got in the paint.n ~-~ And that ts an. 
.. 
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-6B-
Well, the first -when I started -when I start on this - I saw him 
running across to the chair~ that he forgot that his puppy was underneath 
it. So -he run back and forth --. His dog -his horse was underneath 
it - horse and a puppy- • And so he walked back when the horse jumped up, 
and the dog jumP- he woke up the dog. So they ran around, and the door was 
wide open - so they ran out. Meanwhile- his brother was out there -er ~rying 
to rope the fence - and he saw -- he knew how to rope so - he saw the horse in 
the- he saw the horse running away, so he -er lassooed the horse. And he 
brought him back up. And he tied him in the barn. And then they named the 
horse ----- let•s see what they named him-----Buckshot. And then arter 
he put the horse in the barn, they wanted to play Cowboys and i- they wanted 
to play Cowboys -and Bandits. So they got out their horses and started riding 
around. And -er one thought it was the horse so he climed on, but it Wf4S a 
bucking broncho. So he told him to 11Gettie-up11 and he went faster and raster., 
and he kept on trying to buck the kid off". So he didn •t want to-er- he lmew 
how to ride so he wouldn't fall of!- in case he wanted to hold on tight --
in case he did !all ott-- • cause he • s hard to lassoo and it might take him all 
day. He kept on holding on . - until one or the boys -er saw him. So they lassooed 
him., so he got ott and they brought him back to the barn and he got - he made 
sure -- it was - they put a rope underneath the other one to make sure he was 
a horse. When they found out he was a horse - so they didn •t have to keep a 
rope on him. And there was red and blue and orange and yellow and purple -er 
colors and flowers. And their name was --------- one was To.rnmy and one was 
Donny. And that •s all I can remember. 
----~--
Well, when the boy walked over -er the rug, his mother told him to -er 
pu.t his shoes back on. And then -er he -er went out doors and he-er took 
them off. And then he walked in the water, and when he came home his rather 
was home. And then they had supper. ~d then they-er and then he went out 
doors. And then he watched television, and then he went- he came back in. 
And then he went to bed. And the next morning he played with the kids. And 
all the kids liked him so they went off and played. They played cowboys and 
then arter that they WBnt to bed. And then they got up in the morning and then 
they ate their breakfast. And then at night time they ate their aupper·.and. 
went back to bed. That•s all. 
-~--
Well, the boy was six, and-er _ _;, he had a blue shirt and plaid pants. 
And the rug was green. And he had brown hair and blue eyes. And there was 
a chair there and a fireplace. And there was a pet bird of his. And there 
was a record player there, too, and his mother's desk.. And everything like 
that. 
( Tr. ~'iha t about the boy?) 
. Well, I told you about him. He had a plaid 
shirt and blue eyes. 
• 
( Tr. Do you know what he was doing?) 
. · . Yes, he was walking across 
the rug, and he- back and forth he was walking across the rug. And his 
mother saw him, and told him to stop and put on his a-toes. .And everything 
like that • 
---lG---
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Well, I see a little boy walking over a rug in the livingroom. -with -
with no shoes on, and no socks. And he is wearing dungarees and a T shirt. 
And he has blond hair, blue eyes and. a nice smily face. And his mother and 
father are sitting on the couch looking at television. And the little boy 
goes by the couch and sits on the floor. And out in the kitchen the grand-
mother is baking a big birthday cake for the little boy. And the mother and 
father want to keep the little boy out of the kitchen because they don•t want 
him to see the cake a 
And that•s all I see. 
--5G~ 
He was walking like we do. -He was going in his room -- to have 
a. rest. -- I don •t see anything else. 
--7G--
There was a couch and a chair and sore people in the chair - the chairs. 
And the boy had black hair and brown - ha- shoes, red - - er ----- red pants 
-sh- a white jersey -----. And -he was walking across the rug. 
That•s all I can think of. 
--ro---
Well, I saw ------- a boy. And he had nobody around him- in the living 
room. And there was a television and a sofa and a mantel piece and a fireplace 
and a record player and chairs .. ---------- and a boy walking barefoot. 
Thatrs all I saw. 
--12G-
Well, the rug was wrinkling. And he was wa.lltng across it. And Lib was 
vacuuming. And then the boy ran out, and he ran outside, and he was looking for 
me, ror ire. And then he found me. And- ---- then the Mummy came down and saw 
Lib still vacuuming the floor. And then - er the couch- and then she had to 
move the chair and then the other chair, and the little chairs -- and the rocking 
chair and the chair that you sit in. One was brown, and one was bro1.m and green 
and red, and blue I guess. There was a big rocking chair. And I think that was 
dark brown-ish. -E.r I could tell you of the two chairs .. - they were brown and 
red-ish- no white. And the other chair \Vas brown and redish. That • s all. 
---lB--
Well, the rug was red and green and ----blue. His pants was -- yellow~ 
And his shirt was green and her- his hair was brown ---- and the table was 
brown and it had peanuts on it. And the boy stepped on a piece of glass. ---
And his sister came in. · And she saw him crying. Arid she- she got him a bandage. 
-----And the girl's hair was black. And her dr4ss was yellow, and her shirt 
'vas blue- shoes were black -------- and the socks were yellow. 
That • s all I can think of. 
... ..... 2B-.. 
He was jn the house ----. .And he had blue pants, and blue shirt., and 
he had black hair--------. And there was a green rug - and there was a -er 
------------- and there was a floor ---- walls --- ceiling.------ And he had 
-er ------- no shoes on. And he had no ----- his sleeves were cut ----
short sleeves. There was a door, and there was a ceiling., 
That's all I can think of • 
---9B--
I- I saw the boy walking across the rug. - and the table. And his father 
- his father was chopping down the Christmas Tree. And his mother was washing 
the dishes. And he was walking across the rug, back and forth.. And his little 
brodder was playing with the blocks., And - and and his father was all finished 
chopping down the tree. And he was decorating. And- and then it was time to 
eat supper. And so the little brother put away the blocks, and the boy put on 
his shoes and socks. And they set the ·,table and they ate the supper. And then 
the little boy got out his blocks again. And the big boy went to walk across 
the rug again. And then it wa.s time to go to bed. And they went to bed. 
And that's all I can think of. 
--lOB--
Well, -er they were -er getting ready for breadkf'ast - to go to school 
and have lunch. And then -they had lunch, and we went back home. And then 
we watched television with Dick. And Dick came in our house. And then we went 
out to play. And then we went over . to the ·store to get some groceries. And 
then it was night time, so we ate our lunch and went to bed., And a couple of 
few things happened, -- last n~t. -- And we saw colors -- the rainbow• s--
of the darlmess - and then the lights YTent off and door stayed open. And the 
night light was on. And we went to bed. 
- ... -llB--
Well, I see a boy - w-wwalking across the rug. And his name is Dicky. 
And he is barefooted., And I see a girl walking across the rug in back of him. 
And her name is Lin. 
Nothing else. 
• 
----12B--.. 
Well, at first I saw -a; -er boy, and he was just taking of£ his shoese 
And then he walked across the living room rug~ And -t was - it was green. 
Mother was very ma- cross because - she told him not to take his shoes of£., 
And they were red, blue and-- yellow. Er- er and the mother was washing 
dishes. 
And that's all. 
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SENTENCE 7 
''With a loud shriek, the train flew past the crossing.n 
--2G .... --
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Well, the train was very old, and it was very black. And there was a 
farm. yard around it. .And there was green fields. And the animals were all 
looking at the train. And especially the cat - jumped up on the fence to 
watch all the people go by on the train.. And the farmer went out to see:: all 
the people, too. And all the animaJ.s rusl::ei to see them., the pig and the cat 
and the dog and the farmer's wife and the farmer, the horses and the cmvs 
and everybody. And the - and the farmer's wife had on a ---- pretty blue apron 
with white ruffles. And then the farmer .had on his straw hat and his blue 
dungarees and a white shirt under it. And the fence was white. 
And that's all I can think of. 
--29:,--
Well, the train was makin a noise like this ''Whoo- oe- ooo-oo- oeo.,-" 
and -er it was going so fast that the people didn't even have a chance to 
see the other people on the -er on the train. And they we~e going to wave 
to the person that was going to come to that station,- the station in that 
town. And -er - they couldn't wave to them because the person was in the 
back with no windmvs. And the train was a black diesel., And it carried some 
mail and coal on the back. 
That's all I see. 
--!JQ;.---
Well., there were people on the train.. And it was whizzing around in a 
circle. And some .nen carne in and filled the coal car. And the driver of the 
train was there to drive the train.. Some children were there. And one was 
eight., and one was nine, and one was one week old, and one was 10, one nine 
and one eleven. And mother and father were on., It was raining hard and it 
vras some hail. It was not n~ht., but the red light was on. And the people 
- all the people opened up the windows to look out at the pretty flowers after 
the rain. They would like to pick some. Some people were walking along outside 
the train. And the man said., "All aboard! 11 And the people ran. There was 
Sally and Dick and Mother and Father and Spot and Puff. 
-~.2g---
There was a luud noise when the train flew across the crossing. And susan, 
which was inside the house., screamed and fell off ~he chair,- she heard such 
a loud noise. She got up and looked out the window and saw the great big train 
go across the crossing. It was a ~ loco-motive. The other little freight 
trains were colored like - yellow and red. And· she wondered what it was all 
about~ And the train was going so· fast., And when the train came by- the gates 
closed down, and all the cars stopped. Andthey stopped for so long, even 
when the gates flew up they stopped and wondered and wondered why that train 
was going so fast, and making such a big noise.------------------------
(Tr .. asked- tt.Anything more?" Child said "No .. ") 
--9G~-
. Well., the train had the noise like this, "00oo- oeo- oo-oeou. And so . 
they all ran to me - to see who th~y were.. And they met with grandfather and 
grandmother.. And- so they all had a nice party when they got home. And 
after they had finished they went to a party.---
(Tr. 11Now I'm going to stop you there,." Tr., say sef,ltence again, andask) 
(~hild to tell about just that one picture- not going to party. ) 
And so they just went on the train ......_ to take a long trip -- to New York and 
. when they came back------
(Tr. "Now I•m going to stop you again." Tr. say the sentence again; ) 
(and ask child to tell about it and not about going to New York and back.) 
(Child- 11Yes" but it 1s going back&" Tr .. "But you talk about the first onet•) 
And -er --- that 1s all I .can think of. 
--~-
Well, the people were going on a trip. And there was nothing for them to 
ride in. The busses -- and the trolly cars -:- and the taxi cabs - but the train-
weren't out. And the train vvas •. So they had to ride in -- in the train. And 
each train that - came out - they went- and they rode on.. And when they came 
to where the place was, they tried to find a taxi,·to take them the rest of 
the way. And just one taxi was out .. ---
(Tr .. stopped - repeated the serrlience .and asked child to ta.J.k about that '} 
· (sentence 1 and not about the taxi- and the rest. ) 
Well, --- a little boy was screaming at his motter out doors, on the porch of 
the house. And he wanted to go on the train- because- it was kind of old and 
it couldn •t go very much people. But it had a back seat for only two people • 
And then they went on that back seat. And then - there was milk bottles under 
it. And -they went past trees and cities and houses. --And they almost 
turned up the wrong place because the boy was screaming so much. 
That•s all. 
--•llG---
Well, the train was just stopping, and. it made a made a huge noise. It 
was a bing! bang! bang! bang! And then all the people came out. And they 
got in there and .they started off with a bang! bang! bang! again. And the 
train was about 40 years old. And the train was black. And the caboose was 
very dark red, some of it was scratched o~f.. Inside it was pretty. And also--
when they came in, the conductor said, 11AJJ. aboard.n And after that all the 
people sat down. And then the train started off.. It went chug- chug- chug-
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with a big bangl And after that all the people were settled down. And after 
a while; it was dinner time-- in the train and they went in there.. ---
(Tr. 11Now I am going to stop you.," Tr. said the sentence again, and ) 
(asked ch. to tell about that one picture- not about going into the ) 
(dining car to dinner., ) 
· Well, the train was going to cross and- and he had to stop to let other train 
by. lAnd then the train came in to a lot of tracks--together. And it turned 
o:tf. And then it went through the country .. 
(Tr. 11I 1m going to stop you there., we:· were talking about the. one pictursO 
(Tr. said the sentence again, and asked eh. to tell about that one picture) 
( not going into the country. ) 
Well, it went past the crossing and- and then went on, and then it stopped to 
another station. 
(Tr. "We're not going to talk about the other station.," Tr. say ) 
(sentence. again. Ask ch. to tell about this one picture. ) 
Well, the train went past the crossing. .And the noise made an awful noise 
all the way., It made a pang! bang! bang! all the way. And after that they 
went on and on. 
(Tr. ''We were not going on· and ·on.. 11Do you see any more about that ) 
(one sentence?" ) 
(Child said, "No." Tr. "Then that is the end." Child agreed., ) 
--3B--
Well, I see a big light.. This is morning. And there is a big light on 
the train, so all the people could see the big train - coming down- down the 
track. And -er the train shrieked With·an awful noise. Everybody had to 
cover up their ears -almost. And-er there was a big cabin, and it was going 
on the tracks., ,And up ahead was a cross-over.. And pretty soon the train 
went over the cross-over, and then it came into a. station- where all the people 
were waitjng. And a bell ran. 
(Tr. 11I•m going to stop you there." Tr .. say the sentence again, and ) 
(ask ch. to tell about the train as it flew across the crossing - not) 
(about after it got in the station. ) 
Well, -er the train went all the way down the track.. And and then it came out 
a little. This was really an animal train. It went out to a big field where 
there were some ani.maJ..s ~ 
(Tr. ur•m going to stop you again, because it is the one picture we are) 
(telling about.. Tr. said the sentence again, and told ch. to tell just) 
(about this- not about going out to animal field. ) 
Well, the -er the train gave -er about three shrieks and it went right by the 
crossing. And -er - that • s all. 
--@---
Vlell, one day -the -the train wasn•t ready for the people to get on. 
So the- he went up to get it f:ixed.. So. -- they cleaned the engines, they . 
shined the cars. So it was like a - it .... it was a diesel train. It was a 
diesel. So they washed it off. But they have to wash it off after they do 
some things. They don't scrub it with soap. They scrub it with these things, . 
I don•t know, you see.. And then it is aJJ. shined.- So they -er put hose on 
it and they dried it, and so it went over to people to get on. There was a 
little boy and a little girl and their mummy and daddy. So they got on and 
the train went off. And they went over this big bridge. And-er it was so 
big, they went a.ll over- the·:~ big) ·.big::~-l.i~ was<~t.he train; ..you se.e. They saw-
looked down there .;. - er - the little girl said, "The train's going to hop-
tip over in the water if ---
(Tr. stopped. 
(Tr. "We are not telling about tipping into the water .. " 
(Tr. said the sentence again, asked ch. to tell about it 
) 
) 
) 
They said, "Can't the train tip over?" And they said "No. That isn•t even-
the train never tipped over, except when somebody -when they pushed it over, 
when it's all old and they push it over the dump .. --- That•s all they do." 
So -er then - he stopped and they got off, - because .the train - because now 
a freight train came in. And they're getting coal on the train and bringing 
m the coal trucks and-and they got cows on there, and there t s milk to go · 
through, and mild from the cows. And then they went hom-- they saw all that and 
then they went home ~-----
(Tr. "We are not go;ing home, we are talking about etc" ) 
(Tr. says the sentence again, and asks child to tell all he) 
(sees about that one picturee ) 
And then they saw all the things.. But they didn •t see all the train. They 
saw the diesel and the freight train, but they didn't see the - like the diesel -
on the freight train - back - rest of the way - freight train. So they savr 
that.. It was kind of funny •cause it didn't come out of the top, it came out 
of the middle, so that - then -then all the trains.. So - unload - and the 
cars getting f'Ull of coal and gas. So-- That was the end of the story .. 
---,2£!---
Well, the train was going by pretty fast on the tracks. But the one track 
flew• broke off • the piece of wood. And then it didn't get back on the train, 
and it had to stop. And then it was going - it was moving a little bit, and 
then it fell into the brook. And then the crossing -went up and stopped the 
cars. And the cars went right thru and they had a crash-up. And then they 
couldn •t go a.;lymore.. And the gate man came up and sa\v that so - he -he -he 
settled it all. And then he made the gate--he put the gate back together again, 
with some kind of glue. And -he -then he put track together again. Then he-
then the train was going along again all right, by itself. 
That's all. 
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--.7!!---
Well - well - some-er some people were in the train. And when they were 
whizzing by the train flew fast on the tracks.. And they were- they were 
going to pick up some other people. And -er and they dropped all the others 
off. And then they went down that way, -down where th-they 1ve- they came 
from. And then they came back and they took some more people. An-and th-
there was a dog in there, too. And the children and the father and the mother 
and the baby and the girl. 
And that•s all .. 
---~---
Well, the train went fast by it. And the gates were down so no bod--
no cars could go. And there were houses near the track. And the rail-road 
Where they were going to go to. And some people- and it stopped, with a 
loud shrieking noise. And the people got off and some people got on. · And 
it started again with a shrieking noise. And the cars were going and another 
train was coming after a little while. And it was on the same track, too. 
And there was a train that was coming the other way from what this train was 
coming. And the train that was going this way (demonstrated with hands) 
stopped and the other tra:~..n that was going that way stopped, too. So one 
of the trains had to turn over into the other-track. &~d the train that was 
going this way went over into that track (demonstrated).. Then it turned into 
the track it went to. And then they caught up to another train. 
(Tr. "Now I•m going to stop you. 11 Tr. says the sentence again, ) 
(and asks child to tell about that one - not catching up with ) 
(another train. ) 
And - the train started again. And ---
That's all. 
--lG---
VIell, I see a t...-ain going across the railroad track. And It•s puffing 
smoke out of the smoke - the smoke stack. And it • s making a lot of noise. 
And there's some people in it.. And it's just going across the cross. And 
it go-- it•s just about the station. 
And that 1 s all. 
--5G---
Well, the children were out playing. And the train passed them by. .And-
and they saw the train. 
I don't see anything else. 
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. --7G--
There was some people in the train~ -- And there was a crossing - and 
some cars- and a road - and sone cars on the road. And some cars were moving-
and some weren 1t. And there was some grass. The train was - brown and black. 
And. it had a whistle and a light. 
That's all I can see. 
Well, I s~w a boy and .a girl and a mother and a father. And I saw red, 
blue and yellow and green and orange. And the mother was wearing a dress -
· a party dress because they were going - they were going to the party. The 
father was wearing his best suit. And then- the girl was wearing her best 
dress. .And the boy was wearing his suit. So they all got on the train. And 
they went - and they went to their grandmother's house to have a Christmas 
party. So and when they were ---
(Tr. "I'm going to stop you now, because they were not going ) 
. (anywhere else." Tr. say sentence again and ask child to tell just) 
(what he sees in this one picture. ) 
Oh,--- that's all. 
--12G--
Well, the crossing was -er white and black. And the cars v1ere green, 
red and blue and brown and black and yellow --- ----and gray- purple --
--gr-r-r-pink -- and the railroad was all black. And the squeak made a 
little one., ----And then when the cars had to go, the gates opened ----
and the gates were black and white too. ---------- There was a blue sky 
and green grass and a black road. 
Nothing else. The end. 
-_,_lB--· 
Well, the train was black and there was people inside. ---And the engin-
eer was driving.. And the smoke stack came out. ----And the grass was green .. 
-----And the flowers were roses and they were red. -- And they were going 
past the country. And there was a fence that was white. And the boy was waving, 
the i'armer boy. There was a farm.---- There was .... a man was working. ---
And the clouds was white and the sky was blue. And they came to a bridge. And 
then they came to the station .. 
(Tr. "Now I 1m going to stop you because you are talking about ) 
(the station and not about the train .:f;lying past the crossing .. ") 
(Tro said the sentence again and asked child to talk about this) 
(picture. ) 
' 
It made a loud shriek. That t s all I can think of e 
• 
.:.--2B-
And ther-- er the train was going .f'ast and there was cars. And there 
was people -er looking at the train. And there was a crossing. And they 
went -p- past the crossing, --and -- and -er- there was some people there 
on the sidewalk. .And there was stores •. And there was a library. And the 
oth$r side of' the street there was stores. --And there: was a bicycle park. 
And there was a fire engine across the street. -And there was a college. 
And there was a blue sky. And the train made a lot of noise. And that 1 s 
all I can think of. . 
---<»B---
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Well, there was a train -- a Diesel engiD.e going - past the street. --
And then -- came to this -er crossing road - like - where there's like a 
red cross --there's a --one road that goe.s straight up - that's a road- and 
then the track goes across. So they -the things went down and the train 
went past. - And one car was· going so fast - it crashed- and when the train 
-er was gone down - he went right over the tracks .... er- just as the thing;, 
went up - and the train was gone past. --- And that's all I can remember. -
------ and sunshine. 
---9B:--. 
I saw a train go on one road and then go on another one. /uld -er -th-
there was two trains of the same kind.. And the both trains was black. And -
black smoke - and then - inside the train it V>ra.s night and- and they- were 
in the beds in the train. And then the morning came and- · · _ _ : .· 
(Tr. "Now I'm going to stop you because we are not talking ) 
(about morning coming, but about the train going across the ) 
(crossing." Tr. says the sentence again and asks child to ) 
(talk about this one picture. ) 
.And they- they went to bed. , And the driver - he was. getting tired - and 
the other man took it over - and then they kept doing that. 
And that•s all I can think of that goes with that • 
.,..-lOB--
Well, --- well --er- I-er -- We were going on the train. ~- And the 
train flew past a bridge. And the train made a loud s1:veak- screach.- We 
heard it from the inside of the train.. - We went a long way. Then the train 
blew his whistle. And it scared me, and I tumbled over to the ne·xt seat. 
But then I got out of it because no one was there. And then we put our chair -
turned it around to the other chair and there was two chairs. -Er and -er then 
we took a long way and the train turned over.-- We passed cows -- and the 
clack-et-y wheels were making noise. And a bridge broke in that we waw, but 
we wasn •t going that way, we turned into another track and went under a tunnel, 
a big tunnel, and the lights went on---
(Tr$ "Now I•m going to stop you, for we are not telling about ) 
(going under the turmel, but about the train flying past the ) 
(crossing." Tr .. say the sentence again, and ask child to taJ.k ) 
(about that. ) 
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Yeah- with a loud shriek, the train flew past the crossing. ---Well- there 
was a crossing-- and the train had to go over. And with a loud shriek the 
train flew past it. And I saw - I saw other. things. --- And with a loud 
shriek -- and there were lots of other things, but we only- er liked the 
train the best. It flew - like a jippy under the wind. It pushed back the 
wind like a speed.boat would come fast. And then I went ~--I almost came to 
the stop station - when the train flew past the crossing. And I saw color-
and the train was about to stop but I wasn't getting off there -- color -
and the color was blue, - then red - and then that was the color.-- And the 
train flew past another crossing.--
That 1s the end. 
--llB---
I did see all ·colors - red- orange- blue - yellow - purple - green. 
(Tr. "What else?" ) 
Nothing else., 
--12B---
Well, -a train was passing throUgh the crossing very fast. And some 
people right beside it were watching it. It wasntt going to stop, and they 
thought it was. And -er I forget about how- there was about five cars on 
it -- ten cars. It was a Diesel, if I remember •. -Yes, it was. 
And that 1 s all. 
SINGLE SENTENCES - RESPONSE FBOM EACH CHILD 
SENTENCE 8 
nThe garden wa.s filled with red roses.n 
---m----
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Well, the roses were pretty red -- and they had stems - and the stems 
were green, and the leaves were green. And the dirt was brown, and there 
was grass all aroun.d, it. And also, there was a little girl picking them. 
The roses were so pretty that she picked a lot of them and brang them in the 
house and put them in a vase. And then she we.rit- -- she got a chair and 
sat down----
(Tr. nNow I'm going to stop you- because instead of getting ) 
(a chair and. sitting down, we are going to tell about the ) 
(one picture of the garden." Tr. say the sentence again, and) 
(ask child to tell about this one picture. ) 
Well ----- they were -- very pretty. They also were - they were 
owned - to -- - a little girl -~five years old-- and a little girl three 
years old. And they were so proud of their roses because they were so pretty. 
They had some around -- they had a rose around their front . post and they had. 
some ---- growing up the garage. The roses were red and the stems and 
leaves were green. 
And that Is all I can think of e 
--.3G--
Well, it was around our house. And we had -we have two full gardens 
of roses.. We didn't have any ±'lowers in our garden at first. And then my 
mother and me and Teddy and my daddy went out and planted some roses. And 
then in the early summer they all popped out. They were orange, and blue 
and pink and yellow and every color. And we just loved them. And I picked 
some to take to the -to take to my Aunts and my mother and my Nanna. And 
then when fall came· we started to school-----
(Tr. 11Now I•m going to stop you. This sentence isntt fall." ) 
(Tr. said sentence again, and asked child to tell about this .,) 
(one picture. ) 
Well, I was gomg to start to say- they were still out and the red roses were 
still out in the fall, and I took them to the teacher. 
Thatts the end. 
--!:J!;!--
· .·:_~\'fell, the people - they were picking the -er the flowers, and they 
were bringing them in for their m.othe r, 1 cause it was Mother t s Day. And then 
the next week, it was going to be Father's Day.-- And for Father's day they 
bought a necktie.--
(Tr. nNow I'm going to stop you right here." Tr. said the ) 
(sentence again. And asked ch. to tell just about that one ) 
(picture- not about next week, and Father's necktie. ) 
Well, the garden was awful filled with red roses. So they started to pick 
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1 em, and later on they had a bouquet., So they brought it in the house. And 
they kept on picking and picking the flowers • And one was Dick and Jim and 
one was Sally and one was Dick's mother, and one was Jane •s !ather, and Sally 
and Puff and Spot. And S}!lot was three years old. Sally was two years old .. 
And Puff was one year old. And Jane was seven years old.· And Dick was six., 
---2Q.---
Well, once in the early fall, the boys and the girls, and their mother 
and they got in the beautiful garden which didn t t have anything i.il it. And 
they planted lots of roses in it. And they were bulbs. And the roses 
wouldn't come up until the early spring. And then it was spring. And the 
beau- and the buds were just coming up. And they just looked like they were 
beautiful roses. And some of them weren •t red. Some were pink and some 
were pink and yellow, and red and purple, and there were lots of pretty colors. 
And then the mother went out and there were so many !lowers in the garden she 
cut some of the flowers and brought them in and put them on the mantlepiece :in 
the living room. And then when the !·ather came home ----
(Tr. "Now we •re going to stop a m:inute;-11 Tr. said the sentence ) 
(again, and asked the .child to tell about this and not Father's ) 
( com:ing home • ) 
There was pretty roses in it. And then the buds just came up in the roses 
in the early spring. And the roses were just so pretty. And then the mother 
. noticed that in about a month the roses started to turn color. And some of 
them turned red,; and yellow and purple, and purple and yellow, and purple 
and red, and yellow and red, and yellow and purple. 
And that's all 1 can see. 
---.2Q-:-
Well, the roses- some of them were light blue and some were light purple 
and dark red and dark green and dark orange, dark yellowish- orange and light 
white and some light brown and light and dark blue. .And the garden was filled 
with a lot- seven roses. And then they took them- ~the mother took the roses 
in the house. 
(Tr. nwe•re going to talk about the roses, and not about tak:ing ) 
(them in the house." Tr. said sentence again and asked child to ) 
(tell about that one picture. ) 
The garden was filled with all red roses. And the mother came out and cut 
some and laid them around the garden, so the garden looked pretty. And then-
That's all., 
--lOG-
Well, some people have builded a big garden. And they put loads and 
loads and loads of seeds irl: it. And a little girl came and she picked 
every one of them. They didn't belong to her. And she ran home. ---
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(Tr •. "We're going to stop there.,n· She tells the sentence again, ) 
(and tells ch. to· taJ.k about the garden of roses, not running home.) 
There were people and they were planting a big rose garden. And. it had loads 
and loads of flowers of all kinds. And - seeds of white. .And - they planted 
so much that t.he garden wa.s filled. And they didn't -- they had a whole -
more seeds and they wished they could have some more. And they dug more and 
more and more holes and put more and more and more seeds, and more and more 
and more flovrers grow up. And then the people carne out and they saw all the 
flowers. And then they went in again. And they watched all night, because 
they planted and planted, big and big, and planted and planted. And the flowers 
growed and growed. And one day they decided they had such a full garden they 
would make it bigger so they could plant some more. And they went down to the 
store and· bought some more seeds and planted JI10re and digged more, and planted 
more, digged more and planted. And then they had more -er gardens full of 
flowers. And then the people came out and they were so surprised, they went 
in and went to bed --
( Tr. stopped- ''WVe 're coming back to the garden- she said the ) 
(sentence again, and told ch. to talk about that picture., not) 
(going to bed. ) 
And they planted and planted and planted more and more and then they went in 
and watched out the window for the flowers. And the flowers grew and grew. 
And one day- -
(Tr. stopped - 11Now let us go back to the garden. She repeated ) 
(the sentence and told child to talk about this one picture. ) 
That's the end. 
--llG---
The stem on it was green, and the leaves were green, and the roses were 
a very pretty red. And there was a little girl. And her hair was brown. And 
the garden 1 s dirt was brown. And her shoes was black. And - there was a 
house. And them was some green grass in it -the garden. And there was lots 
of weeds. And the little girl was pulling out the weeds. And - - the weeds 
was green, and the grass was green., And there \'laS little weed-flowers in there. 
And they were dandelions. And the little girl's dress was -- had a --was 
yellow, with some flowers on it. And --she had a blouse on ---. And ----her 
cheeks were pink and her eyes were blue. And --
That's all I see- in this picture. 
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--.2!!,--
Viall -- t~re was a beautiful garden -and it was about - 6 inches long. 
And there was pretty roses - and orange roses - white roses - red roses -
and -er I. don't lmow all the other roses, --the other colors the roses were. 
But there was nice green grass around them -- And then there was a little boy, 
And he loved those flowers so much. And there was a big mother and a daddy 
and a little sister. And they liked the flowers, too~ This is almost like 
a vegetable garden --some-thing like that. And then- the green grass -
the little boy a -er stripped shirt, - red and blue. And his dungarrees were 
all blue,- and his shoes were brown. And the mother had a -er white blouse 
and green dress and white shoes with little brow.n where the shoe lacings were 
- a little. And then- the daddy- he had a great big whit4 shirt on - with 
a long blue -er kind of light black and brown - all mixed. in together. And 
they- then they had some brawn shoes. And the sister- she had a-er kind of 
a-er - she had· a-like a little white blouse and a little shirt - a striped 
shir- skirt, and then - she had some brown shoes. 
And that's all. 
--!tll--
Well, one day -- a little girl and her mother wanted to .make a garden, 
so-so they made the garden. And all the birds went to sleep -in the garden. 
And they were supposed to come up by spring. And then it did. They sleeped 
and t.h~sleeped and the next thing they•re coming up. And the next day, it 
was all -er spr.ing, so they went out, and- all the flowers were up - and all 
the bees were on them -- and everything, and the birds, and -- everything. So 
then -er -er they picked a couple • cause there was so many in the garden, so 
they - they liked so--- when the dad~ came home they were so-- they were s-
they were so good they were going to sell the. So they selled them---
(Tr. "Now, we're not going to tell about selling them.n ) 
(Tr .. say the sentence again, and ask child to tell about ) 
(this one picture.. ) 
Well, they_; they- they wanted to plant some more pretty flowers. So they 
did. And they were red roses.. So they wanted to give them to - er to -er 
their room, so they would look pretty. So then they got --
(Tr. riNow we •re not going to tell about what is next." ) 
(Tr. say the sentence again, and ask child to tell about it~ 
And the red roses were pretty- were pretty. And so then-- then they liked it, 
and so they planted some more flowers, and they planted more flowers-
(Tr. "Instead of planting more- tell about the one picture.) 
Well, the flowers were red and white and blue and orange and yellow and green 
and that's all. 
That's the end. 
• 
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---7B--
Well, the people were walking past the garden. And they - they asked 
the lady if they - could have some. And she said, tt!es.n And so they picked 
them and took them home and put them in some water. And her shoes were brown 
and her dress was green - and the hat was- that she was w·earing was blue. And 
her stockings were brown. And the lady's coat was brown, too, And then the 
little boys coat-- the little boyts shoes were black and his hat was brown 
and his coat was black and white and his trousers were· blue. And the little 
girl's hair was yellow. And the mother's hair was gray. And her dress was 
g1•een, too. And her shoes were- brovm." .And her stockings were yellow .. 
And that t s all. 
--SB--
Well, there t s green stems and green leaves, - and there r s red- and 
the roses were red. And there was trees and houses and f-arms around there. 
And a road, and the farm .men had horses and cows and pigs and chickens.-
(Tr.. 11Now I•m going to stop you because we are talking about ) · 
( the garden and not all the animals the farmer had/ ) 
(Tr. say sentence again and ask child to talk about one picture.) 
Well--there's a house near the garden of red roses. And-er and another 
flower - patch -with tulips - next to it. And there ts trees next to the 
house, and they had apple trees. 
And that •s all I can think of., And they had a barn, too .. 
--lG-
Well, I see some roses in the garden. And they are all red. And there 
are some people picking some of them. And there ts little chUdren by them. -
And the sun is shining.. And there • a trees around the garden. --- And there's 
a house. --- And there's some colors. The sky is blue, and the house is 
red, ·and the trees are green. The birch trees ·are white. --- And there • s a 
road ~eading up to the garden. 
And that•s all I see. 
--5G---
Well, th..,.m- the little girl was picking red roses for her mother to 
put in a bouquet. And --er --
I can't see anything else.,_ 
There was a lot oftlowers - roses. And the roses were different colors. 
And somebody was watering the flowers. And there was green grass near the 
flowers. --And there was a house near the flowers. -":"-- There w~&s sone 
•• 
,;a. 
. .,. 
people stitting near the .flowers. And there was a table out on the lawn_, 
and some people sitting at the table. There was a tree in the middle of 
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the lawn. -- The tree was brown and it had some autumn leaves on it. t'---
The table was blue and chairs were green. ----- The !'lowers had some dirt 
around them.. ----There was blue sky. 
And that's all I ca.n think of., 
·well, I saw---- a ma.n ---- and a lady and two little children. And 
they were picking the roses, so they could ---- put •em ---- in water and 
put them on the table so they were pretty.. And then they come out and cut 
some more. And the brother and the sister - they were playing ball. 
(Tr. say trNow we are not talking about playing ball. We are )) 
(talking about the garden of red roses.n Tr. repeats the 
(sentence an. d asks child to tell just about this one picture. ) 
(Child said that was all about that. ) 
The end .. 
---12G-
Well, some of the roses were pink, -some purple - some were red - some 
were blue - some were -er green-. And the garden was :filled with g:ro und., 
-:-------- And the backyard was green grass. And I saw a rabbit hopping 
in the woods., There were some trees. There was a fence. There was a - -
I was outside - er -- that t s all. 
Blue sky with white clouds. 
Thatts all. 
--lB-
1iaell, the gnmn.d was brown and the ·- er the roses was red, and the sky-
it started to rain- and black clouds --. And the girl- there was a girl 
there. And she had green dress, brown hair, black shoes, brown socks ----
and her coat .i.'Jas red. ---...,-- The garden was .fll.Led with d.it.ferent kinds 
of flowers. The grass was green. And the side walk was black. The streets 
were black. The store was brick. 
And that ts all. · 
-2B--
I can see the blue sky. And I can see the red rose's. I can see t,he 
green.grass. And I can see a gate around - a .fence around it. .And I see a 
house - a red brick house, a black door, a red chimney and a plllO."pie··root~ 
Bi:Ji<~~er·-and there was a tree on the grass,- little one. _____ ..;._ And there 
i.s -er there 1s a drive way in the garE~-ge. And. there is a yard, and there's 
a tree. And there's a bridge near there. And there's a house. And there's -
water under the bridge. ·· And there's some stones down in the back yard. 
• 
(Tr. "Now I •m going to stop you because you are telling about ) 
(everything except the garden of red roses." Tr. say sentence ) 
(again and tell child to tell about that picture. ) 
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There 1s dirt and there ts grass and dirt. And there's lots of red roses. .And 
there 1s -er - it rs a big garden. ----------And there •s some coming up 
some red roses~ 
And that's all. 
--6B---
Well, out in the garden there was a house and there was a garden all 
around it. And there was roses and flowers and plants. And they were fixing 
their house all up - like a fence and painting their garage white, the house 
white. And they were fixing it all, up. And one day when it was fixed all 
up they .fixed the car up. And then when that was all i' inished they went for 
a picnic. 
(Tr.. "Now I must stop you, for this time we are not 
(tell about what cam.e next, like going on a picnic .n 
(the sentence again and ask child to tell about this 
(not 'the picnic. 
going to ) 
Tr. say ) 
o.ne picture,) 
) 
They went down to get some -- went down to the store to get some more plants 
for the garden. And when they got the plants, they brought them back home. 
And ---- then - there was -- all roses were there -- about fi.t'teen of them. 
And that •s aJ.l I can remember. 
---.2,!!----
Well, there was grass around it, with sane green trees - growing at 
each end1 and both sides,. And it was ours, too. And they- and ours was 
growing so taJ.l that we don't even know what it is. And there was some grass 
and some flowers - and it's .a rock garden. And there ts some -er .flowers 
growing near the rock. And some people was eating there. .And there were all 
kinds. There's white and then was yellow and then was orangeie-red. And then 
the bushes had white flowers, and white -er .flowers and some big roses. And 
the other side was the same thing. First, in the middle are s~ steps. 
And that's all. 
--9B--
I saw a garden and it was filled with red roses, and they were growing 
and - then they started to grow over the .fence. And they got bigger and 
bigger until they couldn't grow no higher and then they all died. And then 
new ones came and they did the same thing, and then they didn't have any 
more seeds and then - then they bought more seeds. 
(Tr• stopped said sentence again - etc.) 
Said not see any ,Wore about that. 
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---lOB --
Well, - I WE!nt -- I went across the road and I saw a gar- a garden full 
of red roses. That garden was nice for I lived right there. -- And the 
garden -er it was yellow roses before, then it turned into -- purple roses. 
Then it be cane beautiful blue and yellow and. red roses. I liked it. I heard 
a noise up in the ai:r. And one of the red roses flew up, because it was 
dynamite that was burning it, and it burned the thing off -- so the wind 
pulled it up. And then I saw the dynamite. I threw it - I threw the dynamite 
that cut off the rose, you see, the red rose. And it blew up the noise and 
I couldn •t hear the noise any more, but I heard the dynamite explode -- until 
the red rose flew down again. - It growed again. And then I tasted something,--
I smelled something - I smelled the bubble gum- the red bubble gum that .my 
mother just bought-
(Tr. ''Vlell, I'm going to stop you here, because we are going ) 
(to talk about the garden of red roses, and not the bubble gum) 
(that your mother just bought." ) 
(Tr. says the sentence again and asks child to talk about that) 
(one picture • ) 
Well, the garden that I saw -- that was filJe d with red roses and lots of 
other colors. I liked those roses so much that the trees almost began doing 
.it- going into the same colors- red- they didn't change into roses, but 
the colors on the trees -they got to be other colors. Well- everything 
almost began to - our house, our car- and the grass, and the city next door-
that began to be colors ---
(Tr. 1rvfell, maYbe I better stop you again, because we are talking) 
(about the garden.n Tr. says the sentence again and asks child ) 
(to talk about that one picture. ) 
Well, --- the garden was filled with red roses --and -er ---------------- all 
of us liked the garden better because we had nothing else --and --- we went 
to another garden. And the garden with re- beautiful red roses and nothing 
else. The garden was filled with red roses. 
That 1s the end. 
--liB~--
Well, I see the garden filled with red roses. · And - and can name Bobby 
MacBey - playing around it. 
(Tr. ''What else?u ) 
That's all .. 
---12B--
Well -----there was ---- a field. There was a - er some red roses. 
And there was some people looking at them and picking them. And there was 
blue -no they wasn•t blue buttercups -with them, I thought they were, - I 
forgot. And one of them had a blue dress,- one of the people,- one of the ladies. 
And one of the little g:irl's was blue. And a-er a .father was there with the 
little girl. 
• 
• 
(Reference Material for Chart 8 ) 
(Taken from the Test Responses) 
EXAMPIES OF 
ADDED SEQUENCE ELEMENTS .AND STORY CHANGES - FORM B 
Group l and Group 2 
SENTENCES FOR FORM B 
l. The bowl was filled with crisp salt nuts. 
2. The sweet smell of fresh apple pie filled the room. 
3. The dishes fell to the floor. 
4. The boy was squeezing blue clay between his fingers. 
5. She bent over to touch her toes. 
6. Eating the picnic lunch was the part they liked best. 
7. Making lots of noise the car speeded past the street. 
8. The field was full of purple violets • 
. 9. The boy shivered as he fell into the cold water. 
10. She walked miles until every muscle was exhausted • 
.. 
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Ch. No. 
-· 
2G 5 
7 
8 
_2g_ 1 
2 
3 
9 
!i! 1 
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GROUP 1 - Took Form A First (Ch. = child ) 
(No. = No. of sentences) 
Place After Test 
Section 
Bed- Clothes 
room 
What else 
In People 
City 
In Violets 
Country 
Picnic Other 
objects 
Haw else 
describe 
Dining Vfuat 
Room else 
Kit- Color 0£ 
chen .C1ishes 
Saw what 
colors 
At Other 
pond People 
Dining How else 
Room describe 
Story Elements and Items Added 
She bent over to take or! her slippers~ 
and she touched her toes. · 
She was in the bedroom. She could go to 
bed by herself'. So she turned off the light. 
They were all coming out of stores, with 
their groceries. They were walking on the 
sidewalk. 
The wind was blowing the violets. It was 
making them go back and forth. 
There was a road and the cars and trucks 
were coming back. 
There were people getting married- one was 
dressed like a bride. There was a pool to 
swim in, and a bath house to get dried of£ 
from the pool. 
There was a children's room, second door 
towards the kitchen, .right ot£ the dining room. 
There was a couple of things in the children's 
room that were -broken - a. Cboo-choo and a 
bicycle. 
Could not tell, because they came down so 
fast~ like rain. They fell because a child 
bumped into the maid, accidentally. 
Said red and green - misteltoe- because it 
was Christmas .. 
Had said she saw just a boy, but here said 
the boys' bathing suits were red, and there 
were people coming down to the pond. 
A man was smoking and children were coloring 
on the dining room table. 
Dick, Sally, and Jane were sitting in a 
chair coloring. (Children in her reading 
books.) 
. -. 
•• 
Ch. No. Place 
4G 5 
Con•t 
7 
8 
9 
6G 1 
2 
.3 
5 
In 
In 
City 
In 
city 
At 
beach 
Kitchen 
Kitchen 
Kitchen 
On Farm 
After Test 
Section 
Haw else 
describe 
Describe 
street -· 
People-
What 
colors-
Clothes-
Other 
objects-
About pie-
Other 
objects 
Other 
description 
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StoryElements and Items Added 
She had on shorts and a jersey and socks • 
(Later said) She had a smile on, was do1ng 
somersaults and had mittens, coat and a 
hat on. · 
It had a red light, but it grew orange. 
Santa Claus was in the store. There was a 
place where you sat down on a bench to wait 
for a bus. It had a hood over it, so when 
it rained .. 
There was a man driving a truck. His license 
got taken away. The wind shield wiper was 
going on the truck. 
(Had said it was spring) Said saw green trees, 
but they were changing to red. Said saw blue. 
sky. Then said that there was a sky writer 
up in the sky. 
Said came down in dungarees and jersey, went 
over ito bath house and changed into bathing 
suit. First they changed the mother t s and 
baby's suits. 
They were having company. Mother was just 
getting the food, so there was none on the 
table. (This sentence had not ask about 
people.) 
Pie split in the middle because someone 
went to cut a piece, so it split and crumbled. 
The apples were not cooked much, because it 
started to crumble. Little girl was begging 
maid for pie, but she was saying, "No". 
Little girl, two years old, climbing up to 
get the frying pan. She got on to a stool. 
Her mother was outside. She was the one that 
made the dishes fall o (meaning child) 
She had just been asleep. Her hair looked 
messy. She felt lazy, so she decided to bend 
over and touch her toes. Her back hurt. 
• 
• 
Ch. No. Place After Test 
Section 
6G 9 
Co'ntt 
At beach Clothes 
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Story Elements and Items Added 
He had socks on, ran into water. Mother 
not want him to, but he v1ent when she went 
to get a drink. Then he ran in. 
(No additions to any of sentences in test) 
100 6 
4 
7 
9 
M 1 
On grass What 
people 
Kitchen About pie 
What e~se 
In Play- Other 
room objects 
At very 
end "'-
In· At very 
col.Ultry end 
At beach People · 
In city Street 
In dining Other 
room objects 
.•... -, 
.. . '~...- -· .. 
They were playing Hide and Go Seek. They 
were all behind the trees. I could not see 
them, so don•t know who they are. 
The pie ·was not yet cooked. The lady was 
.ma.king it. She was cutt:ing up the apples. 
Little kitten and mother cat- kitten named 
Mittens. Mother liked kitten, kitten liked 
mother. (Mittens is in school story book.) 
(After test was all over) Said, Oh I for-
to say before, there was a puppy dog. He 
just came into the livingroom. The puppy, · 
aog had black and white spots. 
Some of the cars have gone by the bridge and 
houses. 
The boy went into the cold, cold water. He 
shivered and. shivered. He swam back to shore 
and had to be wrapped in a towel. Then he 
got i'larm. He went back into the water. It 
was even colder. 
A butcher came along and. stopped the .man 
(He had not said there was a man before) • 
The man was very hungry. He was a poor .man. 
The butcher gave him a loaf of bread .. 
Said- well there was a boy and his friends--
(wanted to tell a story, but Tester stopped 
him and said this was the Question and Answer 
g;ame.) 
• 
• 
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Ch. No. Place Af'ter Test 
Section 
Story Elements and Items Added 
4B 2 
Contt 
3 
6 
.2!a 1 
2 
3 
5 
Dining 
room 
In saying the Checked seeing uArmy tent"-then said, Boys 
check list were playingiti.the tent. Checked "Old kitchen" 
then said, they so1d the old things and got 
Other 
things 
Kitchen Dishes 
Wooded In doing 
grove check list 
Living 
room 
Outdoors 
(Later in 
Kitchen) 
Kitchen 
In gym 
(Later 
. said 
out on 
street) 
Other 
objects 
About pie 
How .many 
"What else 
Clothes 
·what 
else 
new. Checked 11'.1oocien board" then said,; they 
were cutting sandwiches .on it. Checked IIFla.mest• 
then said, they were from the pie. 
Said the pie was burning, so they had· to open 
the doors for a minute. 
Said saw· one plate.. The plate fell on the 
floor. Then said, (later) ii~ell, the dishes 
fell of£ the table (had not checked that there 
was a table) and ---(He wa.nted to tell a 
story, but Tester stopped him as this was 
Question and Answer form.) 
After Tester ha4 read part o£ list, child 
checked two items and then asked what else 
had been read. (He would have checked them 
because he heard them). He said they"were 
cooking hot dogs, then said he saw no people, 
then said a couple of boys and girls. Checked 
''Charcoal stove" then said, they were making 
a fire in stove with wood. 
Added here- The boy spilled the nuts. (Had 
not said before there was a boy, and had 
not told about the nuts being spilled- at 
the time he talked about the nuts.) 
Said they had just brought it in. It was 
going up like that (showed). It was burnt, 
so they had to throw it into the garbage. 
It was no good. 
Said about 1000. 
People came looking at the dishes. 
Every once iri. a while 1 she jumped and bended 
over and touched her toes. She did this all 
the t:ime. 
There was a dog running with her (had not said 
she was running) and a cat sneaking behind the 
dog. 
• 
Ch. No. Place · After Test . 
5B 6 
Con 1t 
8 
9 
10 
7B 1 
2 
3 
4 
9 
Coffee 
Shop 
Section 
Anything 
else· 
In Welles;,['~ 
ley 
At pond 
In. 
country 
Other 
objects 
About 
location 
People
1 
Clothes 
Time 
Other ; 
objects 
Kitchen Other 
object~ 
Kitchen What 
else • 
Kitchen In doing 
check list 
Bedroom Clay 
Other 
object~ 
At lake People 
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Story Elements and Items Added 
Leaves were blowing around in the street. 
Cars were going down the street, not see 
anyone steering them, got smashed up in red 
light. Had an accident, ran ··down hill, 
had to go to gas station and buy new car. 
Said morning- the flowers were just starting 
to wake lW• 
There was.a scarecrow tcause birds liked the 
flowe~s. There was a s~'' horse and a .man 
was using it to make a little door for the 
living room. 
Said had to go under ground at Frog Pond. 
Eddie wanted to get two tries out at the 
frog pond. · (did not explain this) 
Bathing suit .. 
Getting near evening. 
Street lights were on. He heard the noise 
she was making calling "MUIIUilYn because it 
was dark .and she didn •t have a flash light. 
Children were watching T.v. There was a big 
parade out doors. Little boy was watching 
it go by. Cars were going by. There was a 
,Swimriuipg pool snd birds diving.· They were 
playing ball outdoors. People were walking 
on the sidewalk. 
The children wanted the pie but mother not 
let have, said for dessert tonight. Said 
saw swimming board and diving board. 
Checked ~~'Waitress 11 then said, the waitress 
was giving food to the people. 
He was making a ball.. The cl~y was under 
the bed, on box inside. of box • 
His mother could not i'ind his toys. 
People going in water, too,-little girl and 
mother. Mother said, nret t s go in swi.mm:ing 
again.u (Then he said) The clothes were 
· dungarees. 
Ch. No. Place After Test 
Section 
5 
6 
8 
Indoors About pie 
In hall After test 
Bank of Food 
a stream 
In Violets 
country 
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Story $laments and Items Added 
Pie flowing over. in the oven. The stove was 
next to the door.;· (Then added) Pie was 
bigger, rounder than supposed to be. They 
wanted to have two pies, but they put both 
pie mix into one. Didn rt make any difference. 
They had company- so had enough. 
Added- My sister takes bal.Let lessons so she 
knows how to do this. 
Added- This makes me hungry, very hungry. 
(when asked at the end about tasting anything, 
he said "Non.) 
People were picking them right in their 
back yard ... - in Florida. Said the time was 
summer. 
• 
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GBOUP 2 - Took Form B First (Ch. = child ) 
(No. = No. of sentence ) 
Ch. No. Place After Test 
Section 
1G l 
2 
7 
9 
5G 7 
7G 1 
2 
Outdoors At end 
(Then in 
dining 
room) 
In pantry In doi.rig 
check list 
In city Street 
Other 
objects 
In doing 
check list 
At lake People 
In At end 
country 
Kitchen other 
objects 
Kitchen What 
else 
story Elements and Items Added 
Ha<i said that the diningroom talble was .moved 
outdoors. Then at end said the bowl was in 
doors. That it was getting too cold so they 
.·came in. Said Father was painting in the 
diningroom. 
Said (after checking "Busboy") th~ busboy 
was driving a bus. Checked 11\'laitressn then 
said, she was serving food to bus drivers. 
Little boy looking out window, waved to 
driver of one car because he knew him. 
Little brook running. . Few miles away from 
brook was big lake. People were swimming 
in lake. There was a great big, high bridge. 
There was a table with food on it. People 
were sitting at the table. 
Checked "barn11 then adaed horses, baby calves, 
1 minute old, goat in nearby pasture, cow 
giving milk, dog and cat chasing each other. 
(Later said it was in New York and she had 
been there.) 
They were sitting in the sun. The little boy 
!ell into water. He lost his balance. His 
mother swam out to him, because the little 
boy could not swim. Mother was saving the 
boy, but she was too tired to swim more. 
There was a raft near so mother took the boy 
out to raft. The boy said, "I was scared." 
Said she felt that she was doing what the 
sentence said someone was doing, - and that 
this was walking in the snow • 
Said saw fence, grass, stairs, rooms upstairs 
and bathroom. 
Mother and Father were eating the pie for 
dessert. 
• 
Ch. No. Place After Test 
Section 
7G 3 
Contt 
9 
5 
7 
9 
Kitchen Other 
objects 
At swim- People 
ming hole 
Picnic About pie 
What else 
Out on Hair 
grass 
What else 
In Speed 
country Street 
People 
At lake People 
Story Elements and Items Added 
A girlwas playing outdoors with a wagon, 
and a boywas riding his bicycle • 
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Some people were coming out of the water. 
Some people were on the grass having lunch. 
(First said nothing more-then said) Mother 
was making the pie, was rolling it. She 
put apples in then put top on. (Later said) 
'!I: was eating part of the pie. Mother not .w~ted 
me. to but T stuck. ~, fingers in it. My 
mother not want .me to. (She did not tell 
about getting the pie baked!) 
The painter ·was painting the ceilmg in the 
pantry. He painted the walls. He dropped 
paint on the table cloth. 
She had longer hair than mine because mine 
has been cut. 
She wore a bathing suit. She wanted to go 
swimming, so she took a towel to dry with, 
and her lunch with her. Her father didn't 
want her to, but she wanted to, so she did. 
Father told her not to, but she said her 
Mother said she could. Then Father came and 
went bathing • 
. There were two houses to dress m, one for 
boys and one for girls • 
About as fast as sister goes, not too fast. 
It was tarry and stony, if run on with bare 
feet would hurt. 
(Did not speak of going to ride, but said) 
Uncle Red 11vas ctriving. Aunt Mary in :rront. 
Jimmy in back seat playing. J oan sitting in 
middle seat next. to window, watching car. 
The steering wheel was going back and forth. 
The windshield wiper was going. 
He slipped in and freezed. People were laugh-
ing, it was so funny. They tried to help. 
They fell. They shivered, too. Another boy 
came to go swu,wnng in pool He went swimming. 
He free~ed because of ice. People gathered 
around to get him. When they got him they 
skated orf. They pulled him o:rf. He fraezed. 
(Sometimes she told about swimming and sometimes 
about skating 1) 
• 
• 
Ch. No. Place After Test 
Section 
lB 2 
5 
7 
2B 1 
7 
Living 
Room 
About pie 
In gym VJhat el.se 
In Street 
country 
Kitchen 
Pantry 
In city 
Other 
objects 
People 
In doing 
check list 
Asked if 
heard any-
thing 
Other 
objects 
street 
Asked if 
tasting 
anythjng 
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Story Elements and Items Added 
Said it had a nice high crust1 that the steam 
was rismg and that someone was eating it. 
(Later said) There v19:s a dish with pie on 
it, and there was a fork, and that someone 
was eating it. 
She fell back when she bent. She looked 
funny. She looked a little pretty. 
It was all tarred. Some men were cutting 
down trees. A river was in back of trees. 
There was a little hole in street, they 
tarred up. Where the men were workmg 
there was a white fence so no one get in 
water going down gutter. 
A swing, chute the chute, some sticks, a 
a rabbit hopping in grass, some people 
riding by in a car. 
Kids running by, girl had kerchief on, 
yellow and green, lady had a. blue dress, 
little girl coming by with a red flower, 
with white apron and yeJ.J.:ow hair. 
Added a lady and three boys. Said first 
boy was painting a house. 
Said heard father banging dovm cellar, 
makmg a little doll house. 
Said mother was .making a cake. 
Lots of cars going. People walking by. 
Man working in sewer. People going in 
stores buying stuff. Some people riding 
bicycles, some people running. 
Said tasted candy mother got out of store. 
• 
• 
Ch. No. Place After Test 
Section 
6B 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
9 
9B 1 
7 
9 
Kitchen What he 
saw 
Kitchen ~1.hat he 
saw 
Just a 
room 
What he 
saw 
Empty Where 
room 
Bedroom Clothes 
At beach People 
Other 
objects 
Kitchen Other 
objects 
In city Speed 
About car 
At lake Person 
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Story Elements and Items Added 
A boy was coming for lunch. He put sugar 
on his cereal to eat. (Did not talk of 
bowl of nuts.) 
Little boyts mother was putting pie in 
oven. 
Dishes in a room. It was a little room. 
No one used it. It.was full of dishes. 
Said room was empty. Then said sorne one 
was moving in it. Could not tell who. 
Said pajamas - just getting ready to go 
to bed. 
Said the rest of the people had chicken 
pox and mumps. 
Two diving boards, one for where water was 
deep, one for where not deep. The boy 
jumped off diving board and almost drowned, 
but swam to shore. 
Little boy was sitting in chair eating 
peanuts, little girl in chair eating candy. 
(This sent4nce not ask about people) 
Car was going too fast- 100 miles. The 
cop went after it. 
Checked nTruck", then said it carries a 
steam shovel. Truck bumped into bicycle 
parked on side-.-Jalk. 
Boywas skating to shore and the ice broke. 
A girl was coming down to skate. When she 
got down she didn't see him. But then she 
pulled him out. They went home. The next 
day she came down. The hole was still there. 
So she diCIIl't skate • 
• 
•• 
Ch. No. Place After Test 
Section 
lOB 5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
(Said two)\Vhat else 
In;.bed-. Colors 
room 
(Later) 
outdoors 
On boat What e~se 
In city Year 
1.car .made 
street 
Other 
Objects 
Asked 
what heard 
In city Other 
objects 
Taking 
bath 
Asked if 
touching 
anything 
People 
Objects 
Clothes 
10 In city Other 
objects 
People 
Asked if 
smelling 
anything 
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Story Elements and Items Added 
A caterpil~ar was crawling up her leg. She 
threw chewing gum at him. He fell o!f. 
(VJhen Tester said nred" he said), he saw 
a flag on the wa;u. 
Had speed to .make s~ed boat go, rowers to 
make boat go. 
Said car was Pontiac • 
. Said 10 years ago. He said this would be new. 
Said a big street, lots of cars, big city 
filled with people. There was a farm next 
to it. 
Pontiac turned to left. Smoke coming out 
of !arm. Fire engine coming to big !ire. 
Horse ran across street before fire engine 
turned left. Fire engine was at fire. 
Said heard speed boat going past in the water. 
There was water at the end of the gate. 
(Checked ngaten on check list.) Big and 
little speed boats came by. There was a 
building inside the gate. There were horses 
in the field. There was a car. It was a 
. Cadilla, with silver tenders. 
Said he was touching the table in the kitchen. 
No other people. He had soap, face cloth, 
and a towel. 
He had a shirt like mine, purple pants, 
black shoe~ and a purple hat. 
She met a cop. Cop gave her a ride. Cop 
let her o!f and she went into the city. 
There were walks in the city. People 
walking, almost fill.ed the street, some 
went into shops, some went into the hotel, 
to get bedrooms. Some doorways were almost 
shut. 
Saia smelled steak burning downstair-s when 
I woke up in the morning. 
' • 
• 
Ch. No. Place After Test 
Section 
171 
Story Elements and Items Ada.ed 
llB (Saw not one picture for all this test - just shook head at every 
sentence and question.) 
l2B .3 
5 
9 
Kitchen In doing 
check list 
In i'ield What 
else 
In city In doing 
check list 
At beach Person 
10 Not know Scope 
question 
Checked "Stoven then said, it was brand new, 
and the boy was just hanging his rubbers · 
over the stove. (Had not said there was a 
boy before.) 
Said the brother was at school working-
making a picture in the Kindergarten. 
Checked "Cowu, then said, the cow was being 
. milked in the bam. Checked "Hayu, then 
said, the rarruer gave food to the horse. 
Said, his brother was ten. He was out on 
diviilg board. There were tvvo diving boards., 
one for low water, a little one, and a big 
one for deep water. 
Said the person was walking. She was going 
to her Aunt's • 
FORM A 
IMAGERY CHECKLIST 
These exercises are to help us find out what happens when people read. 
S o m e p e o p I e t e I I u s t h a t the y s e e p i ·c t u r e s w h e n t h e y r e a d • 0 t h e r p e o p I e 
a r e n 1 t s u r e w h e t h e r t h e y s e e p I c t u r e s o r n o t ·a n d s t i I I .o t h e r s t e I I u s t h a t 
they never see p,ictures. We want you to tell us exactly what happens to 
you. There are no right or wrong answers because we don't know whether 
p eo p I e are supposed to see p i c t u res or no t. An yw a y those that do see pi c t-
ures see so many different pictures that we're sure they must all be right. 
You can help us by answering these questions as exactly as you can~ 
Listen to your teacher and she willhelp you on the first one. Write your 
name on the line below and anything else yo·ur teacher asks you to write. 
N-AME 0 0 0 • 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·- Q- 0 0 0 0 ~ .o 0 0 Q. Q" 0 0 0 '0 •. 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 $)> 0 0 Q. 0 • Q. 0 0 ~ 0 
S C H 0.0 L o • ~ o " "" ""o 9 • Q o 9 Q: o o o o o o o o o .o. o o o "' o. o o .o GRADE o Q o o o a. o q o o o o o o o q. o o o o CJ a 
B 0 Y 0 R G I R L • o o o o o o o o o o • o o o o o o o o o o o o • o o o A G E o Q' ~- o o. 9- o o • o o- o o o o o o Q o o ~ o o • 
[ 
I 
SENTENCE 10 
1. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just a person ( ); A person and a road ( ); A whole scene with 
a person and a road in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In the city ( ); In the country ( ); Other 
--------
4. Check the words below that describe the person you see. 
Age Can't tell ( ); About 5 ( ); About IO ( ); About 15 ( ); About 20 ( ); About 30 ( ); Other ( ). 
Hair Can't tel I ( ); Blond ( ); Dark ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); Red ( ); White ( ); 
-- Short ( ); Long ( ); Straight ( }; Curly ( ); Waved ( ); Other 
~------------------
Clothes Can't tell ( ); Winter clothes.( ); Summer clothes ( ); No clothes ( ); Coat ( ); Dress ( ); 
Shoes { ); Boots ( ); Hat ( ); No hat ( ). 
How else would you describe the clothes? 
5. What time of day is it? Can't tell ( ); Morning ( ); Noon ( ); Afternoon ( ); Evening ( ); Night ( ); 
6. What time of year is it? Can't tell ( ); Summer ( ); Fall ( ); Winter ( ); Spring ( ); 
7. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
8. What other objects or people do you see ln your picture? 
-------------------------
9. Is the person that you see a person that you know? Yes ( .1;. No ( ). 
10. Is the place that you see a place that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
II. Did you feel a~ though you were: Touching anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ); Hearing anything ( ); 
Smelling anything ( ); · 
12. Did you feel that you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes { ); No ( _). 
13. Is the picture you see now th~ same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ) • 
.. 
SAMPLE 
I._ Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( )i No ( ). 
2. In your pictu~e do you see: Just the boy ( ); The boy and a fence ( ); A whole scene with a boy and 
a fence in it ( ). 
~· Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In the city ( ); In the country ( ); Some other place ( ); 
4. Check the words below that describe the boy as you see him. 
Age Can't tell ( ); About 5 ( ); About 8 ( ); About 12 ( ); About 15 ( ); About 20 ( ); 
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond ( ); Brown ( )i Dark ( ); Black ( ); Auburn ( )i Other ( ). 
Short ( ); Long_ ( ); Medium ( ); Straight ( ); Curly ( ); Other ( ). 
Clothes Can't tell ( ); Hat ( - ); No hat ( _);-Cap( ); Other ( ); 
Shirt ( ); Jacket ( _ ); Coat ( ); Dungarees ( ); Long pants( ); Short pants ( ); 
Shoes ( ); S:>c ks ( ); Barefoot ( ); Other ( ); 
How else would you describe the boy? 
--------------------------------------------------
5. Check the words below that describe the fence as you see it. 
Can't tell ( ); Picket ( ); Wooden board ( ); Iron ( ); Stone ( ); Other ( ); 
What color? How high? 
---------- --------------
How else would you describe the fence? 
--------------------------------------------~ 
6. Check anything below that appears in your picture. 
Open field ( ) Barn ( ) Sidewalk ( ) Cars ( ) 
Lawn ( ) House ( ) Alley ( ) People ( ) 
Trees ( ) Garage ( ) Road ( ) Toys ( ) 
Woods ( ) Bui I dings ( ) Street ( ) Stories ( ) 
Shed ( ) 
Name anythins else you see in your picture. 
7. Check any color that you see in your picture. Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); 
Blue ( ); Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ); 
8. Is the boy you see a boy that you know the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
Is the place that you see a place you know the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No. ( ); 
9. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing anything ( ) 
Tasting anything ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
12. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
SENTENCE 9 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). ~ 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the sun ( ); )ust the boy ( ); The boy and some water ( ); The boy 
and a beach or shore ( ); A whole scene with a boy in it ( ). 
< &3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); On a beach ( ); In a field ( ); On a road ( ); On a dock ( );. 
. On a boardwalk ( ); In a desert ( ); Other 
------------------------
4. How many people do you see? 
----------
5. How would you describe the person the sentence is about? Check the words that apply. 
Age Can't tell ( ); About 5 ( ); About 10 ( ); About 15 ( ); About 20 ( ); About30 ( ); Other ( ). 
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond ( ); Brown ( ); Dark ( ); Black ( ); Short ( ); Long ( ); Straight ( ); 
Curly ( ); Other 
--------
Clothes Can't tell ( ); Shirt ( ); No shirt ( ); Bathing trunks ( ); Hat ( ); No hat ( ); Shorts ( ); 
Overalls ( ); Dungarees ( ); Shoes ( ); No shoes ( ); 
Other description 
----~----------------
6. What is the person doing? 
---------------------------------
7. What other things do you see in your picture? 
--------------------------------
8. What cciors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Tan ( ); Black ( ); White ( ); 
9. Is the person you see a person that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
Is the place that you see a place that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Tasting 
anything ( ); Hearing anything ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
12. Did you feel heat when you read the sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
13. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
~· Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE I 
I. Did you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the bowl ( ); The bowl and a table ( ); A whole picture with a 
bowl and a table in it ( ). 
~3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In a kitchen ( ); In a dining room ( ); In a living room ( ); 
In some other room ( ). 
4. Check the words be low that describe the bowl that you see. 
Material Can't tell ( ); Wood ( ); Glass ( ); China ( ); Other 
-------------------
Size-Shape Can't tell ( ); Round ( ); Oval ( ); Square ( ); Other 
Shallow ( ); Deep ( ). --------
What co lor ? Pattern? 
-------------------- ------------------------------
Contents Can't tell ( ); Pi led high ( ); Level with the bowl ( ); Few ( ); Other 
---------
5. Check the wqrds below that describe the table you see. See no table ( ); 
Material Can't tell ( ); Mahogany ( ); Maple ( ); Oak ( ); Plain wood ( ); Iron ( ); 
Type Can't tell ( ); Modern ( ); End table ( ); Drum table ( ); Coffee table ( ); Kitchen ( ). 
6. Check below any objects you see in your picture. 
Ash tray ( ) Couch ( ) Sandwiches ( ) Other objects 
Candy ( ) Curtains ( ) Silverware ( ) 
Cheese popcorn ( ) Flowers ( ) Tablecover ( ) 
Children ( ) Large chairs ( J TV set ( ) 
Cigarettes ( ) People ( ) Radio ( ) 
Coffee cups ( ) 
7. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( Y, Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Mahogany ( ); Maple ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
8. Is the bowl that you see a bowl that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
·~'9. Is the place that you see a place that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
10. Was your picture: Clear ();Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ();Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
anything ( )i Tasting anything ( ) .. 
12. Is your picture now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 8 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: A rose or rose bush alone ( ); Roses in a garden or field ( ); A whole· 
scene with roses in it( ). 
-3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In the country ( ); In the city ( ); Other----------'--
4. Check anything below that describes the roses you see. 
4!t 
Blooming ( ) 
Bower 
Bouquet 
Single 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Climbers () 
Floribunda( ) 
Bush ( ) 
Shrub ( ) 
Tea type ( ) 
Primroses ( ) 
Color? 
Other description? 
--------~-----------------
5. What time of day is it? Morning ( ); Noon ( ); Afternoon ( ); Evening ( ); Night ( ); Can•t tell ( ). 
6. What time of year is it? Can't tell ( ); Winter ( ); Spring ( ); Summer ( ); Fall ( ). 
7. Check the words below that describe anything else you see in your picture. 
Bees . ( ) 
Clippe-rs ( ) 
Curved path ( ) 
Dog ( ) 
Gardener ( ) 
Grass ( ) 
Gate ( ) 
Grave I path ( ) 
Fence ( ) 
Steps ( ) 
Stones ( ) 
Thorns ( ) 
Tree ( ) 
Woods ( ) 
Wall · ( ) 
Other Flowers? 
Other objects? 
Bungalow ( ) Hcspital ( ) 
Cottage ( ) Mansion ( ) 
Garage ( ) Tool shed ( ) 
-------------------------------
--------------------------
8. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( )i Brown ( ); Tan ( ); White ( ); Black ( ); Pink ( ). 
9. Is this a place that you know the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
10. Is your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts,and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
12. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( )· No ( ). 
SENTENCE 2 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the bread ( ); The bread on a table or shelf ( ); A whole picture 
with bread in it ();See a picture but none of these ( ). 
-~3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); Indoors ( ); Outdoors ( ); In a kitchen ( ); In a dining room ( ); 
In a living room ( ).: In a bakery ( ); Other 
--------
4. Check the words below that describe the bread you see. 
Kind Can't tell ( ); Biscuits ( ); Black pumpernickel ( ); Rye ( ); White loaves ( ); Other ___ _ 
Description Can't tell ( ); Light brown ( }; Burned ( ); Sliced ( ); Dark ( ); Other-------
5. Check anythinfJ below that appears in your picture. 
Apron ( ) Butter ( ) Flames ( ) Pantry ( ) Window ( ) 
Bakery ( ) Cabinets ( ) Fireplace ( ) Platter ( ) 
Black stove ( ) Cook ( ) Farmhouse ( ) Refrigerator( ) Other objects 
Bui I dings ( ) Children ( ) Oven rack ( ) Sink ( ) 
Bread mixer ( ) Curtains ( ) Oven door ( ) Silverware ( ) 
Bread pans ( ) Delivery truck ( ) Outdoor fireplace ( ) Table ( ) 
6. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); 
Blue ( ); Green ( ); Brown ( ); Tan ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
7. Is the scene that you see a place that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
8. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
9. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( }r Hearing 
. anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
10. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 7 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the train ( )i The train and the crossing ( ); A whole scene 
with a train and a crossing in it ( ). 
3. Where is your pi.cture? Can•t tell ( ); In the country ( ); In the city ( ). 
4. Check the words below that describe the trrain as you see it. 
Steam ( ) 
Diesel ( ) 
Electric ( ) 
Passenger ( ) 
Freight ( ) 
Number of ~ars Other description 
-----
Color of train 
-------
---------------------
5. Check any words below that describe the tra~k and crossing that you see. 
Grade crossing ( ) RR platform ( ) Number of tracks? 
Bridge crossing ( ) Switches ( ) 
Underground ( ) Crossing gates ( ) Other description? 
Watch tower ( ) Flashing red signal ( ) 
RR shelter ( ) Red lantern on gate ( ) 
6. Check anything below that you see in your picture. 
Backyards ( ) 
Bridge ( ) 
Brush ( ) 
Blue sky ( ) 
Gray sky ( ) 
Grass 
Fields 
FIat country 
Flowers 
Hills 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
Houses ( ) 
Lamp posts ( ) 
Highway · ( ) 
Sidewalk ( ) 
Street ( ) 
Stars 
Sun 
Moon 
Trees 
Woods 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
i'. What people do you see in your picture? 
------------------------------------
8. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( )i Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Tan ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
9. Do you know the place that you see? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
10. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
~ anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
12. Is the picture yo!J see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 3 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the blocks ( ); The blocks and the floor ( ); A whole 'picture with · 
blocks and other things in it ( ). 
~3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); Indoors ( ); Outdoors ( ); Living room ( ); Bedroom ( ); 
Playroom ( ); Back yard ( ); Schoolroom ( ); Other 
-----
4. Check the words below that describe the blocks as you see them. 
Material Can't tell ( ); Rubber ( ); Wood ( ); Plastic ( ); Ivory ( ); Other 
--------
Size-Shape Can't tell ( ); Square ( ); Oblong ( ); Varied shapes ( ); Other 
Large ( ) ; Sma II ( ) • ----------
How many? 
-------
5. Check anything below that appears in your picture. 
Floor Wood ( ); Linoleum ( ); Tile ( ); Rug ( ); Can't tell ( ); ) Other 
------------
Objects None ( ); Stuffed animals ( ); Trucks ( );. Bookcase ( ); Toy chest ( }; Dog ( ); 
Other objects? 
-----------------------------------------------------
6. Do you see people in your .room? Tell about them 
---------------------------
7. What colors do you see in your room? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Tan ( ); Black ( ); White (. ). 
8. po you know the things you see in your picture? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
9. Do you know the place you see in your picture? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
10. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
12. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 6 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the food ( )i The food and a table ( ); A whole picture with 
food and a table in it ( ); See a picture but·none of these ( ). 
,...._ 3. Where is your picture? Can•t tell ( ); Back yard ( ); On a boat ( ); Coffee shop ( ); Hillside ( ); 
~ Wooded grove ( ); Meadow ( ); Bank of a stream ( ); Other ( )'. 
4. What time of year is it? Can•t tell ( ); Spring ( ); Summer ( ); Fall ( ); Winter ( ). 
5. What time of day is it? Can•t tell ( ); Morning ( ).: Noon ( ); Afternoon ( ); Evening ( ); Night ( ). 
6. What food do you see? Can•t tell ( ); 
Hot dogs ( ) Sandwiches ( ) 
Hamburgers ( ) Potato Chips ( ) 
Chicken ( ) Sweet Corn ( ) 
Steak ( ) Popcorn · ( ) 
Ham ( ) 
Candy ( ) 
Ice Cream ( ) 
Pie ( ) 
Cake ( ) 
Coffee 
Tea 
Milk 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
What other foods do you see? 
-------------------------------------------------------
7. What people do you see in your pfcture?. 
·-----------------------------------------------
8. Check f·he objects below that you see in your picture. 
Ants ( ) C harcoa I Stove ( ) Flies ( ) Matches ( ) Trees ( ) 
Ashcan ( ) Cigarettes ( ) Fdrmer ( ) Napkins· c ) Waterfall ( ) 
Blanket ( ) Dog ( ) Gas Pump ( ) Rocks ( ) Umbrella ( ) 
Brook ( ) Flowers ( ) Green Lawn ( ) Straws ( ) 
Chair ( ) Fish Lines ( ) Lake 
( "' 
Table ( ) 
Name anything else you see in your picture. 
9. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( )· Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
lO. >Is this a place you know the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Tasting 
anything ( ); Hearing anything ( ). 
. . .12. Did you feel as though you were a part of the picture? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
'"·~·· - · 13. Was your pict·ure: Clear ( ) Clear in parts and blurred in others (.);Blurred ( ). 
14. Is the picture you see now tlie same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
--
SENTENCE 4 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the boy ( ); The boy and a rug ( ); A whole room with 
a boy and a rug in it ( ). 
~· Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In a livingroom ( ); In a bedroom ( ); In a kitchen ( ); 
In a dining room ( ); Outdoors ( ); Some other room ( ). 
4. Check the words below that describe the boy as you see him. 
Age Can't tell ( ); About 2 ( ); About 5 ( ); About 8 ( ); About 12 ( ); Other----
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond ( ); Dark ( ); Brown ( ); Red ( ); Other 
Short ( ); Long ( ); Curly ( ); Straight ( ); ----
Clothes Can't tell ( ); Shorts ( ); Pajamas ( ); Robe ( ); Shirt ( ); Pants rolled up ( ); 
Other 
------------------~-------------------------------
5. What kind of rug did you see? Can't tell ( ); Broadloom ( ); Green plaid ( ); Green figured ( ); 
Scatter ( ); Other 
--------------------
6. What other objects did you see in your picture? 
--------~-------------------------
7. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( )· Tan ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
8. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
9. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Tasting 
anything ( ); Hearing anything ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
II. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
12. Do you know the boy that you see? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
- Do you know the place that you see? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
--
,.,, 
SENTENCE 5 
I. Do yOU see a picture when you regt:j this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just thea person ( ); The person and a chair ( ); A whole scene-with 
a person and a chair in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); Indoors ( ); Outdoors ( ); In a living room ( ); 
In a bedroom ( ); ln_an office ( ); In a schoolroom ( ); In a garden ( ); Other _________ _ 
4. Check the words below that descrlb~ the person you see. 
Age Can't tell ( ); About 5 ( ); About 10 ( ); About 15 ( ); About 20 ( ); About 30 ( ); Other ( ). 
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond ( ); Brgwn ( ); White ( ); Dark ( ); Black ( ); Long ( ); Short ( ); 
Straight ( ); Curly ( ); Waved ( ); Other 
-------
C lethes Can't tell ( ); Paiamas ( ); Sweater and skirt ( ); Bathing suit ( ); Long dress ( ); 
House dress ( ); Other 
5. What kind of chair do you see? Cc:~n't tell ( ); Overstuffed chair ( ); Office chair ( ); 
Straightc hair ( ); Sofa ( ); Rocking chair ( ); Deck chair ( ); Lawn chair ( ); Other 
-----
6. What other objects do you see in yovr picture?--------------------
7. What colors do you see in your pict!Jre? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Tan ( ); White ( ); Black ( ). 
8. Is your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
9. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was dc..ing? Yes ( )i No ( ). 
II. Is the picture you see now the sam~ picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
12. Do you know the person you see? Yes ( ); No ( · ). 
Do you know the place that you s~e? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
~-
. f/ 
FORM B 
IMAGERY CHECKLIST 
. . _ T h e s e e x e r ~ .i s e s a r e to h e I p u s f i n d o u t w h a t h a p p e n s w h e n p e o p I e r e a d . 
, .. me people tell us that they see pictures when they read. Other people 
aren't sure whether they see pictures or not and still others tell us that 
they never see pictures. We want you to tell us exactly what happens to 
you. There are no right or wrong answers because we don't know whether 
people are supposed to see pictures or not. Anyway those that do see pict-
ures see so many different pictures that we're sure they must all be right. 
You can help us by answering these questions as exactly as you can. 
listen to your teacher and she will help you on the first one. Write your 
name_on the line below and anything else your teacher asks you to write. 
NAME .... ··················•·•o·······················o·········o·· 
SCHOOL: .... o •••••••• -••••••••••••••••••• GRADE ...•.......•........ 
BOY OR GIRL ...••....•.••.•..••.•.. 0 •••• AGE ..•.......•. 
• • •• •• -. 0. ~;. ~-
I I SENTENCE 10 
[. I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
I 
~ 2. In your picture do you see: Just a person ( ); A person and a road ( ); A whole scene with 
a person and a road in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In the city ( ); In the country ( ); Other 
-----------
4. Check the words below that describe the person you see. 
Age Can't tell ( ); About 5 ( ); About 10 ( ); About 15 ( ); About 20 ( ); About 30 ( ); Other ( ). 
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond ( ); Dark ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); Red ( ); White ( ); 
Short ( ); Long ( ); Straight ( ); Curly ( ); Waved ( ); Other 
-------------------------
Clothes Can't tell ( ); Winter clothes ( ); Summer clothes ( ); No clothes ( ); Coat ( ); Dress ( ); 
Shoes ( ); Boots ( ); Hat ( ); No hat ( ). 
How else would you describe the clothes? 
5. What time of day is it? Can't tell ( ); Morning ( ); Noon ( ); Afternoon ( ); Evening ( ); Night ( ); 
6. What time of year is it? Can't tell ( ); Summer ( ); Fall ( ); Winter ( ); Spring ( ); 
7. Whaf colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( }; Purple ( ); Blue ( }; 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
8. Whal' other objects or people do you see in your picture? 
------------------------------
i 9. Is the person that you see a person that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ) •. 
~· 
10. Is the place that you see a place that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
fl. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ); Hearing anything ( ); 
Smelling anything ( ); 
12. Did you feel that you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
~ :·· 13. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SAMPLE 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the boy ( ); The boy and a fence ( ); A whole scene with a boy and 
a fence in it ( ). 
r ___ 3. Where is your picture? Can 1t tell ( ); In the city ( ); In the country ( ); Some other place ( ); 
4. Check the words below that describe the boy as you see him. 
Age Can•t tell ( ); About 5 ( ); About 8 ( ); About 12 ( ); About 15 ( ); About 20 ( ); 
Hair Can•t tell ( ); Blond ( ); Brown ( ); Dark ( ); Black ( ); Auburn ( ); Other ( ). 
Short ( ); Long_ ( ); Medium ( ); Straight ( ); Curly ( ); Other ( ). 
Clothes Can•t tel I ( ); Hat ( ); No hat ( ); Cap( ); Other ( ); 
Shirt ( ); Jacket ( ); Coat ( ); Dungarees ( ); Long pants( ); Short pants ( ); 
Shoes ( ); ~c ks ( ); Barefoot ( ); Other ( ); 
How else would you describe the boy? 
--------~----------------------------------------
5. Check the words below that describe the fence as you see it. 
Can•t tell ( ); Picket ( ); Wooden board ( ); Iron ( ); Stone ( ); Other ( ); 
What color? How high? 
---------- --------------
How else would you describe the fence? 
-----------------------------------------------
6. Check anything below that appears in your picture. 
Open field ( ) Barn ( ) Sidewalk ( ) Cars ( ) 
Lawn ( ) House ( ) Alley ( ) People ( ) 
Trees ( ) Garage ( ) Road ( ) Toys. ( ) 
Woods ( ) Buildings ( ) Street 
. ( ) Stones ( ) 
Shed ( ) 
Name anythins else you see in your picture. 
7. Check any color that you see in your picture. Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( 
Blue ( ); Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ); 
8. Is the boy you see a boy that you know the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
- Is the place that you see a place you know the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ), 
9. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
); 
10. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing anything ( ) 
Tasting anything ( ). 
I I. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sent~nce said someone was doing? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
12. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw affirst? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
SENTENCE 9 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the person ( ); The person and water ( ); A whole scene with 
a person and water in it ( ). · 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); At the beach ( ); At a pond ( ); At a lake ( ).; At a 
11 swimming-hole 11 ( ); At a skating pond or lake ( ); Other ( ). 
4. Do you see people? Tell about them 
--------------------------------------------
5. How would you describe the person the sentence is about? 
Age Can't tell ( ); About 5 ( ); About 10 ( ); About 15 ( ); About 20 ( ); Other-----
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond ( ); Brown ( ); Dark ( ); Black ( ); Red ( ); Short ( ); Long ( ); 
Straight ( ); Curly ( ); 
Clothes Can't tell ( ); Trunks ( ); Bathing suit ( ); Winter clothes ( ); Summer clothes ( ); 
No clothes ( ); Other 
-------------------------------------------
How else would you describe the person? 
---------------------------------------
6. What other objects or people do you see in your picture? 
7. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); 
Blue ( ); Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ); 
8. Is the person in your picture a person that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
9. Is the place that you see a place that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
II. Did you feel a shiver as you read the sentence? Yes ( ); No C ). 
~ · )_(•. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred .in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
1~. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( } No ( ). 
14. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
; 
I 
·--
SENTENCE 8 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just violets ( ); Violets in a field ( ); A whole scene with violets 
and a field in it ( )_. · 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In the country ( ); In the city ( ); Other 
----------------
4. Check the words below that describe the violets you see. 
Single ( ) African ( ) Wild wood violets ( ) Other description? 
Bouquet ( ) Sparse ( ) Many bluettes ( ) 
Many ( ) Clumps ( ) Blanket of ( ) 
5. What time of year is it? Can't tell ( ); Summer ( ); 'Fall ( ); Winter ( ); Spring ( .). 
6. What time of day is it? Can't tell ( ); Morning ( ); Noon ( ); Afternoon ( ); Evening ( ); Night ( ). 
7. Check the words below that describe anything else you saw in your picture. 
Bee ( ) Gate ( ) Stones ( ) Other obiects? 
Brook ( ) Gravel path ( ) Trees ( ) 
Cow ) ) F.ence ( ) Woods ( ) 
Curved path ( ) Hay ( ) Wall ( ) 
Grass ( ) Steps ( ) 
8. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
9. Is this a place that you know the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
10. Is your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Tou~hing anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
12. Do you see the same picture now that you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE I 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the bowl ( ); The bowl on a table or shelf ( ); A whole 
picture with a bowl in it ( ). 
l --------~ 
Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In a kitchen ( 
Outdoors ( ); Some other place ( ). 
); In a dining room ( ); In a living room ( ); 
4. Check the words below that describe the bowl you see.· 
5. 
Material Can't tell ( ); Wood ( ); Glass ( ); Crockery ( ); Other ( ); 
Size-Shape Can't tell ( ); Round ( ); Oval ( ); Square ( ); Other ( ); 
Shallow ( ); Deep ( ); 
Contents Almonds ( ); Cashews ( ); Filberts ( ); Brazi Is ( ); Peanuts ( ); Mixed ( ); Pecans ( ); 
Salted ( ); In the shell ( ); Other description 
----------~-------------------
Check any other objects you see in your picture. 
Ash tray ( ) Couch ( ) Sandwiches ( ) Other objects? 
Candy ( ) Curtains ( ) Silverware ( ) 
Cheese corn ( ) Flowers ( ) Table cover ( ) 
Children ( ) Large chairs( ) TV set ( ) 
Cigarettes ( ) People ( ) 
Coffee cups ( ) 
6. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); White ( ); 
7. How else would you describe your picture? 
------------·------------------------------~ 
8. Is the bowl you see a bowl that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
9. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing anything ( ); 
Tasting anything ( ). 
Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 2 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ).;. 
2. Did you see: Just a pie ( ); A pie on something ( ); A whole scene with a pie il1 it ( ); 
r f ~~--3. Where. i~ your picture? Can:t .tell ( ); Indoors ( ); Outdoors ( ); In a kitchen ( ); 
In a ltvrng room ( )i In a dtnrng room ( ); In a bakery ( ); Other ( ). !' 
4. Check the words below that describe the pie you see. 
Light crust ( ) 
Crispy crust ( ) 
Deep dish ( ) 
Table Talk ( ) 
Top crust open laced ( ) 
One piece cut out ( ) 
V-shaped cuts in top ( ) 
Top crust puffed up ( ) 
Juice boiling out ( ) 
Steam rising ( ) 
Other 
-------------------------------
5. Check the things below that you see in your picture. 
Army tent ( ) Cabinets ) Maid ( ) Platter ( ) 
Apron ( ) Cook ( ) Modern kitchen ( ) Refrigerator ( ) 
Bakery ( ) Children ( ) Old kitchen ( ) Sink ( ) 
Black wood stove ( ) Curtains ( ) Oven rack ( ) Silverware ( ) 
Black coal stove ( ) Delivery truck ( ) Oven door ( ) Table ( ) 
Brick Bui·lding ( ) Flames ( ) Pantry ( ) Window ( ) 
Bread mixer ( ) Fireplace ( ) Plate ( ) Wooden board ( 
Pie tins ( ) Farmhouse ( ) 
Bond bakery ( ) 
What else do you see in your picture? 
6. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); 
Blue ( ); Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ); 
J. Is the place you see a place that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
8. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ); 
9. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ); 
~. Is the picture you see now the same one you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
) 
SENTENCE 7 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the car ( ); The car and a street ( ); A whole picture with a car 
and a street in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In the country ( ); In the city ( ); Other 
------
4. Check the words below that describe the car as you see it. 
Coupe ( ) Open ( ) New ( ) Make? 
Convertible ( ) C lased ( ) Old ( ) 
Roadster ( ) Top Down ( ) Jalopy ( ) Year made. 
Sedan ( ) Large ( ) 
Truck ( ) Small ( ) Color Speed 
5. How would you describe the street? 
6. Check anything below that appears in your picture. 
Back yard ( ) Grass ( ) Houses ( ) Sun ( ) Other objects? 
Bridge ( ~ Fields ( ) Lamp posts ( ) Moon ( ) 
Brush ( ) FIat country ( ) Highway ( j ·Trees ( ) 
Blue sky ( ) Flowers ( ) Sidewalk ( } Woods ( ) 
Gray sky ( ) Hi lis ( ) Stars ( ) 
7. Do you see people in your picture? Tell about them. 
8. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
9. Do you know the place that you see the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
10. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ); 
Hearing anything ( ). 
! .. 
l2. Is .the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 3 . 
I. Did you see a pictur~ as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the dishes ( ); The dishes and a floor ( ); A whole scene 
with dishes and a floor in it ( ). 
1.3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In a kitchen ( ); In a dining room ( )~Jin a pantry ( ); 
In a living room ( ); Outdoors ( ); Somewhere else ( ); 
4. Check the words below that describe the dishes as you see them. 
Material Can't tell ( ); Glass ( ); China ( ); Crockery ( ); English bone china ( ); 
Willow-ware ( ); Other ( ); 
Kind Can't tell ( ); Plate ( ); Cup ( ); Saucer ( ); Tray of dishes ( ); Pieces of 
dishes ( ); Other ( ). 
What color were they? 
-------------------
How many? 
--------------
6. Check anything below that appears in your picture. 
Apron ( ) Drain board ( ) Stove ( ) Other objects 
Boy ( ) Refrigerator ( ) Towel ( ) 
Busboy ( ) Sink . ( ) Waiter ( ) 
Cabinets ( ) Children ( ) Waitress ( ) 
Dish pans( ) People ( ) 
7. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); 
Blue ( ); Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
8. Did you know the dishes you saw the minute you saw them? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
pid you know the place you saw the minute you saw it? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
9. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ). 
10. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); 
Hearing anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
II. Is the picture you see now the same one you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 6 
I. Do you see a picture when you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the food ( ); The food and a table ( ); A whole picture with 
food and a table in it ( ); See a picture but none of these ( ). 
fbJ:- Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); Back yard ( ); On a boat ( ); Coffee shop ( ); Hillside ( ); 
Wooded grove ( }; Meadow ( ); Bank of a streem ( ); Other ( ). 
4. What time of year is it? Can't tell ( ); Spring ( ); Summer ( )·Fall ( ); Winter ( }. 
5. What time of day is it? Can't tell ( ); Morning ( ); Noon ( ); Afternoon ( ); Evening ( ); Night ( ). 
6. What food do you see? Can't tell ( ); 
Hot dogs ( ) Sandwiches ( ) 
Hamburgers ( ) Potato Chips ( ) 
Chicken ( ) Sweet Corn ( ) 
Steak ( ) Popcorn ( ) 
Ham ( ) 
What other foods do you see? 
Candy ( } 
Ice Cream ( ) 
Pie ( ) 
Cake ( ) 
Coffee 
Tea 
Milk 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
----------------------·------------------------------
7. What people.do you see in your picture? 
----~-------------------------------------
8. Check the objects below that you see in your picture. 
Ants ( ) Charcoal Stove ( ) Flies ( ) Matches ( ) Trees ( ) 
Ashcan ( ) Cigarettes ( ) Farmer ( ) Napkins ( ) Waterfall ( ) 
Blanket ( ) Dog ( ) Gas Pump ( ) Rocks ( ) Umbrella ( ) 
Brook ( ) Flowers ( ) Green Lawn ( ) Straws ( ) 
Chair. ( ) Fish Lines ( ) Lake ( ~ Table ( ) 
Name anything else you see in your picture. 
9. What colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Red ( ); Purple ( ); Blue ( ); 
Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( ); White ( ). 
10. Is this a place you know the minute you see it? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
II. Did ).ou feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( ); Tasting 
anything ( ); Hearing anything ( ). 
M2. Did you feel as though you were a part of the picture? y,es ( ); No ( ). 
,/ 13. Was your picture: Clear ( )·Clear in parts and blurred in others ( )·Blurred ( ). 
14. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
SENTENCE 4 
I. Did you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
2. In your picture do you see: Just th~ boy ( ); The boy and the clay ( ); A whole scene with 
a boy and clay in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); In a bedroom ( ); In a living room ( ); In a W dining room ( ); In a playroom ( ); Other ( ); 
:$: 
4. Check the words below that describe the boy as you see him. 
Age Can't tell ( ); About 2 ( ); About 5 ( ); About 7 ( ); About 10 ( ); Other ( ); 
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond ( ); Brown ( ); Dark ( ); Black ( ); Other ( 
Short ( ); Long ( ); Medium length ( ); Straight ( ); Curly ( ). 
Clothes Can't tell ( ); Shirt ( ); Jacket ( ); Coat ( ); Dungarees ( ); Long pants ( ); 
Short pants ( ); Shoes ( ); No shoes ( ); Barefoot ( ); 
, How else would you describe the boy? _____________________ _ 
5. Check the things below Jhat describe the clay you see. 
Ball of clay ( ) 
Long thin cord { ) 
Large I umps ( ) 
Modeling ( ) 
Multicolored ( ) 
Yellow ( ) 
Green 
Blue 
( ) 
( ) 
6. What other objects do you see in your picture? 
Brown ( ) 
Shape of clay? 
----------------
Position of clay? 
--------------
--------------------------
7. Is the boy you see a boy that you know? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
8. Was your picture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( ); 
9. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything ( ); Smelling anything ( )i 
Hearing anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ); 
10. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said someone was doing? Yes ( ); No ( ); 
II. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
; nar-
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SENTENCE 5 
I. Do you see a picture as you read this sentence? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
2. In your picture do you see: Just the person ( ); A perso·n and a floor( ); A whole scene with a 
person and a floor in it ( ). 
3. Where is your picture? Can't tell ( ); Indoors ( ); Outdoors ( ); In a living room ( ); In a 
bedroom ( ); In an office ( ); In a gymnasium ( ); Some other place ( ). 
4. Check the words below that describe the person you see. 
Age Can't tell ( }; About 5 ( ); About 10 ( ); About 15 ( }; About 20 ( }; About 30 ( ); Other ( ). 
Hair Can't tell ( ); Blond ( }; Brown ( ); White ( ); Dark ( ); Black ( }; Long ( ); ·short ( ); 
-- Curly ( ); Straight ( ); Wrw~d ( ); Other ( ). 
Clothes Can't tell ( ); Pajamas ( }. Sweater and skirt ( ); Bathing suit ( ); Long dress ( ); 
House coat ( ); Slippers ( ); Shoes ( ); 
Other description 
----~----------------------------------------------
5. Wh~t else do you see in your picture? 
-------------------------------------------
6. Whaf· colors do you see in your picture? Yellow ( ); Orange ( ); Purple ( ); Red ( ); 
Blue ( ); Green ( ); Brown ( ); Black ( }; White ( ). 
7. Did you know the person you saw the minute you saw her? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
8. Did you know the place you saw the minute you saw it'i1 Yes ( ); No ( }. 
9. Was your piCture: Clear ( ); Clear in parts and blurred in others ( ); Blurred ( }. 
10. Did you feel as though you were: Touching anything (" }; Smelling anything ( ); Hearing 
. anything ( ); Tasting anything ( ). 
II. Did you feel as though you were doing what the sentence said sameone was doing? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
12. Is the picture you see now the same picture you saw at first? Yes ( ); No ( ). 
. 
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